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The interaction between light and matter is a basic concept for the understanding of natural 
processes fundamental for all life on our planet. In the last three decades, femtochemistry 
has been developed to investigate the first steps of photoinduced reactions such as 
photochemistry or ultrafast DNA photoprotection mechanisms. In this thesis, the 
application of ultrafast techniques to three systems and the study of charge transfer 
mechanisms and vibrational coherences generated by ultrashort pulses is presented. 
 
A combined experiment of transient absorption and time-resolved infrared spectroscopies 
is used to investigate a model DNA composed of guanine and thymine, d(GpT). This study 
univocally demonstrates the formation of delocalised Franck-Condon excited state upon 
photoirradiation, which mediate a charge transfer mechanism with d(G+pT-) exciplex 
formation.  
 
In Chapter 5, the implementation of a state-of-the-art phase stable spectrometer which 
allows the acquisition of both broadband transient absorption and two-dimensional 
electronic spectroscopy data is presented. The setup is characterised by boxcar geometry 
and used to investigate the solvation dynamics of Oxazine 4 in different solvents. Data 
analysis reveals the generation of vibrational wave packets in both the ground and excited 
state of the dye in solution. Franck-Condon active modes are retrieved from the purely 
vibrational coherent spectra and assigned. From the comparison of frequency-frequency 
maps of Oxazine 4 in methanol and ionic liquid, a much slower recovery of the central line 
slope is observed when the ionic liquid surrounds the rigid dye. 
 
The solvation dynamics of zinc chlorin e6 in solution and inside a protein scaffold is also 
studied with broadband transient absorption spectroscopy. The ultrafast analysis reveals 
vibrational wave packets generated in the ground and excited state and a less efficient 
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1.1 Photochemistry  
Photochemistry is the branch of chemistry which studies the interaction between matter 
and light.1–4 Molecules in their excited state are generated by the absorption of suitable 
radiation in the ultraviolet (UV, 100 - 400 nm), visible (400 – 760 nm) and infrared (IR, 
760 nm – 1 mm). The primary source of this radiation incident on our planet is the Sun. 
With an effective temperature of ~ 6000 K, the radiation emitted from the Sun can be 
approximated to a black body radiation with maximum intensity in the green-yellow region 
of the visible spectrum.5 Not all radiations emitted from the Sun reaches the surface of our 
planet. Much of it is reflected, absorbed and scattered by the atmosphere. Of the light that 
arrives at the Earth’s surface, 49% is in the near-IR, 42% visible, and only 9% is UV light.6 
Therefore, there is an abundance of sunlight available to drive photochemical change in 
nature, playing a fundamental role in the world we live. In nature, photochemistry forms 
the basis of a great variety of processes such as photosynthesis,3 vision,7 formation of 
vitamin D,8 and it can induce mutagenic effects in DNA.9–12 
 
Prior to 1817, photochemistry was studied only qualitatively, and photochemical changes, 
such as photosynthesis in plants, and blackening of silver halides were known.1–3 At the 
beginning of the 19th century, Grotthus and later Draper started to develop a quantitative 
approach to photochemistry with the formulation of the first law of photochemistry:13 




Despite its simplicity, the first law of photochemistry remains a foundation for 
photochemical and photobiological phenomena. 
 
A significant advance to our understanding of photochemical reactions was subsequently 
made by Einstein and Stark, who applied the concept of quantisation to the absorption 
process. They formulated the so-called second law of photochemistry, also known as 
photochemical equivalence, that states:13 
“For each photon of light absorbed by a molecular system, only one molecule is activated.” 
 
Today, the importance of photochemistry lies in a great variety of applications both in 
science and technology.3 For example, a broad range of chemicals are now produced 
through photoinitiated synthesis, and synthetic organic photochemistry is currently 
developing towards more efficient and selective methods.14,15 Further examples of the 
application of photochemical processes in science and technology are the photoinitiated 
polymerisation used in photography, lithography,16 or the implementation of photochromic 
materials used in sunglasses lens.17 A further motivation to study photochemical processes 
is given by the possibility to convert and store solar energy. The energy crisis has promoted 
the study of photovoltaic materials where an understanding of the photophysical and 
photochemical processes is essential for the development of more efficient devices.18 
 
In this thesis, the interaction between coherent light and molecular systems such as a 
dinucleotide composed of thymine and guanine DNA basis, a dye molecule (Oxazine 4) 
and chlorin e6 in a maquette protein are studied with ultrafast techniques to address open 
questions about some current topics in photochemistry. Before presenting the results, key 




discussion about experimental techniques implemented to offer additional insight into the 
dynamics of the light-absorbing systems.  
 
1.2 Potential Energy Surface 
1.2.1 Born Oppenheimer Approximation  
The Schrödinger equation is a key result in quantum mechanics to describe the wave 
function or the state function of a quantum-mechanical system.19 The general form of the 
equation, which is used to describe the system evolution in time, is the time-dependent 
Schrödinger equation (see Chapter 2 and equation 2.5). This description predicts that the 
wavefunction can form stationary states which are quantum states with time-independent 
observable and definite energy. These stationary states can be described by using the time-
independent Schrödinger equation: 
 E Ψ= Ĥ Ψ (1.1) 
where Ψ is the wave function, E is the total energy of the system (potential energy + kinetic 
energy), and Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator.  
 
It is only possible to solve the Schrödinger equation for hydrogen-like atoms while some 
approximations need to be done in order to solve it for more complicated systems.19 A 
typical way to simplify the Schrödinger equation (still not sufficient to solve the equation 
for polyatomic molecules) is to consider that the nuclei have a much larger mass compared 
to the electrons. Therefore, the motion of the nuclei is much slower compared to the motion 
of the electrons; this approximation is named after Max Born and J. Robert Oppenheimer 





More specifically, the Hamiltonian of equation 1.1 depends on the nuclear and electronic 
contributions, and the time-independent Schrödinger equation can be written as:  
 [T̂N + T̂e + V̂ee(r) + V̂NN(R) + V̂eN(r,R)] Ψ(r,R) = E Ψ(r,R)  (1.2) 
where r represents the electronic coordinates and R stands for the nuclear coordinates. The 
total kinetic energy operator (T̂) is given by the nuclei (T̂N), and the electrons (T̂e) kinetic 
energy operators, while the total potential energy operator (V̂) is the sum of the electron-
electron (V̂ee), nucleus-nucleus (V̂NN), and electron-nucleus (V̂eN) contributions. It is not 
possible to solve this equation for anything other than hydrogen-like systems. Therefore, 
considered that the electrons are much lighter than the nuclei, the nuclear motion is much 
slower than the electron velocities. Under such conditions, it is possible to invoke the Born-
Oppenheimer (BO) approximation which allows the total wavefunction to be partitioned, 
as follows: 
 
Ψ(r, R) = ∑ ϕ
i








 (r, R) is the electronic wavefunction that depends on both the coordinates of nuclei 
and electrons. Furthermore, χ
i
(R) is the nuclear wavefunction which is no longer dependent 
on the coordinates of the electrons. Therefore, the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
allows the total wavefunction to be written as a product of the electronic and the nuclear 
wave functions and enables the separation of the Hamiltonian operator into electronic and 
nuclear terms. From the variation of the nuclear configuration in small steps followed by 
the calculations of the potential curves, one can obtain the potential energy surface (PES). 
The electronic wave function is re-calculated (recomputed) many times as a function of 
nuclear geometry to generate a potential energy surface for the studied system. Note that 
the PES is now a central concept in physical chemistry with its ability to relate the potential 




1.2.3 Vibrational Energy Levels 
Let us now consider the simplest case: a diatomic molecule where the PES can be 
represented using the Morse potential V(r):22 




where De is the bond dissociation energy which is equal to the well depth, “a” is a factor 
that describes the shape of the curve and depends on the force constant at the minimum of 
the well, re is the equilibrium internuclear distance and r – re the extent of nuclear 
displacement compared to the equilibrium configuration. A graphical representation of 
equation 1.4 is given in Figure 1.1, which depicts the Morse potential and the associated 
vibrational energy levels (represented as horizontal lines across the potential curve). Note 
that the distance between the vibrational levels decreases as the energy approaches the 
dissociation limit due to anharmonicity.51,52  
 
Figure 1.1 Morse potential for a diatomic molecule. The dissociation energy is indicated as De, and 




The representation of the potential energy surface is simple for diatomic molecules, but it 
becomes more complicated for polyatomic species which are characterised by more than 
one degree of freedom. For such molecules, the total number of vibrational degrees of 
freedom is 3N – 6 (or 3N – 5 for linear species) where N corresponds to the number of 
atoms.23 The representation of a system having many normal coordinates requires a 
hypersurface (quantum mechanically obtained from the Born Oppenheimer approximation, 
see the previous section) which is impossible to visualise in its entirety for polyatomic 
molecules. Therefore, the convention is to depict one or two vibrational modes at the same 
time, while treating the other modes as “frozen”. Under such conditions, the simple 
representation shown in Figure 1.1 can also be used when studying polyatomic molecules.23  
 
1.3 Photochemistry and Spectroscopy  
1.3.1 Light-Matter Interactions  
As stated by the two laws of photochemistry, the absorption of a photon by a molecule, 
generating an excited state, is the primary process of photochemistry. Considered that 
spectroscopy is the study of the interaction between light and matter, photochemistry and 
spectroscopy are, therefore, intimately related.3  
 
To better understand the interaction between light and matter and the process of absorption 
and emission in molecules, let us assume that an electric field interacts with a molecule. In 
this representation, the electric field (Ɛ) is treated as a plane wave. Thus, it is expressed as: 
Ɛ(r,t) = E e(±ikr-iωt), where E is the amplitude of the field, “i” is the unit imaginary number, 
r is the position vector, t is time, ω is the angular frequency (ω = 2 π ν, with ν frequency 




that the wave vector indicates the direction of propagation of the field, and the solution is 
characterised by either a positive k vector or negative. The positive vector manifests as 
waves propagating parallel to the direction of the wave vector; thus, the waves are said to 
be outgoing waves. On the contrary, a negative vector indicates that the waves are 
propagating against the direction of k and they are named incoming waves.  
 
Figure 1.2 Generation of an induced molecular dipole through interaction with an oscillating 
electromagnetic radiation. 
 
Upon light-matter interaction, the applied electric field induces an oscillatory dipole 
moment in molecules, causing the fluctuation of the free electron cloud with the frequency 
of the electromagnetic radiation.3,24 Under such conditions, when the frequency of the 
incident light (νi) differs from the natural frequency of the molecule (νn) (as determined by 
the quantised energy states of the molecule), two phenomena can occur. The first 
phenomenon is known as scattering of radiation by a molecule. The second phenomenon 
is related to the radiation produced by the interference between the light and matter which 
is isotropic (equal value in different directions), and it can produce destructive interference 





Nevertheless, when νi and νn are similar, the so-called resonant condition is established 
between the light (e.g., photon)25 and matter (atom or molecule), the oscillation is not bound 
anymore and, classically, it is defined as “free”. In such a case, the photon can be absorbed 
by the atom or molecule which is subsequently promoted to an excited electronic state.3  
 
Classically, a dipole moment (μ) is given by μ = ∑ rjqjj  , defined as the summation of the 
product of the position vector for all charged particles rj, times the charge qj. 
 
The quantum mechanical representation of the oscillating dipole moment is given by the 
transition dipole moment. This quantity provides the strength of the interaction that leads 
to the transition between states. To define the transition dipole moment, let us assume that 





 wavefunctions which contain all the measurable information about 














where μ̂ is the transition dipole moment operator, the angle brackets indicate the bra/ket 
notation, and ∫ dr means integrated over all coordinates. Equation 1.5 does not only 




〉|2 gives the probability of it, and 
it is commonly used to establish whether or not transitions between electronic states are 
allowed.27 
 
Note that the classical dipole moment and the quantum mechanical transition dipole 





1.3.2 Absorption and Emission 
The phenomena of absorption and emission for quantised systems such as atoms and 
molecules were first treated in 1916 by Einstein who proposed the existence of three 
processes in light-matter interaction: absorption, spontaneous emission and stimulated 
emission.28 With each event, Einstein associated a coefficient (known as the Einstein 
coefficient) which indicate the probability of each process. 
 
For a two-level system characterised by two electronic excited states, E1 and E2, where E2 
> E1, the absorption process occurs when the electronic transition is from the state at lower 
energy to the state at higher energy. This process is due to the absorption of a photon of 
energy hν, as shown in Figure 1.3 (a), and the Einstein coefficient associated with the 
absorption process is B12. 
 
Spontaneous emission is the process that involves the “spontaneous” (without the presence 
of an external field) decay of a photon from E2 to E1. The process is conventionally 
identified with the Einstein coefficient, A21, which gives the probability that an electron in 
state E2 spontaneously decays in E1 (see Figure 1.3 (b)). The photon emitted is equal to the 
energy difference between the two states (E2 – E1 = hν).  
 
Figure 1.3 Electronic transition between two levels at energies E1 and E2 (E2 > E1) for (a) 





Stimulated emission can be viewed as the inverse of the absorption process, as depicted in 
Figure 1.3 (c). This process is characterised by an electronic transition from E2 to E1 
induced by the presence of an external field. Stimulated emission is described by the 
coefficient B21, which corresponds to the probability that an electron decays from E2 to E1 
emitting a photon with total energy E2 - E1 = hν.  
 
1.3.3 Franck-Condon Principle 
Molecular systems can be studied at room temperature where, typically, many molecules 
reside in the lowest vibrational level (v = 0) of the ground electronic state following the 
Boltzmann distribution.29  
 
Figure 1.4 Energy diagram depicting the vibrational states and their wavefunctions to describe the 
Franck-Condon principle. The potential wells are shown such as the favoured transition in 
absorption (blue arrow) is the v’’ = 0 to v’ = 3.  
 
In a specific case where the majority of the molecule resides in the lowest vibrational state, 




of the vibrational quantum level where the vibrational overlap integral has its maximum 
value.19 Considered that an electronic transition occurs in < 10-15 s (sub fs), while a 
vibrational transition usually occurs in ~10-12 s (~ ps), the nuclei remain “frozen” during 
the electronic transition. The scientific community largely accepts this assumption which 
is known as the Franck-Condon (FC) principle. This principle states:30–32 
“Electronic transitions are so fast in comparison to nuclear motions that immediately after 
the transition, the nuclei have nearly the same relative position and momentum as they did 
just before the transition.”  
 
Classically, this principle is depicted as a vertical arrow parallel to the potential energy 
axis, and it implies that the most probable transitions are the ones that occur with a small 
change of the momentum and position of the nuclei. Moreover, the state resulting from this 
transition is identified as FC state.33  
 
1.4 Excited states 
After presenting the key aspects of absorption and emission, which lead to the formation 
and deactivation of the excited states, the concept of excited state lifetime is introduced 
alongside with the photophysical processes that can occur in the excited state.  
 
1.4.1 Excited state Lifetime and Photophysical Processes in 
Electronically Excited Molecules 
An excited molecule can be a completely different chemical species compared to the 
species in the ground state, with far more internal potential energy. Many physical 




ground and the metastable excited state.34 Thus, excited states are generally characterised 
by a change in the structure (i.e., different minimum energy bond length or dihedral angles) 
which gives rise to different geometries and bonding properties compared to the ground 
state species.33,35  
 
Upon photoirradiation, in a two-level system (see section 1.4.2), a molecule in the ground 
state can be promoted to the higher-energy state which is characterised by a certain lifetime, 
known as the radiative lifetime. For a molecule, in free space, the radiative lifetime must 
have a unique value, and for times longer than the radiative lifetime, the system reverts to 
its original state. Considering I and I0 as the intensity of the emission at time zero (when 
the radiation start interacting with the system) and any time t such as t > > t0, for a system 
comprises a large ensemble of molecules, the rate of the decay has an exponential form 
given in the following equation:34 
 I = I0 e
 -t / τ (1.6) 
where τ = 1/k with k the rate constant of the emission process. The lifetime (τ) is defined 
as the time taken for the radiation intensity to decay to 1/e th of the original value (occurring 
when t = τ).3,4,34 Moreover, in the case where the highest energy level (E2) can decay only 
with radiative (emission of photon) emission to the lower energy state (E1) the Einstein 
coefficient for the spontaneous emission (A21) is related to the radiative lifetime, as follows: 
A21= 1/ τ. However, in systems that cannot be described by a simple two-state model in the 
condensed phase, other phenomena such as molecular collisions can occur. These processes 
compete with the spontaneous emission and can reduce the lifetime of the excited state.36 
 
In condensed phase systems, the pathways available for a molecule to return to the ground 




of the system and are unimolecular, while some others are a function of external 
perturbations and may be bimolecular processes. All these processes have to occur in a 
period shorter than the natural radiative lifetime in order to be competitive.33 
 
The unimolecular processes are illustrated in the Jablonski diagram shown in Figure 1.5. 
This diagram can be read as follows: the first process that occurs is the absorption of a 
photon which may promote the molecule from the ground (S0) to the excited state S1, S2 or 
higher energy levels. As illustrated, there are many possible routes for the deactivation of 
excited electronic states including, radiative (straight arrows) and non-radiative (undulated 
arrows) processes, Figure 1.5.  
 
Figure 1.5 Jablonski diagram for unimolecular processes where, IC = internal conversion, ICS = 
intersystem crossing, VC = vibrational cooling. Sn denotes singlet electronic states, while Tn stands 
for triplet states. Straight arrows represent radiative processes, while undulated arrows are non-
radiative processes. 
 
The first radiative processes that might take place is the vibrational relaxation (VR). This 




where the energy is redistributed within different quantum states of the same molecule, and 
vibrational cooling (VC) where the energy can be exchanged with the surrounding 
molecules until the lowest vibrational level of the electronic excited state is reached.64  
 
A molecule excited to high singlet energy states such as S2, S3,..Sn may dissipate the energy 
through a non-radiative transition between two states with the same multiplicity; this 
process is the so-called internal conversion (IC). In general, VC immediately follows 
internal conversion to the lowest vibrational states of the electronic excited state. The rate 
of IC is inversely proportional to the energy gap between the two singlet electronic states 
involved in the process. Therefore, IC for closely-spaced states such as S3  S2 or S2  S1 
is very rapid while the S1  S0 transition generally occurs in a slower time scale due to the 
more significant energy gap between the two states, and it might compete with processes 
such as fluorescence and intersystem crossing (ISC) characterised by a longer time scale.37 
However, note that this is a general rule that does not hold in the case of the conical 
intersections (molecular funnels) that, for example, contribute to the stability of DNA (see 
Chapter 4). 
 
Upon photoirradiation, and as a consequence of IC and VC, the system may lose the energy 
through a radiative transition (S1  S0) in a process known as fluorescence.
3 The energy 
loss prior to fluorescence is the physical origin of Kasha’s Rule known for stating that 
photon emission (fluorescence or phosphorescence) occurs with an appreciable yield from 
the lowest excited state of a given multiplicity.33,38 Another phenomenon associated with 
fluorescence is the Stokes-shift defined as the energy gap between the maxima of the 
absorption and emission spectra of the same electronic state. Fluorescence occurs at longer 




A competitive deactivation path to IC and fluorescence is the non-radiative transition 
between two isoenergetic vibrational levels belonging to the electronically excited states 
characterised by different multiplicity, known as ISC.33 The transition is usually from S1 to 
T1 or for reverse ISC from T1 to S1. In principle, this process should be a forbidden 
transition due to the conservation of spin angular momentum selection rule (ΔS = 0). 
However, the spin-orbit coupling between the orbital angular moment and the spin angular 
momentum can make this transition weakly allowed. Since it is a partially forbidden 
transition, it typically occurs on timescales much longer than the other two competitive 
pathways.3,35 However, the incorporation of heavy atoms into the molecule increases the 
spin-orbit coupling and makes this transition more probable.3,35  
 
After ISC the molecule immediately undergoes VC to the ground vibrational state of the 
triplet state. Furthermore, emission of a photon from T1 to S1 might occur; this radiative 
transition between two electronic states of different spin multiplicity is known as 
phosphorescence. As seen for ISC this a spin forbidden transition, but again it is weakly 
allowed through spin-orbit coupling. The transition rate is prolonged compared to the other 
processes.3,35  
 
1.5 Femtosecond Spectroscopy  
To infer the atomic motions and the non-radiative processes described in the previous 
section is one of the primary goals of the femtochemistry field. The advent of this new 
discipline was a fundamental contribution to the study of vibrational motions and ultrafast 
processes that are the source of chemical reactions passing through the transition state.39,40 
With the fast time resolution, it is possible to observe molecular structures far from the 




femtosecond laser pulses can offer insight into the collective motion of atoms comprising 
molecules.39,40 
 
Femtosecond experiments were characterised by three standard features reported by Zewail 
in its review paper titled “femtochemistry: past, present and future”.39,40 The first condition 
is the definition of a time zero (“to clock the motion”) given by the interference between 
an ultrashort pulse (called the pump) and a time-delayed second pulse known as the probe. 
The second condition is provided by the synchronisation of the molecular motion of the 
ensemble in solution. The third condition, which is a crucial concept in femtochemistry is 
to take advantage of the coherence created to probe the nuclear motion as a function of 
time. These three requirements are the basis of what it is called pump-probe spectroscopy.40 
Moreover, the concept of state coherence which, in this context, is an index of how long 
the system maintains the superposition of states,41 can be identified as the core of 
femtosecond spectroscopy for being the cause of many observed effects, such as vibrational 
wave packets.40 Experimentally, the preparation of the coherence and its detection requires 
very short pump and probe pulses and detection techniques such as pump-probe 
spectroscopy and two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy, detailed in Chapters 3 and 5, 
respectively.  
 
Currently, femtochemistry is applied to study physical, chemical and biological reactions 
and gain insight into transition states or reaction intermediates. Therefore, femtosecond 
spectroscopy is mostly used to investigate different types of chemical changes and to study 
complex molecular systems such as proteins and DNA. Femtosecond studies have also 
been applied for the observation of matter in different phases such as gas and molecular 




studies are also applied to various chemical fields, for example, in organic chemistry where 
multiple transition states and reaction intermediates can be observed in chemical reactions 
such as isomerisation. This kind of spectroscopy is also applied in inorganic chemistry to 
study complex organometallic reactions and metal-metal and metal-ligand bonds, 
moreover it has been used in femtobiology where femtochemistry is applied to study 
elementary steps of vision, photosynthetic reaction, protein dynamics and electron and 
proton transfer mechanisms in DNA. The current femtosecond studies and pump-probe 
applications are related to many other fields; however, a review of them goes beyond the 
scope of this thesis.40,42–50  
 
1.6 Electronic Interactions 
Femtochemistry and experiments concerning femtoseconds pulses can be used to observe 
processes that occur in a short and relatively short time scale such as electron and energy 
transfer. These processes are described here through two different theories, known as 
Marcus theory and Förster resonant energy transfer. These processes occur between two 
species identified as a donor (D) and acceptor (A) and arise from weak electronic coupling. 
Therefore, the electronic states involved in electron and energy transfer can be treated as 
localised states while for medium or strong electronic coupling, the resulting state would 
have been described as delocalised.  
 
1.6.1 Marcus Theory 
Marcus theory was first developed by Rudolph A. Marcus in 1956, to explain the electron 
transfer between a donor and acceptor.51–53 According to Marcus theory, the electron 
transfer reaction between the weakly coupled donor and acceptor progresses along a solvent 




 D + A  D+ + A- (1.7) 
The rearrangement occurs upon electron transfer when the solvent changes (reorganises) 
its configuration in such a manner that the negative charge on A is stabilised as well as the 
positive charge on the donor; a representation is shown in Figure 1.6. 
 
Figure 1.6 Donor acceptor representation before and after charge transfer. 
 
The figure also shows the so-called outer shell, which is the external response of the 
medium while the inner shell refers to an internal vibrational mode that promotes the 
electron transfer reaction. Moreover, the electron is represented as localised either in D or 
in A-. Therefore, the system represents the non-adiabatic (or diabatic) case where the 
electronic coupling of donor and acceptor is weak.  
 
With the development of this theory, Marcus demonstrated that the rate of electron transfer 
could be classically derived from the Arrhenius rate constant,54 and the electron transfer 
rate constant is:51–53,55 
 








where A is the preexponential factor, and according to the semi-classical theory, it conveys 
information about the electronic coupling between the neutral reagents A and D. The 
exponential term contains information about the effect of the nuclear motion that occurs 




factor contains the Boltzmann constant (k), T the temperature, and the so-called 
reorganisation energy (λ) which is the energy needed to “reorganise” the system structure 
from reagent to product. Moreover, kET is also a function of ΔG
°
, which is the total Gibbs 





, where the change in enthalpy is ΔH°, and ΔS
°
 represents 
the change in entropy under standard conditions.  
 
Figure 1.7 Reactant (D + A) and product (D+ + A-) potential energy curves for electron transfer 
showing the three different regimes, (a) normal, (b) activationless, and (c) inverted. 
 
Also, note that for completeness, Figure 1.7 shows the Gibbs energy of activation (ΔG*), 
which is defined as the difference between the transition state of a reaction and the ground 
state of the reactant. 
 
From the relationship between the reorganisation energy and the Gibbs free energy 
established in equation 1.8, three possible scenarios can occur during the electron transfer, 
as depicted in Figure 1.7. The first scenario analysed is the so-called normal regime (Figure 
1,7 (a)), where the reorganisation energy is greater than the Gibbs free energy and ΔG* > 




an increase of kET due to a smaller activation barrier between the reactant and product 
potential energy wells. As also predicted by the Arrhenius model, the rate of electron 
transfer has its maximum when -ΔG0 = λ and the reaction is said to be activationless or 
barrierless with ΔG*= 0, as shown in Figure 1.7 (b).  
 
The third scenario corresponds to a further increase of the driving force leading to the re-
appearance of an activation barrier. This region is the novelty introduced by Marcus in 
describing the electron transfer reaction, and it is not contemplated by the classical 
description of a barrier activated electron transfer reaction (Figure 1.7 (c)). From a chemical 
perspective, the inverted behaviour indicates that additional vibrational excitation is 
required to reach the curve-crossing point.56-58 
 
Figure 1.8 Schematic representation of the photoinduced electron transfer mechanism. 
 
Marcus theory is usually used for the description of a number of important processes in 
biology and chemistry, including corrosion, photosynthesis, and charge separation in 
certain type of solar cells. In this thesis, Marcus theory sees its application in the study of 
a dinucleotide of guanine and thymine moieties. This theory gives the kinetics and 
thermodynamics explanations for the so-called photoinduced electron transfer (PET) from 




acceptor radical anion and donor radical cation. Figure 1.8 depicts the photoinduced 
electron transfer mechanism, where the system is initially found in its ground state (D + 
A). Under such conditions, the electron transfer from D to A is not thermodynamically 
favoured. However, this scenario can change upon photon absorption when the light-
absorbing donor can be promoted to its excited state (D* + A). This new scenario facilitates 
the PET that becomes a thermodynamically favourited mechanisms with ΔG0 < 0. 
Therefore, a charge transfer state, D+ + A-, can be generated.59,60 This mechanism is of 
crucial importance in a variety of chemical and biological reactions and an example of PET 
between guanine (donor) and thymine (acceptor) will be given in Chapter 4. 
 
1.6.2 Förster Resonant Energy Transfer 
The electronic excitation transfer between two resonant states, belonging to the donor and 
the acceptor, was first described by Förster,61,62 and it is now known as Förster resonant 
energy transfer (FRET). This process is due to a dipole-dipole interaction between D and 
A, where the electronic energy transfer (EET) is driven by an oscillatory transition dipole 
moment of the donor, which is resonant with the acceptor. It is important to note that FRET 
processes do not involve the emission and reabsorption of photons. Therefore, the 
resonance interaction can occur at a large intermolecular distance and does not require 
molecular collisions.61,62  
 
The non-radiative transfer of electronic excitation from an electronically excited molecule, 
the donor, and a species on the ground state, the acceptor, leads to a reduction of the donor 
and increase of acceptor fluorescence intensities due to the following equation: 




where D* is the electronically excited donor and A* the electronically excited acceptor. 
Therefore, both the ground and the excited state of the donor and acceptor play a 
fundamental role. Photoexcitation promotes the donor into its excited state (see Figure 1.9 
(a), D  D*). Subsequently, a rapid vibrational cooling takes place, and the donor relaxes 
into its minimum energy geometry described by its reorganisation energy (λD*) in a few 
picoseconds. This process leaves the donor in the lowest vibrational level of the excited 
state, which requires a resonant condition to transfer the energy from D* to A*. When the 
resonant condition is fulfilled, and the oscillation of the excited donor coherence is equal 
to the difference in energy between the ground, and excited state of the acceptor FRET can 
take place. After energy transfer to the acceptor, vibrational cooling occurs, and the 
fluorescence of the species A is observed. The efficiency of the electronic energy transfer 
is experimentally followed by comparing the emitted fluorescence of D with A, which are 
often spectrally distinct.  
 
Figure 1.9 (a) Donor and acceptor potential energy curves and (b) graphical representation of the 
overlap integral (I) between the absorption spectrum of A and the fluorescence of D. 
 
According to Förster theory, the rate constant of energy transfer (kEET) from the donor to 
the acceptor is a function of the emission rate constant (kD), the lifetime of the excited 
donor in the absence of energy transfer (τD), the distance between donor and acceptor (r) 





















thus, the interaction strength is proportional to 1/r6, and the FRET rate can be used to 
characterise the D-A distance when R0 and τD are known.  
 
Another critical aspect of FRET is the definition of the Förster radius which is:61,62 
 









where κ is the orientation factor, ϕ
D 
the fluorescence quantum yield (defined as the ratio 
between the rate of the process and the rate of absorption), n is the refractive index of the 
medium and “I” is the so-called spectral overlap integral defined as: 
 
I = ∫  εA(λ)  λ
4 FD(λ) dλ 
(1.12) 
where εA
 is the extinction coefficient of the acceptor, λ is the wavelength, and FD is the 
wavelength-dependent donor emission spectrum, see Figure 1.9 (b). The overlap integral 
is the mathematical description of the resonance between donor and acceptor transitions. 
 
Moreover, FRET sees its application mainly in biological experiments such as molecular 
structure investigations. The theory is often referred to as “spectroscopic ruler” where the 
distance between two fluorophores (nanometre scale) is calculated as the ratio of 
fluorescence intensities. For example, FRET is used for detecting DNA mutations, 
biological membrane mapping and in protein studies.61 
 
In conclusion, the FRET theory states that the energy transfer rate scales as r-6 (equation 
1.10) and requires the resonance condition between donor fluorescence and acceptor 




1.7 Solvation Dynamics and Vibrational Wave packets 
To conclude, two concepts that will be useful for a full understanding of the data shown in 
this thesis are introduced in this section: solvation dynamics and vibrational wave packets. 
 
1.7.1 Solvation Dynamics 
Solvation dynamics is the study of the changes in the solvent structure obtained upon 
photoexcitation of the solute molecule.11  
 
At the beginning of the field the attention was mainly focused on common solvents11 while 
today, after the development of ultrafast lasers, the goal is to understand more complex 
systems or solvation in non-conventional solvents such as ionic liquids.63–66 
Experimentally, the time-dependent changes are usually followed by Stokes-shift observed 
in the emission spectrum of the solute.  
 
Figure 1.10 Schematic diagram representing (a) photophysical process in solvation dynamics, (b) 
red shift in solute emission spectra due to solvent reorganisation.  
 
Figure 1.10 (a) schematically illustrates the solvation process, and it can be explained as 
follows. The molecular system is initially in the ground electronic state in equilibrium with 




the solute changes (typically it increases). The electronic transition is so fast that the solvent 
initially does not have enough time to reorient to the changed charge density of the solute, 
and the system is initially far from the excited state equilibrium. Subsequently, the solvent 
molecules reorient themselves in a way that can stabilise the new charge distribution of the 
solute. To better understand this process, the comparison with the time-resolved emission 
spectroscopy can be quite useful (Figure 1.10 (b)). The time-resolved technique shows that 
the frequency-shift of the spectrum monitors the time-dependent emission after excitation, 
and the time dependence of the solute emission on the solvent reorientation (solvation) 
leads to a red shift of the emission spectrum.63–65 
 
1.7.2 Vibrational Wave Packets  
Schrödinger first introduced the concept of wave packets in 1926 as a connection between 
the classical and quantum mechanical description of natural phenomena.12 For almost sixty 
years, the concept of a wave packet had no practical use because the generation of such 
superpositions of states seemed impossible. However, with the development of 
femtosecond pulses, the generation and observation of wave packets became possible.13,14 
Now, it is well known that ultrashort pulses can generate vibrational (and/or rotational) 
wave packets because the pulse has sufficient bandwidth to form a coherent superposition 
of states. Ultrashort pulses can produce a coherence of vibrational states and subsequently 
take a snapshot of the systems which have been moved far from the equilibrium.67 Under 
these circumstances the molecular dynamics can be represented through quantum 
mechanical wave packets which can be described as superpositions of vibrational states 
and in analogy with classical optics, the wave packets can be visualised as superpositions 





Figure 1.11 Wave packet transition. (a) The two light-matter interactions of the broadband pump 
excite a vibrational wave packet from the ground to the first excited state. The wave packet 
oscillates on the excited PES until a third light-matter interaction with the probe pulse occurs. The 
probe pulse is able to stimulate the transition of the wave packet, whether to a higher-lying potential 
or the ground state. (b) Signal undamped wave packet (ideal system), (c) damped oscillation via 
dephasing, and (d) the Fourier transform of the oscillatory signal. 
 
Even though vibrational wave packets are quantum mechanical objects and show 
characteristic such as decoherence and interference, their motion can be often described 
with Newtonian dynamics. A typical example of wave packet generation is given by a 
molecule initially found in the vibrational ground state of the electronic ground state, after 
a certain time, the electronic state interacts with a short pulse (the quantum mechanics 
description assumes this pulse to be a delta function in time which can be approximated to 
a femtosecond pulse in real experiments), which promotes the initially equilibrated system 
into an excited state. In other words, the system starts from an incoherent superposition of 
states, the equilibrium is then altered by a broadband pulse (short pulse) and the system can 




the short pulse is called FC excitation. The result of the coherent superposition is a wave 
packet in the excited state. 
 
For a spatially localised wave packet an initial position can be roughly identified (roughly 
because of the uncertainty principle), the wave packet moves according to the gradient of 
the potential, and it can be described as a classical particle. After the generation of the wave 
packet in the first excited potential energy surface, it can interact with a probe pulse that 
interrogates the systems at specific time-delays which interferes constructively or 
destructively with the wave packet depending on the position of the wave packet in the 
PES. From this interaction the wave packet can be either promoted to higher-lying potential 
energy surfaces or the ground state as shown in Figure 1.11 (a) and in broadband transient 
absorption spectra it can be observed either on the excited state absorption (ESA) or 
stimulated emission regions (see Chapters 6 and 7).68  
 
It is also worth noting that a short laser pulse can, in general, generate both the excited state 
and ground state wave packets. The formation of the ground state wave packet depends on 
a resonant Raman process, known as “resonant impulsive stimulated Raman scattering”, 
and the resulting vibrational spectrum is identical to the molecular Raman spectrum.69 
 
In an ideal system comprising of one normal mode the wave packet can last for an indefinite 
time (Figure 1.11 (b)), while in polyatomic condensed systems the coherent nuclear 
motions observed at early times are gradually damped, and they dephase due to processes 
such as coupling with the bath (Figure 1.11 (c)).70 Through the Fourier transform of the 




coherence detected preserves all spectral information of the excited state where the wave 
packet is generated and propagates (see Chapter 6 and 7).70,71 
 
1.8 Conclusions 
The sunlight incident on the Earth’s surface initiates photochemical reactions that support 
and generate life on our planet. Therefore, the study of photochemistry and the 
characterisation of transitions states formed during photochemical reactions is significant 
for a better understanding of natural reactions such as photosynthesis, production of 
vitamin D and cis-trans isomerisation which drives primary events in vision.3,4,13 
Characterisation of the reaction intermediates can also be very useful while studying 
negative effects arising from sunlight absorption such as the formation of thymine dimers 
associated with skin cancer.10 In the last three decades, a new chemistry field known as 
femtochemistry has been developed allowing the observation of transitions states and 
intermediates in real time which have encouraged the study of photochemical reaction 
offering additional insight into the dynamics of the system. Moreover, ultrafast experiments 
have revealed the formation of a coherent superposition of state associated to quantum 
beating signals in light harvesting complexes revealing the excited-state dynamics of 
biophysical and chemical systems.64 In this thesis, the concept of femtosecond and the 
principles of femtochemistry will be used to characterise a dinucleotide formed by guanine 
and thymine to investigate the nature of the charge transfer state create upon 
photoexcitation. The solvation dynamics of a dye molecule in different solvents are also 
explored to compare the solute-solvent interactions in conventional and non-conventional 
solvents such as methanol and ionic liquids. The quantum coherence known as vibrational 
wave packet is also explored in a protein bound to chlorin e6 molecule and compared to 
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When one or more input fields interact with the dipoles of the matter (the sample), a 
macroscopic response, the so-called polarization (P), is generated.1 The polarization is a 
microscopic collective dipole moment and acts as a source to new frequency components. 
Therefore, it is a source to radiate a new electromagnetic field that, in coherent 
spectroscopy, is detected along a well-defined direction. Understanding the relationship 
between the light-induced polarization and the microscopic properties of a quantum 
mechanical system is the main aim of non-linear spectroscopies. In this field, ultrafast 
techniques are established tools to study condensed-phase systems and their dynamics.2 
Theoretical discussions about the interaction between the electric field and the polarization 
have been studied classically and quantum mechanically, and Mukamel has given the 
principles of nonlinear optical spectroscopy.2 Moreover, theoretical discussion about 
multidimensional femtosecond spectroscopy, photon echo spectroscopy, and heterodyne 
detection have been reported by the groups of Fleming,3–9 Mukamel,2,10–12 Tokmakoff,1,13 
and Joffre14,15 while two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) was first 
theoretically explained by Jonas.16 Therefore, the aim of this chapter is not to report the 
complete development of the theory of time-dependent quantum mechanics and 
multidimensional electronic spectroscopy, but to present the key points of the well-




2.2 Principles of Time-Dependent Quantum Mechanics 
2.2.1 The Density Matrix 
In quantum mechanics, when describing a quantum system, a state vector | (t)⟩ (ket) can 
be used to indicate the so-called pure state or wavefunction. However, a real system could 
also be found in an ensemble of different state vectors where, for example, the system has 
X% probability to be found in |
1
 (t)⟩ and Y% probability to be found in |
2
 (t)⟩. Under 
such conditions, the system is said to be in a mixed state, and the wavefunction 
representation can be substituted with the density matrix or density operator. The density 
matrix is particularly useful in treating mixed states, considered that both quantum states, 
pure and mixed, can be described by a single density operator17,18 which is defined as the 
outer product of the wavefunction () with its conjugate:  
 (t) = | (t)⟩⟨ (t)|. (2.1) 
Note that in quantum mechanics, the ket | (t)⟩ and bra ⟨ (t)| (complex conjugate) notation 
(or Dirac notation) is a common notation to describe quantum states.19 Equation 2.1 implies 
that the density matrix represents the probability density, which in classical physics is 
expressed as a probability distribution. In other words, given a classical observable Z, the 
density matrix plays the role of its probability distribution and, in the quantum case, the 
expectation value of the measurement can be expressed as:  
 〈Z〉= ⟨ (t)| Z ̂| (t)⟩=Tr [Ẑ ρ̂]. (2.2) 
where Ẑ is the linear operator (the operators are usually indicated by a “hat”), 〈Z〉 is the 
expectation value that corresponds to the mean value calculated as the average 
measurement of an observable (the angle brackets (⟨ ⟩) are used to indicate the mean value). 
The bra/ket notation is used to give the ⟨ (t)| Z ̂| (t)⟩ expression, which stands for the 
expectation values of the observable. The term “Tr” that denotes the trace of the matrix is 
*A commutator for two general elements p and q is defined as: [p, q] = pq -qp, and p 
and q only commute if the result is zero. 
39 
given by the two operators, Ẑ, and ρ̂, where the square brackets are used to denote the 
commutator*. Therefore, equation 2.2 is the expectation value (or mean) of the observable 
represented by operator Ẑ for the system in state | (t)⟩.1 
 
2.2.2 Information in the Density Matrix  
Pure and mixed states can be described using the density matrix, and the primary 
information obtained from this operator is given by the diagonal and off-diagonal 
elements.2,20 
 
The diagonal elements (n = m) are the so-called population terms and, they represent the 






 ≥ 0 (2.3) 
while the complex off-diagonal elements are known as coherence terms, and they are 





(t) = cn cm
*  e-iωnmt (2.4) 
Therefore, the density matrix provides information about the purity of a quantum state, e.g., 
for pure state Tr (ρ2) =1 or <1 for mixed states.  
 
2.2.3 Time-Evolution of the Density Matrix 
In quantum mechanics the time evolution of a quantum state is described by the time-










where “i” is the imaginary unit, ħ is h/2π (h is Planck’s constant), Ĥ is the Hamiltonian 
operator (operator of the energies of the system), Ψ is the state vector of the quantum 
system, and “t” is time. 
 
The combination of the TDSE (equation 2.5) and the definition of  (equation 2.1) yields 








where the terms in the equation have already been defined, and the brackets indicate the 
commutator, as seen for equation 2.2. Equation 2.6 is the Liouville-Von Neumann 
equation, and it is a basic tool used to treat the transition between a pure and a mixed state. 
This equation describes the time evolution of the density operator as the time-dependent 
Schrödinger equation (equation 2.5) represents the time evolution of pure quantum states.21 
 
2.2.4 Liouville-von Neumann Equation 
The mathematical description of experiments carried out in spectroscopy, and the 
calculation of the parameter that contains the dynamics information (polarization) of the 
system can be given by the solution of the Liouville-von Neumann equation.2,20,21 
 
For a system initially found in thermal equilibrium that weakly interacts with an external 
agent A(t) that drives the system far from the equilibrium, the solution of equation 2.6 (note 
that this is a general case where the Hamiltonian is replaced by the operator A) can be 
obtained by integrating equation 2.6. Subsequently, a perturbation series can be found by 
substituting the density matrix calculated at a certain time t into itself (see appendix 2.2 for 






(t)= ρ(0) +ρ(1)+ρ(2)+....+ρ(n)+... (2.7) 
which states that the time-dependent density matrix is equal to the sum of the density 
matrices obtained from time zero (ρ(0) = ρ(t
0
)) to its nth-order expansion ρ(n).  
 
Furthermore, the n-th order term of the equation is proportional to the polarization observed 
in an nth order spectroscopy, i.e., third-order spectroscopies depend on ρ(3). This 
description of the density matrix is only valid if the problem is solved using the interaction 
picture. The picture mentioned above is a hybrid description of the system that consists of 
an intermediate representation between the so-called Schrödinger and Heisenberg pictures. 
In the Schrödinger picture, the state vector evolves in time, and the operators are constant, 
on the contrary, the Heisenberg description incorporates time-dependent operators, but the 
state vectors are time-independent. In the interaction picture, both the operator and the state 
vector partially describe the time dependence of the observable. Generally speaking, the 
interaction picture is particularly useful when describing changes in the wavefunction and 
observables resulting from interactions (for example a quantum state that interacts with an 
external electric field).19,22,23  
 
The extended way of calculating equation 2.7 can be simplified by using a super operator 
Ĝ̂ (or Green’s operator). It can be introduced to describe the perturbation series and the n-



























Figure 2.1 Physical representation of equation 2.8. The equation is more clearly understood if 
reading it from right to left. 
 
Figure 2.1 shows a graphical representation of equation 2.8 and should be read from right 
to left, as follows: the system is initially in thermal equilibrium (ρ
0
) until t = t1 where A(t1) 
perturbs the system (the first interaction takes place); subsequently, the system evolves 
until the next interaction that occurs at t = t2 when A(t2) introduces a second perturbation. 
The sequence proceeds until the n-th interaction, and that causes the system to evolve until 
the observation at time, t.1 
 
2.2.5 Response Function 
The response function formalism creates a link between the classically treated electric field 
(Ɛ(t)) and the system’s dynamics (and properties) that are described through quantum 
mechanics. It is important to incorporate into the density matrix formalism the dependence 
on the external electric field explicitly, where the general external agent A can be identified 
as the interaction between the quantum system and the electromagnetic field with A(t) = 
Ɛ(t) μ̂ (t) (note that the vectoral nature of the electric field is omitted to simplify the 
following formalism).25,26 Therefore, the external agent is the product between the external 
electric field and the dipole operator (μ̂(t)) of the species that absorbs the radiation. This 




transition dipole moment as reported by Mukamel.24,25 Under such assumption, equation 



















× μ̂(tn-1+…+t1)…μ̂(t1) μ̂(0) ρ(-∞) 
× Ɛ( t-tn) Ɛ(t-tn-tn-1)...Ɛ( t-tn-tn-1- ... -t1) dt1 
(2.9) 
where the observation time is taken as t ∞, and the n-th term of the density matrix is 
expressed as a function of the super operator Ĝ̂ (this approach is usually referred to as super 
operator of nonequilibrium system).27  
 
To obtain the response function from equation 2.9, it is helpful to calculate the polarization 
at a given time t which has been demonstrated25 to be given by the expectation value of the 
dipole operator μ̂ and (recalling equation 2.2) it reads: 
 〈P(t)〉=Tr [μ̂ ρ̂]  (2.10) 
Thus, the n-th order polarization can be written as follows:25 
 
P(n)(t) = ∫ dt1
∞
0















5,8 is the n-th order nonlinear response function, which is directly 
proportional to the polarization and includes all relevant microscopic information about the 











,tn-1,...,t1)μ̂(tn-1,…,t1)…μ̂(t1) μ̂(0)|ρ(- ∞)〉 
(2.12) 
Where equation 2.12 shows that the response function is a real quantity,2,9 and it describes 
how the matter responds to the applied field containing all the microscopic information of 




is strongly related to the evolution of the system and depends on its full history, from the 
application of the electric field to the final observation.2 Moreover, when studying the 
response function, one needs to take into account its three properties: causality, stationary 
properties and impulse response.2  
 
Causality states that the system cannot respond before the application of the external agent, 
while the stationary principle is related to the observed response of the object studied. This 
response to the applied agent is a convolution of the time-development of the external field 
and the response of the surrounding environment. The stationary principle also states that 
the time dependence of the systems is only related to the time intervals between the applied 
external agents. Therefore, it is possible to define a time-interval τ = t-t0  where t and t0 are 
the times when the system is observed and when the field is applied, respectively. The time-
interval τ, also known as interaction time, is commonly used when deriving the response 
function in multidimensional spectroscopy.9,25 However, the full and exact derivation of 
the response function goes beyond the scope of this thesis, and it has already been 
extensively reviewed before by Mukamel,2,25 Tomakoff,1 and Cho.3 
 
The last property is known as the impulsive response, and it is related to the shape of the 
response function. When a perturbation interacts with the medium, it generates an 
impulsive response from the system that is driven away from the equilibrium. The shape 
of the response function will then start from zero, evolve, and then return to zero. From the 
evolution of the response function is clear that it can be treated as a combination of sine 
functions and it can be described through a Fourier analysis that includes the complete 
microscopic information which is indispensable to calculate the signal arising from 




2.3 Time-Resolved Experiments 
2.3.1 Third Order Polarization and Response Function 
The relationship between the response function and the polarization (see equation 2.11) is 
a key aspect to understand and interpret results obtained using nonlinear spectroscopies, 
such as two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy. It is well established, even-order 
polarizations vanish in isotropic media,2,28 and for a system of dilute and non-interacting 
molecules, the radiated field can be described using the third-order nonlinear polarization, 
P(3)(t).2,5,28 Thus, equation 2.11 can be shown through the real quantities, the third-order 
response function, R3, and the external electric field Ɛ(t) interacting with the system 
multiple times at specific time-delays: 
 










× Ɛ(t -t3) Ɛ( t-t3-t2) Ɛ(t-t3-t2-t1)  
(2.13) 
where the relationship between the third-order nonlinear polarization and the response 
function is well established. For different combinations of pulses, some of the terms in the 
third-order polarization will contain sums and differences of electronic transitions 
frequencies. Moreover, the sums of electronic transitions are highly oscillatory, and after 
time integration, they reveal a minimal contribution to the total signal; therefore, they can 
be neglected. This approximation is known as rotating wave approximation (RWA), and it 
is commonly used to calculate the individual terms of the response function.2,9 
 
R3(t1, t2, t3) can be calculated from the Liouville equation (equation 2.6) by expanding the 
density matrix (equation 2.12). This expansion, in combination with the RWA, reveals 
eight basic terms of the response function corresponding to the so-called Liouville space 




response functions can be derived.2,9 As first reported by Mukamel et al.24,25 and later by 
Cho et al.,5 in a system which is initially in thermal equilibrium with a ground state density 
matrix expressed by ρ
gg
, the nonlinear response function is composed of eight terms four 
of which give a contribution to the molecular nonlinear response function and the other 
four are their complex conjugate. The relevant four terms can be written as the trace (Tr) 
over all degrees of freedom considering both the solvent and the solute, and they read: 
 R1(t3, t2, t1)=Tr [Ĝ̂eg(t3) Ĝ̂gg (t2) Ĝ̂eg(t1) ρgg],  
R2(t3, t2, t1)=Tr [Ĝ̂eg(t3) Ĝ̂ee (t2) Ĝ̂ge(t1) ρgg], 
R3(t3, t2, t1)=Tr [Ĝ̂eg(t3) Ĝ̂gg (t2) Ĝ̂ge (t1) ρgg],  
R4(t3, t2, t1)=Tr [Ĝ̂eg(t3) Ĝ̂ee (t2) Ĝ̂eg(t1) ρgg]. 
(2.14) 
where Ĝ̂mn (t) is the aforementioned super operator (or Liouville-space Green’s function) 
that describes the nuclear degrees of freedom of the all system (solute + solvent) both for 
the ground (g) and excited (e) electronic states. From this derivation one can deduce that 
information about multi-level molecular processes and solvation dynamics are contained 
with the nonlinear polarization and they can be studied with multidimensional 
spectroscopies.5,9 
 
An electric field can be expressed in terms of its amplitude (E0), carrier frequency (ω) and 
wave vector (k), such as Ɛ (r, t) = E0 exp (ikr -iωt). Hence, the third-order nonlinear 
polarization signal can be written as:5,9 






where the frequency (ωs) and the wavevector (ks) of the polarization (signal, see subscript 









. These two relationships enforce the energy (frequency) and momentum (wave vector) 
conservation. In essence, the oscillatory polarization shown in equation 2.15 generates a 
coherent signal field in a direction given by ks at the emitted signal frequency equal to ωs. 
Thus, the various experimental techniques depending on the third-order polarization, such 
as photon echo (PE), transient-grating pump-probe spectroscopies and multidimensional 
spectroscopies arise from the different combination of the wave vectors and the precise 
timing of the driving pulses.2,5,6,8,16,29 
 
2.3.2 Photon Echo and Two-Dimensional Electronic 
Spectroscopy  
Two pulses photon echo studies were first reported in 1964 by Kurint et. al.30 It was 
observed that two crossed-beams, time-delayed, and incident upon a sample could generate 
an optical signal in a well-defined spatial direction compared to the input pulses with an 
intensity proportional to the time delay between the two beams. This signal was called 
photon echo in analogy with the well-known spin echo. Subsequently, more advanced 
experiments were implemented, such as the 3-pulse photon echo, which became a 
commonly applied technique.6 Thus, a typical photon echo experiment consists of three 
pulses characterised by three different wave vectors and frequencies.5,6,31 These pulses are 
separated by time-delays t1, t2, and t3 where t1 is the time delay between the first and second 
pulse, t2 between the second and third while t3 between the third and the echo signal, (as 
shown in Figure 2.2 (a)). Note that the aforementioned delay times are also reported in the 
literature as τ, T, and t, which correspond to t1, t2, and t3, respectively. In a photon echo 
experiment, the detected fourth field has a wave vector: ks = - k1 + k2 + k3 (rephasing) and 






Figure 2.2 (a) Pulse sequence used in photon echo experiments. Three pulses photon echo ray 
optics analogy for a system not interacting with the bath, in the case of (b) rephasing and (c) non-
rephasing signals. (d) Rephasing and (e) non-rephasing signals for a system interacting with the 
environment. 
 
The critical aspects of a three-pulses photon echo experiment can be elucidated through an 




the first pulse interacts with the system, it generates a superposition between two electronic 
states. This superposition is known as coherence and t1 as coherence time. Thus, the 
coherence evolves depending on its oscillatory component (see equation 2.4), which is a 
function of the energy difference between the ground and excited quantum states involved 
in the transition. Over the coherence time, the electronic phase factor associated with the 
systems evolves linearly, and the inhomogeneity of the system determines the slope. For a 
system comprising n molecules, there will be n-lines, and each of them will be characterised 
by different slopes starting from a common value, which is the one created by the first pulse 
(Figure 2.2 (b) and (c)). The interaction between the system and the second pulse generates 
a population given by the diagonal elements of the density matrix (equation 2.3) and 
because of the energy difference between the quantum level involved in this step is zero, 
the phase does not change during t2 (the waiting time). The third pulse generates a second 
coherence (off-diagonal elements of the density matrix), which has the opposite sign 
compared to the first coherence generated. The final interaction either focuses the rays at 
time t3 (echo time), which in photon echo is equal to the duration of the first-time interaction 
(t1 = t3 or τ = t) and, the refocused beams are detected as a photon echo signal as shown in 
Figure 2.2 (b) or acts as a concave lens diverging the rays as depicted in Figure 2.2 (c). In 
this case (no-spectral diffusion) the rephasing signal will always be more intense than the 
non-rephasing at the detector. 
 
The description above of a photon echo generation is valid for ideal systems, systems where 
the interaction with the bath is not considered (no spectral diffusion). Figure 2.2 (d) and (e) 
refer to the situation where the interactions between the solute and the solvent can alter the 
transition frequencies of the molecule. Processes in solution known as dephasing modify 




inhomogeneous distribution known as spectral diffusion mainly manifests during the 
waiting time t2. Thus, the disruption of the smooth electronic phase observed for the ideal 
system during t2, t1 and t3 generates a loss of refocusing ability that leads to a decrease of 
the echo signal intensity but also to the ability to detect the spectral diffusion, Figure 2.2 
(c). Therefore, when the spectral diffusion is strong the two signals, rephasing and non-
rephasing will start to look the same at the detector. From the analogy with the optical rays, 
the photon echo experiment is a measure of the memory of the system depending on the 
transition frequency that is involved when the system is first excited. 
 
Generally speaking, in photon echo experiments, the so-called rephasing signals can be 
selected and studied to investigate the line broadening mechanisms and the spectral 
diffusion of the system. This rephasing signal arises from the R2 and R3 (equation 2.14) 
terms that have the property of time-reversal, where the phase acquired during t1 is reversed 
in t3, as demonstrated by Mukamel
2,25 and reported in detail by Tokmakoff.1 At this point, 
it is also worth noting that the other two Liouville pathways shown in equation 2.14 (R1 
and R4) are known as non-rephasing contributions, and they differ from the rephasing terms 
because the phase during t3 does not reverse the phase acquisition in t1. The non-rephasing 
terms correspond to the free induction decay (FID) signal.  
 
Moreover, it has been demonstrated 2,25 that the four Liouville pathways can be expressed 
in terms of momentum conservation where (in a two-level system) the two rephasing terms 
R2 and R3 have the signal vector, ks (ks =- k1 + k2 + k3) therefore, they propagate along the 
same direction. However, these two terms evolve in different states during the waiting time 
(t2), with R2 propagating in the excited state and R3 in the ground state. Comparably, the 




propagate along the direction defined by ks =+ k1 - k2 + k3. However, they are related to 
different states during t2, with R1 evolving in the ground and R4 in the excited state.
1 A 
diagram showing the spatially separated rephasing and non-rephasing signals generated in 
a photon echo experiment is given in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3 Diagram showing the spatially separated rephasing (R) and non-rephasing (NR) signals 
arising from a 3 pulse photon echo experiment. 
  
The rephasing (photon echo) and non-rephasing (FID) signals are fundamental concepts 
when describing a two-dimensional (2D) experiment considering that the sum over these 
two signals corresponds to the total two-dimensional frequency-resolved photon echo 
signal which can be visualised as a frequency-frequency correlation map of the absorption 
and final emission of the system.16 Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy has been 
proven to be a powerful tool that allows the observation of several properties of the system, 
such as population transfer, coherent superposition of electronic states and electronic 
coupling.32  
 
Like photon echo experiments, the excitation fields used in a 2DES experiment are three 
time-delayed identical pulses propagating along different directions.9 2DES experiments 




noncollinear “boxcar” geometry.9 The noncollinear geometry does not only increase the 
signal-to-noise ratio compared to other 2DES configurations,33 but it also allows to select 
the signal radiation which is produced into a specific spatial direction. Under such 
conditions, the third-order polarization can be written as a sum of response functions known 
as SR and SNR, which correspond to the total signal of the two-dimensional experiment.
9 
However, the rephasing and non-rephasing signals are generated along two separate 
directions (see Figure 2.3), and experimentally, the detection of two signals spatially 
separated could be challenging to implement, requiring either a continuous motion of the 
detector or two matched array detectors (as usually implemented in photon echo 
spectroscopy). To overcome this issue, it has been demonstrated that in 2DES, the time 
ordering of the pulses can be set in such a way that means the rephasing and non-rephasing 
signals can be independently detected along the same direction9,16,34 as it will be explained 
in Chapter 5.  
 
2.3.3 Heterodyne Detection 
To characterise the weak signal field emitted from samples in 2DES, a high sensitivity 
detection technique such as spectral interferometry is required.9,15,16 In two-dimensional 
experiments, such as 2DES implemented as boxcar geometry, the enhancement of the weak 
signal field can be achieved through interference with a reference pulse, the so-called local 
oscillator (LO).9,15,16 This enhancement is usually achieved by heterodyne detection, where 
the signal field Ɛs interacts with a well-characterised reference field, ƐLO, which is 
temporally separated (delayed) compared to the other three pulses, as shown in Figure 2.4. 
The LO used for heterodyne detection is attenuated compared to the other three incident 





Figure 2.4 Pulse-sequence and time variables in the 2DES experiment implemented with 
heterodyned detection. 
 
In a 2DES experiment, a spectrometer detects the interference between two pulses, which 
is collected as intensity, and the signal detected can be manipulated through Fourier 
transform (FT) analysis in the time domain (see appendix for the definition of FT) to obtain 
the signal amplitude and phase7. Note that while for 2DES is possible to retrieve the phase, 
in 3 pulse photon echo measurements, it was almost impossible. The heterodyned signal 
acquired in the two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (S) is given by: 
S = |Ɛs + ƐLO |
2 (2.16) 
where equation 2.16 will be used in Chapter 5 to obtain the 2DES signal in the section “data 
analysis”. 
 
2.4 Frequency-Frequency Correlation Function and Lineshape 
To understand the spectra obtained from 2D experiments, it is now necessary to introduce 
two new concepts, the correlation function and the relationship with the spectral lineshape. 
The correlation function is a powerful tool to describe the dynamics of an internal variable 
of a system in thermal equilibrium, and it is used to study randomly determined (stochastic) 
and irreversible processes in the condensed phase. These processes are not always 
completely and entirely random, but they depend on the time-dependent interaction 




The time-dependent correlation function provides information about how long a specific 
property can last before it vanishes, and it is defined as the average (shown by angled 
brackets) between a time-dependent quantity multiplied by the quantity at a particular time 
delay. The specific correlation function that relates the central frequency associated with 
an electronic transition is the so-called frequency-frequency correlation function (FFCF), 
and it is defined as follow: 
 





where δω is the random fluctuation in frequency at time zero and time t, with t > 0, and τc 
is the so-called correlation time, which indicates the time scale associated with the random 
fluctuations. The FFCF gives information about the optical frequencies investigated and 
their evolution in time is influenced by changes in the molecular structure or interaction 
with the surrounding fluctuating environment (solvent or protein).35,36  
 
Furthermore, the correlation time is also related to the lineshape g(t). This property conveys 
information about the interaction between the solute and solvent (solvation dynamics, just 









- 1)   
(2.18) 
therefore, from the relationship between t and the correlation time, two opposite scenarios 
can be defined.1 
 
For a short correlation time (t >> c), the lineshape is dynamical, and the line width depends 
on the rapid frequency or phase variation of both dipoles. The result of this homogeneous 




compared to the distribution of frequencies available. The total lineshape is a Lorentzian 
function (Figure 2.5 (a)). 
  
Figure 2.5 Illustration of (a) homogenous broadening, (b) inhomogeneous broadening, and (c) 
spectral diffusion. 
 
When the correlation time is long (t << c), the lineshape of the spectrum is determined by 
a static distribution of different resonant frequencies, and it is common to refer to this 
scenario as inhomogeneous case. The overall ensemble lineshape is Gaussian, and it 
represents a static distribution of frequencies which is given by the different environments 
available to the system (i.e., interaction with the bath or protein), see Figure 2.5 (b). 
 
Homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening can be pictured as two extreme limits and, 
a real system usually lies between these two cases (Figure 2.5 (c)). Each molecule in 
solution has an instantaneous frequency that differs from any other molecule in solution. 
The instantaneous frequency of a real system evolves in time generating the phenomenon 
known as spectral diffusion, which can be quantified in 2D spectra with the study of the 







Figure 2.6 Model frequency-frequency correlation maps displaying the inhomogeneous and 
homogenous linewidth and their evolution (spectral diffusion).  
 
Frequency-frequency maps are particularly useful when the homogenous and 
inhomogeneous broadening need to be separated.36 Figure 2.6 gives illustrative 2DES 
spectra for a two-level system characterised by static inhomogeneous broadening. Under 
such conditions, each molecule in solution shows the same frequency in both 1 and 3 
axis. The consequence is an elongated ensemble lineshape along the main diagonal (1 = 
3) where the inhomogeneous linewidth and homogenous linewidth can be isolated (as 
illustrated in the figure). In a system that is inhomogeneously broadened and spectral 
diffusion is significant, at long enough waiting times, the correlation between the 1 = 3 
is lost, and the 2D spectrum will appear as symmetric, i.e., if the initial spectrum is an 






2.5 From the Third Order Nonlinear Polarization to a Two-
Dimensional Spectrum  
A 2D spectrum can be retrieved from the third-order polarization simply using a two-
dimension Fourier Transform along the time axes t3 and t1 of the third-order polarization 
P(3)(t1,t2,t3) for a fixed waiting time t2.
9 However, when running an experiment the intensity 
field is detected and not the third-order polarization. Moreover, in a 2D experiment, a 
spectrometer is used to measure the signal field, and Es (t1,t2,ω3) is detected (the detector 
automatically FT the time domain in the frequency domain, t3→ ω3 ) instead of Es (t1,t2,t3). 
Thus, to analyse the signal acquired in a 2D experiment, it is necessary to know the 
relationship between the signal field and the polarization and then apply a Fourier 
Transform to the t1 axis. The relationship between P
(3)(t1,t2,ω3) and Es(t1,t2,ω3) is a function 








Therefore, to obtain the 2D spectrum, it is necessary to FT only along t1 to generate the 2D 
response function: 
 






iω1t1 dt1 . 
(2.20) 
Equation 2.20 shows that the 2D spectrum is a complex quantity; the real part is related to 
the absorptive features. At the same time, the imaginary part conveys information about 
the dispersive system properties, which is the two-dimensional equivalent of the refractive 
index (see also Chapter 5 in the section “data analysis” for experimental examples). 
 
A consequence of this complex nature of the 2D spectra is that the real (“absorptive”) and 




can be shown together as absolute value. It should also be noted that, experimentally, the 
laser bandwidth has a finite value; therefore, the spectra can be acquired only in a particular 
spectral “window” onto the response function and not over the entire electromagnetic 
spectrum. For this reason, the implementation of 2D spectroscopy is achieved with 
broadband laser pulses to cover the desired states of interest.9 
 
2.6 Pump-Probe Spectroscopy 
Pump-probe spectroscopy is briefly discussed for completeness, but a more detailed 
descriptions of transient electronic absorption (TA) and time-resolved infrared (TRIR) 
experiments are given in Chapter 3. 
 
Pump-probe such as TA and TRIR are related to the multidimensional spectroscopies 
discussed in this chapter so far, and the signals from these pump-probe measurements can 
be viewed as the projection of the real part of the corresponding 2D spectrum onto the 
probe frequency axis, ω3, where only one-time delay, the waiting time or t2 is scanned 
during the experiment, and it is usually identified as pump-probe time-delay. Alternatively, 
2D spectroscopy can be seen as a pump-probe experiment where the excitation (or pump) 
frequency axis is spectrally resolved.2,16 Equation 2.21 shows the relationship between the 
response functions of a TA and 2D experiments. 
 





Considering the relationship between the pump-probe and 2D spectroscopies, it is intuitive 
to think about pump-probe spectroscopies as a part of the family of third-order 






In pump-probe experiments (see Chapter 3 for experimental details), the first two 
interactions occur simultaneously within the same pulse (pump pulse), while the third 
interaction (probe) is time delayed. The signal is generated collinear to the probe, and, thus, 
“self-heterodyned”. For the momentum conservation the wave vector of the signal is given 
by ks = ± kpu ∓ kpu + kpr where kpu is the wave vector of the two pumps (pump propagation 










Ap. 2.1 Time Evolution of the Density Matrix 
Assuming that the wavefunction of a system is given by: 
 | (t)⟩= ∑ cn(t)
n
|n⟩ Ap. 2.1 
and the expectation value of a general operator Z is: 
 〈Ẑ〉= ∑ cn(t)cm
* (t)
n, m
⟨m|Ẑ|n⟩. Ap. 2.2 
From the definition of the density matrix given in the main text (Equation 2.1), the elements 
of the density matrix are: 






 (t)|n⟩⟨m| Ap 2.3 
it means that the density matrix elements, 
nm
, are equal to the time-evolving expansion 
coefficients. The combination of the last two equations gives: 
 〈Ẑ〉= ∑ Anm nm
n, m






Ap. 2.2 Liouville-von Neumann Equation 
Assuming that H0 is the Hamiltonian of the system and it can be treated exactly under the 
influence of a time-dependent agent A(t), which is more difficult to treat. The total 
Hamiltonian that is partitioned in H0 and A(t) is: 
 Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 +Â(t) Ap. 2.5 
Let us assume that the system can be treated in the interaction picture. Under such a 






















































It can be represented more compactly, as shown in equation 2.7. A super operator notation 
can be used to simplify the equations and the formalism, and the solution can be described 
by a super operator Ĝ̂, as: 
 ρ
I 
(t) = Ĝ̂ (t)ρ
I 
(0). Ap. 2.8 
The extended form of the time-dependent operator Ap 2.7 leads to the n-th order term 
























Ap. 2.3 The Fourier Transform 
The Fourier transform (FT) is a mathematical instrument that allows the analysis and 
manipulation in the time domain of data acquired in the frequency domain.  
 
The FT is a liner integral that connects to different domains where one is the reciprocal of 
the other, such as momentum and space or time and frequency.38  
 
The formal equation that describes an FT of the “conjugate variables” t and ω is given 
below: 
 





Moreover, the inverse FT-1 is defined as: 
 





FT definitions containing pre-factors can also be used, and they are commonly found in the 
literature. Note that for this thesis the different definitions are interchangeable, and the data 
analysis procedure is not affected by the presence of the pre-factors as long as the same 
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Transient Absorption and Time-Resolved 
Infrared Spectroscopy  
 
3.1 Introduction 
The direct investigation of excited state molecular dynamics is crucial for the understanding 
of chemical reactions and natural processes such as photosynthesis.1,2 It is well established 
that photophysical and photochemical processes are initiated by light absorption and play 
a fundamental role in the condensed phase.3 Upon light irradiation, a molecule is excited 
to one or multiple excited states. Subsequently, the photogenerated excited state can 
undergo various ultrafast processes that lead to the dissipation of the excess energy.4,5 
Examples of ultrafast processes are not rare in natural events such as light absorption by a 
pigment that initiates photosynthesis,6 the photodamage that can occur in DNA upon UV 
excitation,7 and the excited state dynamics of a dye in solution.8 
 
The direct observation of these processes required many advances in technology.4,5,9,10 such 
as the development of laser technology and the ability to generate short pulses.11–13 Thus, 
the advent of new technologies has opened up a fascinating area of research where pump-
probe experiments have become commonplace.4,14 
 
The generation of ultrashort laser pulses15,16 has made the investigation of fast processes, 




isomerisation more accessible, with pump-probe experiments now viewed as a work-horse 
tool in many laboratories around the world. 
 
In Chapter 2, the fundamental theory of pump-probe spectroscopy was introduced, linking 
2DES and pump-probe spectroscopies. In this chapter, the principles of the main pump-
probe experiments, transient absorption, and time-resolved infrared spectroscopies will be 
given alongside a description of the experimental setup used to collect the data presented 
in Chapter 4. Details on data acquisition and the general approach to the data analysis will 
also be discussed. 
 
3.2 Principles of Ultrafast Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 
TA is an established technique used to follow the dynamics of the excited state directly and 
to observe the evolution of non-emissive and dark states in many chemical systems such as 
biological molecules.2,17 
 
TA experiments consist of the generation of two pulses, the so-called: pump and probe. 
The first pulse to arrive at the sample is the pump that promotes a fraction of the molecule 
in the sample to an excited electronic state.2 Subsequently, the evolution of the generated 
species is followed by a second pulse, the probe which arrives at the sample at a specific 
time delay compared to the pump. The probe pulse is generally weaker in intensity to avoid 
multiphoton absorption and multistep processes, and typically for TA experiments 
comprised of a white light supercontinuum probe.2 
 
The two beams are focused into the sample and spatially overlapped to generate a response 




Chapter 2), is emitted collinear to the probe. After going through the sample, the probe and 
signal are collimated and then focused into a spectrograph that contains a grating. It 
frequency disperses the probe and signal which are then imaged onto a multi-element CCD 
array detector as depicted in Figure 3.1 (a). The signal is then digitalised and displayed as 
a difference in absorbance (A) or transmittance (T/T) with A= -log (1 + T/T).18  
 
Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic representation of a pump-probe experiment. (b) TA overall spectrum and 
the signals contributing to it given in A. 
 
The difference in absorbance represents the difference between the absorption spectrum of 
the excited sample and the absorption spectrum of the molecule in the ground states, and is 
defined by the following expression2: 
 





where  is the wavelength in nm, t is the time difference between pump and probe pulses 
(also t2, see Chapter 2), and “I” is the detected intensity. Note that in equation 3.1, the 
condition of pumped and unpumped is generated by a mechanical wheel (chopper) placed 














Figure 3.1 (b) shows four possible signal contributions to the signal displayed in a A 
spectrum, which can be both positive and negative. These multiple contributions to the final 
signal are classified as stimulated emission (SE), ground state bleach (GSB), excited state 
absorption (ESA), and absorption of the product(s).  
1) Stimulated emission occurs when the weak probe beam passes through the sample 
and induces photoexcited molecules to emit another photon, causing molecules to 
return back to the ground state. This process can occur only for optically allowed 
transitions, and the signal is found at the same frequencies as the static fluorescence. 
The photon generated is emitted collinear to the probe, increasing the intensity of 
the Ipumped relative to Iunpumped, and in agreement with equation 3.1, the resulting 
signal is negative, as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). Note that in T/T spectra, the 
stimulated emission is a positive signal. 
 
2) Upon light irradiation, a small portion of molecules in the ground state are promoted 
to the excited state. Therefore, the number of molecules in the ground state 
decreases, producing the bleach signal (GSB). Hence, the ground state absorption 
in the excited sample is weaker compared with the not excited sample, and the 
signal appears as a negative contribution to the overall A spectrum (positive signal 
in T/T spectra). Moreover, it has been observed that for many chromophores with 




and merge into a single feature usually challenging to disentangle with pump-probe 
spectroscopy (see chapters 6 and 7). 
 
3) The excited state absorption gives the third contribution. Once molecules are in 
their excited states, the probe can generate an optically allowed transitions from the 
excited states to excited states higher in energy. These transitions are observed at 
specific frequencies where the excited species may absorb the probe pulse and 
attenuates the probe beam yielding a positive A (negative T/T).  
 
4) Other photoproducts such as, triplet states, and charge-separated stated can also 
contribute to the A spectrum. These species might be generated, and their 
absorption results in a positive signal in the transient absorption spectrum. Once the 
new transient is produced, it starts playing a role in the dynamics of the sample and 
its transient spectrum can overlap with the TA of the precursors, i.e., a ground state 
bleach might appear at the wavelengths where the product ground state absorption 
resides.19,20 
 
3.3 Principles of Time-Resolved Infrared Spectroscopy 
The study of excited state dynamics is usually carried out with TA, which allows the direct 
investigation of excited state in solution. However, absorption bands of molecules such as 
DNA, its structural components,21,22 and transient metal complexes23 generally result in 
broad and somewhat featureless TA spectra. Thus, the extrapolation of structural and 
dynamical information from these features can be very challenging and not always entirely 
definitive. To overcome this issue, additional ultrafast techniques such as time-resolved 




providing structural and dynamical information about the excited state of molecules by 
probing characteristic vibrational modes of these systems in solution.23 
 
Generally speaking, TRIR is a pump-probe spectroscopy where a UV or visible pump beam 
initiates a photoinduced process, and a mid-IR probe interrogates the molecule at different 
time delays. As in the TA experiments, the data are acquired as a difference in absorption, 
and the final signal is given as a function of time delays and probe frequencies.  
  
3.4 Transient Absorption and Time-Resolved Infrared 
Apparatus  
The transient absorption and time-resolved infrared data presented in Chapter 4 were 
collected with an established setup, at the University of Bristol, which is schematically 
depicted in Figure 3.2. The established system, already reported,24–26 is composed of a 
Coherent Vitara-S oscillator and Coherent Legend Elite HE+ regenerative amplifier, 1 kHz, 
800 nm, and a total output of 5 W and 35 fs pulses. The fundamental 800 nm beam was 
split into three parts. The first two lines were used to seed two Coherent OperA Solo optical 
parametric amplifiers (OPAs). The first OPA is spectrally tunable from UV to IR (220-
20000 nm), and it was used to generate the pump for TA experiments while the second 
OPA generated broadband tunable mid-IR pulses used as the probe for TRIR experiments. 
The third less intense beam was focused with a 15 cm lens into a rastered CaF2 window 
moved perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the beam to generate the white light 
supercontinuum (WLC). A set of neutral density filters and irises attenuated the power of 




The WL was used as probe for the transient absorption measurements, as shown in Figure 
3.2.  
 
Figure 3.2 Schematic diagram of the setup used to acquire TA and TRIR data. 
 
The pump excitation beam passes through a mechanical chopper that blocks every other 
shot. The repetition rate of the laser was 1 kHz, the chopper was set at 500 Hz, and the 
sample was excited 500 times per second. Therefore, the sample can be “excited” or “non-
excited” the same amount of times per second. It allows the WLC to probe the “pumped” 
and “unpumped” state of the sample and the resulting signal was measured as intensity by 
the detector. From the I()pumped and I()unpumped the difference in absorbance was 
calculated using equations 3.1 or 3.2. 
For the variation of the time delay between the pump and the probe beams, both in TRIR 




probe beam. The length of this path is time-dependent, and it was controlled by an 
aluminium retroreflector (PLX) mirror mounted on a motorised 220 mm delay stage with 
a maximum delay achievable of 1.3 ns (see Chapter 4 for specific details about the power 
and spot sizes used during the experiment).  
 
3.5 Spectra Collection 
The TA and TRIR spectra presented in this thesis, in chapters 4, 6, and 7, have been 
collected as explained in this section using a LabView program to control the data 
acquisition.  
 
For a fixed pump-probe time delay, the signal was measured for many numbers of shots 
and averaged to obtain a high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. In many cases, the number of 
shots was set between 700 to 1000, which, under our experimental conditions achieved a 
reasonable S/N. This routine was then repeated for many different pump-probe time delays, 
which were pre-programmed before the acquisition process.  
 
A great advantage in our setup was the use of a multichannel detector that allows 
multiwavelength broadband detection in real time. Further, the data acquired were fitted in 
real time. For a fixed pump-probe time delay, a “rejection filter” was also applied. The 




accept only the data within a specific standard deviation usually set between 0.4 and 0.6. 
The rejection filter significantly improves the S/N and the quality of the data. 
 
Figure 3.3 (a) TA spectrum of a mononucleotide (dGMP) in solution without rejection filter during 
cycle 1, (b) same data with rejection filter, and after averaging over 5 cycles. The data are given in 
mOD. 
 
Once the data at one time delay was recorded the delay stage was moved to another time 
delay. The total numbers of time delays for the experiment repeated in this thesis typically 
varied between 300 and 400, between 0 and 1.3 ns. Each dataset was then acquired for 7 or 
10 times (number of cycles) and the resulting averaged data saved and analysed. Figure 3.3 
(a) shows the TA spectrum of a dinucleotide (dGMP) taken without the rejection filter 
during cycle 1, while panel (b) is the same spectrum after 5 cycles and rejection filter 
applied. 
 




In TA as well as in TRIR spectroscopies, the large amount of data usually corresponds to 
thousands of points acquired in the frequency domain and hundreds to thousands of points 
in the time domain. Thus, the final data can be visualised as a data cube where the three 
dimensions are: pump-probe time delay, probe wavelength, and spectral intensity, which is 
usually given either in A (sometimes given as optical density (OD)) or T/T. To 
analyse such a large number of data points MatLab software is commonly used.  
 
The first step in data analysis consists of examining the raw spectra, where slices of the 
data are selected. For example, by selecting one wavelength and plotting OD or T/T vs 
time, it is possible to extract information about the time evolution of the transient species 
(kinetics). Moreover, by looking at a single time point and displaying OD or T/T vs 
wavelength, the different features appearing in the spectrum can be associated with 
different physical processes, as shown in Figure 3.1(b). From their comparison with the 
static spectra (UV-vis or FTIR), information about the electronic states of vibrational 
modes can be retrieved. 
 
In some cases, a different analysis using Global and Target Analysis is required to 
characterise multiple signals in the spectrum.27 The time-resolved data contains a great 
variety of information, and it can be difficult to isolate the contribution of each species 
modelling the data with a relatively small number of components. Therefore, the ultrafast 
data are initially modelled with sequentially interconverting evolution-associated 
difference spectra (EADS), where the data are fitted with exponential functions and a 
lifetime is associated with each EADS. This process leads to an understanding of the 
excited state evolution. The final step of this analysis is the so-called target analysis. The 




intermediates and product/s, which are known as species associated spectra (SADS). The 
EADS differs from the SADS because the former represents a mixture of states and not the 
single species. To overcome this problem, a consecutive, parallel, or branched kinetic 
model, usually based on chemical intuition or previous information about the studied 
system, is applied during the target analysis, and the contribution of the single species is 
isolated to generate the SADS.28  
 
3.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter, an overview of the principal pump-probe techniques, TA and TRIR, is 
given. The direct investigation of the evolution of the excited state of a molecule is 
commonly carried out using TA.2 It has been observed that certain molecules such as DNA 
and its constituent parts show a very broad and featureless TA spectra and the interpretation 
of the data is, in some instances, challenging. Further information about the structure of the 
molecule can be obtained with TRIR spectroscopy that conveys direct information on the 
vibrational features of the excited state. The data collection with specific references to the 
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Exploring Charge Transfer Dynamics in a Model 
Dinucleotide of Guanine and Thymine 
 
The data and results presented in this chapter have been published: M. Duchi, M.P. 
O’Hagan, R. Kumar, S.J. Bennie, M.C. Galan, B.F.E. Curchod and T.A.A. Oliver, Phys. 
Chem. Chem. Phys., 21, 14407-14417 (2019). I performed all the static and transient 
absorption measurements and analysed these data. The dinucleotide samples were prepared 
and purified using a known synthesis by Michael O’Hagan in Prof. Carmen Galan’s group. 
The theoretical calculations were performed in collaboration with Basile Curchod (Durham 
University) and Simon Bennie. Basile Curchod ran ground state molecular dynamics 
simulations. I performed the ground state geometry optimisations of various conformers. 
The time-dependent density functional theory calculations were performed by Basile 
Curchod, Simon Bennie and me. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The ultraviolet component of solar radiation poses a threat to all life on Earth. If DNA 
absorbs UV light, deleterious photochemical reactions can be initiated, leading to genetic 
damage of the source code for life.1,2 The mechanistic details of such processes have been 
the subject of intense study, with ultrafast spectroscopy playing a pivotal role in 
establishing the molecular mechanisms of DNA excited state deactivation or photoinduced 
reactions.3–11 It is apparent that as the complexity of the DNA structure is increased from a 




become increasingly complicated; the amplitude associated with the tens-to-hundreds of 
picoseconds excited state lifetime component becomes more significant,4,7,8,12 and 
additional non-radiative pathways such as excited state charge transfer7,13 or proton-
coupled electron transfer become accessible.9  
 
Intermolecular electrostatic interactions become increasingly influential when the structure 
is further extended to include multiple nucleic acids, e.g. di-, tri-, or oligo- nucleotides. In 
these single (or double) strands of DNA, -stacking becomes an important structural motif, 
and due to the short distances between adjacent nucleobases, significant electronic coupling 
is anticipated.3,14 Resultantly, theoretical studies have suggested the Franck-Condon 
electronic states are no longer localised to specific nucleobases,15–17 and could be 
delocalised over up to 4 moieties.18 Static circular dichroism19 and ultrafast spectroscopic 
investigations5,8,13,18,20 have established a picture where the photoexcited state of DNA 
structures are initially delocalised over multiple nucleobases. However, while these 
experimental studies are pioneering, they either represent a time-averaged picture of DNA 
systems,19,21 or concentrate on sufficiently large systems where precise molecular details 
are difficult to ascertain,5,8 deliberately incorporated unnatural nucleobases into structures 
to shift absorptions and thereby reducing inter-nucleobase dipole coupling compared to 
natural sequences,7,13 or are unable to assign the transient products formed definitely.20,22 
Therefore, despite a consensus being reached, irrefutable experimental evidence supporting 
the hypothesis of delocalised Franck-Condon excited state in natural DNA sequences with 
a high level of molecular precision is missing.  
 
Ultrafast transient absorption (TA), time-resolved infrared spectroscopy (TRIR) and 




deoxyguanosine 3'-monophosphate 5'-thymidine, d(GpT), a dinucleotide that contains the 
naturally occurring nucleic acids thymine and guanine were used. Experimentally I 
demonstrated that (i) the Franck-Condon excited state of d(GpT) are significantly 
delocalised over both guanine and thymine and (ii) the Franck-Condon states rapidly decay 
into an ion-pair exciplex state forming d(G+pT–) products. (iii) At least 51% of 
photoexcited dinucleotides follow this non-radiative pathway, but efficiently reform 
neutral ground state molecules on a ~10 ps timescale, and thereby minimise the probability 
of deleterious excited state photochemical reactions. 
 
4.2 Experimental Methods  
4.2.1 Sample Preparation 
2'-deoxyguanosine-5'-monophosphate disodium salt (>98%) and thymidine-5'-
monophosphate disodium salt (>99%) were purchased from Carbosynth and used without 
further purification. 2'-deoxyguanosine 3'-monophosphate 5'-thymidine was synthesised 
using standard phosphoramidite coupling and deprotection procedures.23,24 The final 
compound was purified by preparative high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC), and 
the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra of the pure sample are shown in the 
appendix (section 4.6). For all reported spectroscopic studies, the mono- and di- nucleotide 
were prepared in phosphate-buffered solutions (pD 7) in D2O at 10 mM concentrations. 
Samples have flowed continuously throughout experiments in a customised flow cell, 200 








4.2.2 Ultrafast Spectroscopy 
Details of the laser system and experimental apparatus are given in Chapter 3. Specific 
information about the pump and probe powers, spot size and pulse durations are given in 
this section. 
 
In TA and TRIR experiments the 500 nJ UV pump (273 or 257 nm) was focused to a ~ 200 
μm spot size at the sample and then overlapped with the white light continuum (WLC, 300-
650 nm) or mid-IR (1500-1750 cm-1) probe beams. After the sample, the collinear probe 
pulse and signal were collimated and focused into a spectrograph coupled to multi-element 
mid-infrared mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) or charge-coupled device (CCD) detectors 
for TRIR and TA, respectively. The instrument response function was determined via a 2-
photon absorption in D2O and calculated to be ~150 fs for TA and ~350 fs for TRIR 
experiments. 
 
4.2.3 Computational Methods  
To characterise the electronic structure of the first few singlet excited states of d(GpT), 
linear-response time-dependent density functional theory (LR-TDDFT) calculations with 
the exchange-correlation functional B97X-D and a cc-pVTZ basis set using an integral 
equation formalism variant polarisable continuum solvent model (IEFPCM) were 
performed.25–30 
 
Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of solvated d(GpT) were also performed 
using the Amber 14 software, utilising standard Amber force field parameters for d(GpT). 




conformation), surrounded by 2356 TIP3P water molecules and a sodium cation in an 
orthorhombic box. The energy of the initial configuration was first minimized for 2500 
cycles. The temperature was set to 300 K for 25 ps in an NVT ensemble, followed by 20 
ns of equilibration in an NpT ensemble. A production run was performed for 40 ns (NpT 
ensemble), from which representative geometries were selected. Each selected geometry 
was re-optimised at the DFT/B97X-D/6- 31G*/IEFPCM (water) level of theory.  
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Electronic and Vibrational Absorption Spectroscopy 
The molecular structures of 2'-deoxyguanosine 5'-monophosphate (dGMP), thymidine-5'-
monophosphate (dTMP) and d(GpT) are displayed in Figure 4.1 (a) alongside their 
associated UV absorption spectra of 10 mM buffered (pD 7) aqueous solutions Figure 4.1 
(b). Two local maxima dominate the dGMP absorption spectrum at 276, and 252 nm which 
are assigned to the two lowest energy 1ππ* states, S1 and S2, which have the associated 
1La 
and 1Lb labels in Platt’s notation.
31 dTMP has a maximum at 270 nm assigned to a 1ππ* 
state (S2), and the 
1nπ* (S1) state lies at lower excitation energies, but it is optically dark to 
one-photon absorption.12 The absorption spectrum of d(GpT) displays two local maxima at 
273 and 257 nm. The two pump wavelengths used in TA and TRIR experiments were 
chosen to coincide with these two maxima. 
 
Static Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were acquired for the same solutions of 
the three molecules between 1540–1750 cm-1 and are displayed in Figure 4.1 (c). The 
vibrational spectrum of the dinucleotide in this range contains five main vibrational 




frequencies were assigned based on prior investigations of the isolated nucleotides32,33 to a 
pyrimidine ring breathing mode coupled to an amino stretch of the guanine moiety at 1566 
cm-1, C–N ring breathing stretch on guanine at 1578 cm-1, carbon-carbon double bond of 
the thymine ring (1632 cm-1), carbonyl stretches on either guanine or thymine (1661 
wavenumber) and the C=O stretch adjacent to N–D and N–sugar groups on thymine (1690 
cm-1). The two peaks at 1578 and 1632 cm-1 (labelled with arrows in Figure 4.1(c)) are 
unique to guanine or thymine nucleobases and exploited as localised probes for the time-
dependent population of the two nucleobases. 
 
Figure 4.1 (a) Molecular structure of dTMP, dGMP and d(GpT). (b) Ultraviolet and solvent-
subtracted (c) mid-infrared linear absorption spectra for 10 mM solutions of dGMP, dTMP and 
d(GpT). The arrows in panel (c) indicate two of the main vibrational features of interest (1578 and 





4.3.2 Ground State Molecular Structure and Calculated 
Absorption and Emission Spectra  
Dinucleotides are inherently conformationally very flexible molecules due to a large 
number of internal degrees of freedom. It is, therefore, reasonable to conclude that they 
will have associated complex conformational free energy landscapes which will support 
many different local minima structures. If the barriers to interconversion are sufficiently 
low, then multiple conformers will be present in a room temperature solution. Two 
dominant effects determine the balance of structures present in aqueous solution; (i) the 
hydrophobicity experienced by the hydrocarbon nucleobase rings which favour -stacked 
conformations as illustrated in Figure 4.2 (a), and entropically favoured conformers where 
the energetic stabilisation of -stacking is outweighed by conformational flexibility (e.g. 
Figure 4.2 (b)). 
 
Figure 4.2 Calculated representative (a) -stacked and (b) open structures of d(GpT) optimised at 
the B97X-D/6-31G*/IEFPCM level of theory. 
 
The conformational structure has ramifications for the electronic structure of photoexcited 
d(GpT); in -stacked configurations the inter-nucleobase distance is short (typically < 3 Å) 
and dipole-dipole coupling is anticipated to be the strongest. For structures that are not -
stacked, the inter-nuclear separation between rings is significant, and to a low-order 




quantification of the conformational equilibrium using molecular dynamics simulations has 
proved very challenging for di-, tri- or oligo-nucleotides as the MD force-fields have been 
optimised for double-stranded DNA (B-form),34 and thus over-emphasise the percentage 
of -stacked conformers. A recent study of d(TpT) exemplified this issue: MD simulations 
could not reproduce experimentally determined equilibrium constants extracted from 
NOSY and COSY NMR measurements.35  
 
In this work, MD simulations were used to generate a variety of possible d(GpT) ground 
state conformations, from which several “representative” molecular structures were 
extracted. These MD geometries were then re-optimised using density functional theory 
(DFT) and used to inform the analysis of the time-resolved infrared measurements. It is 
important to emphasise that the MD simulations were not used to obtain the absolute global 
minimum energy structures or to predict the percentage of stacked d(GpT) molecules in 
solution due to the problem mentioned above with MD force fields. Throughout this 
chapter, I focus on two types of conformational structures: the -stacked (denoted with 
subscript s) and open conformations (subscript o) of d(GpT) and, the optimised geometries 
of these structures at the DFT/B97X-D/6-31G* level with the polarisable continuum 
model using the integral equation formalism are displayed in Figure 4.2. 
 
Theoretical analyses were also carried out to simulate the absorption spectra for the isolated 
dGMP and dTMP (see Figure 4.3 (a)) which reproduce the observed experimental trends; 
dGMP has a blue-shifted absorption maximum with a higher oscillator strength compared 
to dTMP. The close resemblance of the dGMP + dTMP calculated spectrum to that of 
d(GpT)o highlights the very weak interaction between G and T moieties in conformations 




deviates more significantly from the sum of dGMP + dTMP or d(GpT)o spectra but agrees 
with the overall experimentally observed trends for d(GpT). 
 
Further insights were gained from the analysis of the lowest energy LR-TDDFT calculated 
electronic transitions. The transition density corresponding to each electronic state was 
decomposed into the location of the photogenerated hole (where the electron was in S0) and 
electron (the location of the electron in the excited electronic state). The dinucleotide, d(GpT), 
was partitioned in three components: G or T nucleobases and the remaining sugar-phosphate 
backbone (r). The location of the hole/electron for each transition is given in the matrices shown 
in Figure 4.3 ((b) and (c)). Concentrating on d(GpT)o initially; the first singlet excited state is 
localised to the thymine moiety (electron and hole are both located on T), whereas the S2 state 
is localised on the guanine nucleobase. The first two transitions d(GpT)o are almost degenerate, 
and the S1 and S2 states only contain minor contributions (<11%) from the other nucleobase. 
This decomposition explains the close resemblance between the dGMP + dTMP and 
d(GpT)o calculated transitions. π-stacking in d(GpT)s results in far less localisation of the 
electron and hole to the same nucleobase (see Figure 4.3 (c)) which significantly alters the 
character of the lowest energy singlet excited state: (i) diagonal elements for both G and T are 
returned for S1, S2 and S4 states, which is characteristic of coupled excitation of the two 
nucleobases, i.e. the excitation is delocalised, and (ii) upper off-diagonal elements are observed 
for low oscillator strength S1, S3 and S4 states, indicating a significant charge-transfer character 
from guanine to thymine. The presence of low-lying excited states with different electronic 






Figure 4.3 LR-TDDFT/B97X-D/cc-pVTZ/IEFPCM vertical transitions of dGMP, dTMP, 
d(GpT)o and d(GpT)s. (a) Calculated absorption spectra showing the stick spectra for each 
electronic transition of d(GpT)o/s and convolved Gaussian spectra for all species. Analysis of the 
transition-density matrices for the first five excited state of (b) d(GpT)o and (c) d(GpT)s. The 
oscillator strength and wavelength associated with each transition are given above the 
corresponding matrix. The hole location is given on the horizontal axis of each matrix, with the 
vertical axes giving the position of the electron. The greyscale intensity represents the normalised 
transition-density matrix values. 
 
It is important to note that due to the close energetic proximity of these states, their ordering is 
expected to be very sensitive to the nuclear geometry; therefore, an additional π-stacked 
structure was selected from the classical molecular dynamics simulation, optimised with 
DFT, and the associated vertical electronic transitions calculated (see Figure 4.4). This 
structure, labelled d(GpT)s2, is similar to d(GpT)s but the guanine nucleobase is rotated by 
180° (compare inset of Figure 4.4 with Figure 4.2 (a)).  
 
ωB97X-D/ccpVTZ/IEFPCM//ωB97X-D/6-31G*/IEFPCM calculations of d(GpT)s and 
d(GpT)s2 revealed that the ground state energy of the d(GpT)s is more stable by 34.4 kJ/mol 




percentage of localised character compared to the respective transitions in d(GpT)s. With 
reference to Figure 4.3 (c) and Figure 4.4 (b): the S1 and S2 states of d(GpT)s2 show coupled 
excitation of both the guanine and thymine nucleobases, whereas S3 is almost purely G T 
charge-transfer in character. This coupling results in the S0–S2 electronic transition having 
a larger associated oscillator strength and shifts the maximum of the theoretical spectra 
towards the red compared to d(GpT)s. 
 
Figure 4.4 LR-TDDFT/ωB97X-D/cc-pVTZ/IEFPCM vertical transitions of d(GpT)s2. (a) 
Calculated absorption spectra showing the stick spectra for each electronic transition of d(GpT)s2 
and convolved Gaussian spectra for all species. (b) Analysis of the transition-density matrices for 
the first four low-lying vertical excitation of d(GpT)s2. The oscillator strength and the wavelength 
associated with each transition are given above the corresponding matrix. The horizontal axis 
defines the location of the hole, and the vertical axis gives the position of the electron. (c) Skeletal 
structure of d(GpT)s2. 
 
4.3.3 Temperature Dependent Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy  
Circular dichroism (CD) is obtained from the different interaction between left and right-




biomolecular samples, and it is a well-known probe of -stacking in chiral structures such 
as DNA.37 Although, CD spectroscopy is recognised as a complementary technique to 
NMR and X-ray to study molecular structures, DNA-conformational properties need to be 
deduced with caution as circular dichroism spectroscopy is sensitive to temperature, ionic 
strength and pH.37  
 
Figure 4.5 (a) d(GpT) CD spectra taken in the range 293  T  353 K, and (b) temperature 
dependence of maxima and minima observed in (a). Note that these data are given in units of molar 
ellipticity per residue. 
 
Temperature dependent CD measurements were used to further investigate the stacking of 
d(GpT) in a 1 μM d(GpT) buffered D2O solution. As the temperature was ramped from 293 
to 353 K, CD spectra showed a decreased molar ellipticity associated with peaks at 265 and 
285 nm (see Figure 4.5 (a) and (b)). A qualitative interpretation of the spectrum in Figure 
4.5 (a) shows that the number of -stacked molecules in solution is directly proportional to 
the change in temperature. At higher temperature, the additional thermal energy allows 
molecules to explore a broader range of the conformational free energy surface; therefore, 





4.3.4 Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 
Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy was used to investigate the excited state 
dynamics of d(GpT), dGMP and dTMP using 273 and 257 nm photoexcitation. TA spectra 
obtained from 273 nm photoexcitation of three solutions at many different pump-probe 
time delays, t, are displayed in Figure 4.6 ((a) - (c)). Corresponding data for 257 nm 
excitation is shown in Figure 5 ((d) - (f)). The TA spectra for dGMP (Figure 4.6 (a) and 
(d)) are dominated by a positive ESA signal which has two local maxima centred at ~360 
and ~550 nm. The frequency dispersed TA data are reminiscent of studies by Stuhldreier 
et al., although the previous study used 260 nm excitation.20 
 
The dTMP TA spectra (Figure 4.6 (b) and (e)) contain two main features; a negative peak 
centred at 357 nm and an ESA that spans the entire probe window with a maximum at 610 
nm. The negative feature corresponds to stimulated emission (SE) from the short-lived 1ππ* 
state, consistent with prior static and ultrafast spectroscopy studies.38–40 The d(GpT) TA 
spectra, Figure 5 ((c) and (f)), are dominated by a broad ESA feature which bears little 
resemblance to the spectra of the constituent mononucleotides. 
 
Kinetic traces for the peak of the ESA signals in the six datasets are displayed in Figure 4.7 
(273 (a) and 257 (b)). These data were fitted to exponential decays convolved with a 
Gaussian instrument response function. As evident from both the frequency dispersed TA 
data (Figure 4.6) and the time constants returned from fitting these data (Table 4.1), almost 
all dTMP and dGMP molecules decay rapidly to the ground state within 1–2 ps at both 
excitation wavelengths, in accord with previous studies,41–43 whereas the dinucleotide 
decays more slowly, and an additional 11  2 ps exponential decay component was required 





Figure 4.6 273 and 257 nm pump and white light supercontinuum probe TA spectra for (a, d) 
dGMP, (b, e) dTMP and (c, f) d(GpT) aqueous solutions (pD 7) for delay times up tot  10 ps. 
Note the different intensity scales used for each panel.  
 
What is not apparent from these data is any indication of the electronic structure of the 
photoexcited molecules from the diffuse excited state absorption signals. Due to the size of 
the d(GpT) molecule, conformational complexity, and the density of electronic states that 




all the SnSm transition dipole moments at a high level of ab initio theory for multiple 
conformers, a range of excited state (Sm) and many possible product species. Such an 
approach has only been successful for modelling the S1 ESA spectrum of smaller UV 
chromophores.44 As many other groups have demonstrated, ultrafast mid-infrared probe 
experiments can yield additional information about the reaction dynamics of the system, 
such timescales for photoproduct formation.7,10,17,45  
 
Figure 4.7 Normalised TA data (open circles) for the displayed probe wavelengths of dGMP, 
dTMP and d(GpT) under (a) 273 and (b) 257 nm photoexcitation. Solid lines display the fits to 
experimental data (see Table 4.1 for fit parameters). 
 
Table 4.1 Kinetic fits to specific probe wavelengths of d(GpT), dGMP, and dTMP samples. 




τ1 / ps A1 
(%) 
τ2 / ps A2 
(%) 





257 360 3 ± 2 43  9 ± 7 55  >1 2  0.99 
273 360 2.1± 0.7 45  11 ± 2 52  >1 3  0.99 
 
dGMP 
257 360 1.78 ± 0.07 90 > 1 ns 10 - - 0.98 
273 360 2.1 ± 0.4 88  > 1 ns 12  - - 0.99 
 
dTMP 
257 304 0.46 ± 0.04 93  > 1 ns 7  - - 0.97 




4.3.5 Time-Resolved Infrared Spectroscopy 
TRIR data collected using 273 nm photoexcitation is displayed in Figure 4.8 for (a) an 
equimolar mixture of dGMP, and dTMP, and (b) d(GpT) solutions, the corresponding 
TRIR data recorded with 257 nm pump pulses are displayed in Figure 4.8 ((c), (d)). The 
spectra are congested with overlapping positive and negative vibrational transient features.  
 
 
Figure 4.8 TRIR data for (a) equimolar mixture of dGMP + dTMP and (b) d(GpT) upon 273 nm 
photoirradiation. Data for 257 nm photoexcitation is given in panels (c) and (d). The grey line in 
each panel displays the respective inverted FTIR spectrum. The time delays are displayed on the 
top. 
 




the ground state during the pump-probe time delay and appear at the same, or very similar, 
frequencies as the main features present in the respective linear FTIR spectra. The analysis 
first focuses on the recovery of negative features centred at 1666, 1575 and 1635 cm-1. The 
negative band centred at 1666 cm-1 corresponds to overlapping vibrational features 
associated with carbonyl stretching vibrations localised on guanine and thymine moieties. 
The associated kinetics of this feature for the mixture of mononucleotides and dinucleotide 
upon 273 nm photoirradiation are shown in Figure 4.9 (a), while panel (b) shows the 
kinetics for 257 nm photoexcitation. 
 
Figure 4.9 (a) Kinetics associated with 1666 cm-1 bleach feature for the mixture of mononucleotides 
(red open circles) and d(GpT) (blue open circles) upon 273 nm photoexcitation. Solid lines display 
the fits to experimental data (see Table 4.2 for fit parameters). Data for 257 nm excitation are given 
in panel (b). 
 
The data were fitted to biexponential and triexponential functions, respectively, and the 
results summarised in Table 4.2. It is evident from the amplitudes and time constants 
returned from fitting, that a significant number of photoexcited d(GpT) molecules (54 and 
51% for 273 and 257 nm excitation, respectively) have a longer excited state lifetime than 





Table 4.2 Amplitudes and time constants returned from fitting 273 and 257 nm pump, 1666 cm-1  
probe TRIR data of d(GpT) and dGMP + dTMP solutions. 
 
 
The analysis of the negative features at 1575 (G band) and 1635 (T band) cm-1 which 
reports a return to ground state and vibrational cooling of S0, are shown in Figure 4.10 and 
the lifetimes returned from the kinetic fits are given in Table 4.3. Fits to these data return 
similar time constants to the 1666 cm-1 feature; however, the kinetics associated with each 
of the vibrational bands are not identical. It might be due to contamination of overlapping 
adjacent features which have differing spectral shifts, and mode-dependent vibrational 
cooling timescales as observed in other DNA systems.46,47 Like the TA data, the TRIR data 
contain a small-amplitude nanosecond component, which has been attributed to long-lived 
triplet species.48,49  
d(GpT) at 273 nm dGMP + dTMP at 273 nm 
A1 = 41 % τ1 = 4.1 ± 0.3 ps A1 = 94 % τ1 = 3.22 ± 0.02 ps 
A2 = 54 % τ2 = 13 ± 1 ps A2 = 6 % τ2 > 1 ns 
A3 = 5 % τ3 > 1 ns  R
2 = 0.99 
 R2 = 0.99   
d(GpT) at 257 nm dGMP + dTMP at 257 nm 
A1 = 47 % τ1 = 5.8 ± 0.4 ps A1 = 92 % τ1 = 3.47 ± 0.03 ps 
A2 = 42 % τ2 =19 ± 2 ps A2 = 8 % τ2 > 1 ns 
A3 = 11 % τ3 > 1 ns  R
2 = 0.99 





Figure 4.10 (a) Kinetics associated with 1635 cm-1 (T band) bleach feature for the mixture of 
mononucleotides (red circles) and d(GpT) (blue circles) upon 273 nm photoexcitation. (b) Kinetics 
for 1575 cm-1 (G band) upon 273 nm photoexcitation. Data for 257 nm excitation are given in panels 
(c) and (d) for 1635 and 1575 cm-1 probe frequency, respectively. The solid lines display the fits to 
experimental data. 
 
Three positive features in the mixture of mononucleotides spectra are present at t < 5 ps 
(see Figure 4.8 (a) and (c)) and correspond to the vibrationally hot S0 population that are 
formed promptly after ultrafast internal conversion to the ground state. The features at 
1550, 1600 and 1655 cm-1 are red-shifted compared to the respective fundamental negative 
features due to the associated anharmonicity of the respective S0 vibrational potentials. The 
dinucleotide data has significantly more amplitude associated with the 1580–1615 cm-1 
feature compared to the mixture of mononucleotides spectra. Further, the d(GpT) TRIR 




known signature of the guanine cation (G+).7,50–52 Based on prior studies6,7,13,53 and the 
absence of any appreciable signature of solvated electron formation in TA spectra, it can 
be concluded that G+ will be produced in conjunction with thymine anions (T–) as part of 
an ion-pair exciplex. G+ is only observed for irradiation of d(GpT) solutions and not the 
mixture of dGMP and dTMP. Therefore, it is apparent that changes in the electronic 
structure induced by-stacking must be crucial to mediate exciplex formation. 
 
Table 4.3 Kinetic fits associated with specific vibrational bands for 273 and 257 nm excitation of 










τ1 = 4.1 ± 0.8 ps 
τ2 = 33 ± 17 ps 
τ3 > 1 ns 
R2 = 0.99 
A1 = 75 % 
A2 = 25 % 
A3 = 3 % 
τ1 = 3.1 ± 0.8 ps 
τ2 = 27 ± 7 ps 
τ3 > 1 ns 
R2 = 0.97 
A1 = 72 % 
A2 = 26 % 




τ1 = < 1 ps 
τ2 = 11.4 ± 0.7 ps 
τ3 > 1 ns 
R2 = 0.98 
A1 = 67 % 
A2 = 27 % 
A3 = 6 % 
τ1 = 4.2 ± 0.8 ps 
τ2 = 26 ±5 ps 
τ3 > 1 ns 
R2 = 0.95 
A1 = 65 % 
A2 = 28 % 













τ1 = 2.9 ± 0.1 ps 
τ2 > 1 ns 
R2 =0.98 
A1 = 98 % 
A2 = 2 % 
τ1 = 2.91 ± 0.07 
ps 
τ2 > 1 ns 
R2 = 0.98 
A1 = 97 % 




τ1 < 1 ps 
τ2 > 1 ns 
R2 = 0.98 
A1 = 98 % 
A2 = 2 % 
τ1 < 1 ps 
τ2 > 1 ns 
R2 = 0.95 
A1 = 99 % 
A2 = 1 % 
 




an adjacent oppositely signed large amplitude feature which in principle does not have 
similar kinetics. The TRIR spectra at every pump-probe time delay were then fitted to the 
sum of Gaussian basis functions to model the vibrational dynamics as per ref54. Constraints 
were placed on negative features, enforcing the full width half maximum (FWHM) and 
central frequency were fixed to those of the (inverted) linear FTIR spectrum. This approach 
was preferred to a target analysis, which would struggle to capture the vibrational mode 
dependent cooling rates. The simulated spectra returned by the analysis are in excellent 
agreement with experimental TRIR. 
 
More in details, the global target analysis of TRIR data used Gaussian fits to the 5 bands in 
the relevant probe region of the FTIR spectrum as functions for the 5 main negative bands 
in each spectrum. The central frequency and FWHMs were fixed to the fits to the linear 
spectra. An additional three positive Gaussians were chosen to correspond to hot S0 
transients at ~1550 and 1590 cm-1. A third positive feature centred at 1708 cm-1 was used 
to model the G+ cation formation. As no guide for these positive features (central frequency 
or peak width) is known, these parameters were allowed to float alongside the amplitudes 
of each of the 8 features. The vibrational ground state cooling has been determined to be 
mode dependent, the kinetics of the bleach features were independently fitted. These 
parameters were fitted for each pump-probe time delay. The resulting fits to each time delay 
are shown alongside the original data in Figure 4.11. Panels (a) and (b) are the TRIR and 
the corresponding target analysis upon 273 nm photoirradiation while (c) and (d) are for 
257 nm photoirradiation and example fits to specific probe wavelengths are displayed in 






Figure 4.11 (a) 273 nm TRIR data and corresponding (b) target analysis. (c) 257 nm TRIR data 
and (d) corresponding target analysis. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Examples of kinetic fits to specific wavelength probe regions for (a) 273 nm and (b) 




The kinetics associated with the G+ feature returned by Gaussian fitting for (a) 273 nm and 
(b) 257 nm excitation are given in Figure 4.13 and were fitted to an exponential decay with 
a 10.5  0.2 ps and 11.1  0.3 ps time constants, respectively. The guanine cation is formed 
so rapidly that it appears within the instrument response (~350 fs) and based on LR-TDDFT 
calculations it was possible to determine that this species can only be formed from π-
stacked d(GpT) conformers. The experimentally determined oxidation and reduction 
potentials for the isolated DNA nucleobases55 allows me to predict that d(G+pT–) is the 
most probable ion-pair product and ~1.3 eV more stable than d(G–pT+). This estimate is 
consistent with the observation of a G+ vibrational signature at 1708 cm-1. Despite 
observing a direct spectral signature associated with G+, it was not possible to isolate the 
expected vibrational bands corresponding to T–, which are expected between ~1650–1595 
cm-1.53,56 Partially, it occurs because they will overlap with transients associated with the 
neutral molecule, but several other vibrational features associated with G+ are also expected 
in this region.7  
 
Figure 4.13 Kinetics associated with 1708 cm-1 feature from Gaussian fitting analysis of d(GpT) 
TRIR data upon (a) 273 and (b) 257 nm photoexcitation. 
 
A comparison of TRIR data acquired at t = 350 fs with 273 and 257 nm excitation (see 




Condon electronic states and the relative yield of d(G+pT–) product branching. From the 
different linear absorption cross-sections of the two mononucleotides at these two 
wavelengths, a preferential excitation of thymine is expected at 273 nm, and guanine at 257 
nm (recall Figure 4.2 (a)). The TRIR data bear out this expectation; in the mixture of 
mononucleotides TRIR spectrum (Figure 4.14 (a)) more intense bleaching associated with 
vibrational bands unique to guanine is observed at 257 nm (1580 cm-1), with thymine bands 
enhanced for 273 nm excitation (1630 cm-1). If the electronically excited states of d(GpT) 
are localised to either chromophore then the relative ratio of bleaches at 1580 and 1630 
wavenumber varying between pump excitation wavelengths in the dinucleotide TRIR data 
would be observed. As Figure 4.14 (b) illustrates the TRIR spectra at t = 350 fs are very 
similar, which implies a roughly equal number of guanine and thymine moieties are 
photoexcited at both excitation wavelengths. This observation is only possible if the 
vertical Franck-Condon states are significantly delocalised over both nucleobases. This 
comparative analysis has been performed for t = 350 fs data, as it is earliest time delay 
outside of the IRF window and before any excited state equilibration. Such processes may 
involve localisation of population to either nucleobase16 and/or subsequent inter-
nucleobase electronic energy transfer: either inevitably would lead to differential changes 
in the G/T bleach ratio. Such a hypothesis is consistent with the theoretical studies: the 
transition-density matrix analysis of LR-TDDFT calculations for d(GpT)s revealed the 
electron/hole distributions of the vertical singlet excited state are not exclusively localised 
to a single nucleobase, but depending on the specific dinucleotide geometry, contain GT 
charge-transfer character and significant delocalisation across both guanine and thymine 
moieties. Notably, the lowest energy excited states with appreciable oscillator strengths, 
for either of the two stacked d(GpT) conformers are dominantly delocalised in character. 




coupling constants between 50 and 775 cm-1 for several dinucleotides,17,57 which is 
consistent with Franck-Condon delocalised adiabatic electronic states. What is more 
remarkable, however, is the relative intensity of the guanine cation feature appears to be 
very similar for the two excitation wavelengths compared to the shared G/T bleach feature 
at 1666 cm-1 and thus implies that the probability of d(G+pT–) formation is almost equal 
upon 273 and 257 nm excitation. What has not been determined is the absolute quantum 
yield for d(G+pT–) formation due to the uncertainty in the S0 d(GpT)s : d(GpT)o ratio. As 
such it is not possible to rule out competing monomer-like non-radiative pathways in 
photoexcited π-stacked species, wherein dynamics remain localised to either nucleobase 
and follow similar non-radiative decay pathways to either dGMP or dTMP.  
 
Figure 4.14 Overlaid TRIR data for t = 350 fs at 273 and 257 nm excitation for (a) dGMP + dTMP 
mixture and (b) d(GpT) solutions. Note that the 273 nm data is scaled to match the signal intensity 
of the 273 nm data at 1666 cm-1. 
 
4.4 General Discussion 
Prior TRIR studies of di- or tri-nucleotides incorporated non-naturally abundant nucleic 
acids7,13 to investigate excited state charge-transfer. The incorporation of non-abundant 




nucleobase excited state. It thus reduces inter-nucleobase dipole-dipole coupling, resulting 
in excited state with more localised electronic character. In the study of the dinucleotide 
comprised of 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (O) and adenine (d(OpA)), Zhang et al. observed 
a wavelength dependence to the charge-transfer product yield.13 At the longest excitation 
wavelength, it was possible to selectively excite the O moiety in d(OpA), which initiated 
an inter-molecular excited state charge-transfer reaction with the adenine nucleobase 
yielding d(O+pA–) products. Using shorter wavelength to photoexcite d(OpA), the optically 
excited state was found to be delocalised across both O and A moieties, via the relative 
intensity of the O and A bleach features but reacted to produce a higher yield of d(O+pA–). 
The dynamics observed for the shorter wavelength excitation of d(OpA), are similar to 
those I have observed for d(GpT). However, the yield of d(G+pT–) products and the nature 
of the d(GpT) photoexcited state is seemingly independent of 273 or 257 nm excitation 
wavelength. The model dinucleotide d(GpT) contains naturally abundant nucleobases, and 
the decoupled excitation energies of the S1 G and S2 T states are very close in energy and 
thus significant electronic coupling (as evident in the transition-density matrix analyses) 
dramatically influences the nature of the Franck-Condon excited state. It can be expected 
that this will be true for di- or poly-nucleotide structures containing naturally abundant 
nucleobases, as the energy difference between the lowest energy excited state of all natural 
nucleobases is modest, and the dipole coupling predicted to be strong. 
 
The combined experimental and theoretical study of a dinucleotide that contains naturally 
abundant occurring nucleobases supports a mechanism which is summarised by the 
schematic diagram given in Figure 4.15; the low-lying Franck-Condon excited state of 
d(GpT)s possess a mixture of charge-transfer and delocalised character that is very 




energy transitions with high oscillator strengths are delocalised in nature. These states 
mediate ultrafast (< 350 fs) formation of d(G+pT–) exciplexes. In a diabatic picture, this 
suggests there will be a surface crossing between valence and ion-pair electronic states very 
close to the vertical Franck-Condon region and mediates rapid exciplex formation. The 
precise details of which states are involved is difficult to ascertain due to the density of near 
degenerate electronic states, with the energetic ordering inevitably very dependent on the 
precise nuclear geometry. 
 
Figure 4.15 Schematic summary of photoinduced dynamics of d(GpT), where T is represented by 
red hexagons, G by fused blue hexagon and pentagons, and the phosphate-sugar backbone by a 
grey tube. 
 
Either for dinucleotides that are unstacked in S0 or rapidly undergo a conformational 
transformation into unstacked conformers, molecules will follow a non-radiative relaxation 
pathway similar to the respective mononucleotides, which includes passage through conical 
intersections facilitating the rapid funnelling of molecules back to the ground state on a ~1–




The studies of coupled excited state chromophores all hinge around the dynamical 
relationship between the so-called ‘exciton’ (adiabatic) and ‘site’ (diabatic) bases. Ideally, 
the time-dependent coupling between different diabatic states would be followed by on-
the-fly dynamical calculations; however, at present, the computational cost for systems 
such as d(GpT) prohibit such simulations. From an experimental perspective, one possible 
route is via application of two-dimensional electronic-vibrational spectroscopy in the 
ultraviolet, to study time-dependent correlations between broadband (delocalised) UV 
electronic excitation and (localised) vibrational emission.58–60 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
Ultrafast transient absorption and time-resolved infrared spectroscopies, alongside 
theoretical calculations, were used to investigate the photoinduced exciton dissociation in 
thymine 2'-deoxyguanosine-3'-monophosphate-5'-thymidine, d(GpT) in buffered aqueous 
solution. Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy revealed the excited state lifetime 
of data of d(GpT) has an additional ~10 ps decay lifetime component of upon 273 and 257 
nm photoexcitation compared to its constituent mononucleotides. Time-resolved infrared 
measurements (TRIR) revealed the molecular origin of this extended excited state lifetime 
via the presence of a vibrational signature which is univocally assigned to the guanine 
cation in the dinucleotide which is formed as part of d(G+pT–) exciplexes. 
 
A direct comparison of d(GpT) TRIR spectra for different excitation wavelengths indicates 
that the initial Franck-Condon photoexcited state of d(GpT) must be significantly 
delocalised across guanine and thymine moieties. Calculations show that the low-lying 
Franck-Condon states are comprised from a complex mixture of delocalised, charge-




states act as a precursor to d(G+pT–) exciplexes that are formed on a < 350 fs timescale, 
and I propose it occurs via a surface-crossing between diabatic valence and ion-pair 
potential energy surfaces. The study focuses on a dinucleotide structure that contains 
naturally abundant nucleobases, whereas prior TRIR studies,7,13 have examined the 
dynamics of di- or tri-nucleotides and have incorporated non-naturally abundant 
nucleobases into structures, which detunes the intermolecular electronic coupling. Due to 
the very similar excitation energies of the lowest energy bright states of natural 
nucleobases, and the large electronic coupling dipole strengths associated between 
them,17,57 the dynamics observed for d(GpT) is expected to be representative in natural 
DNA sequences. The photogenerated d(G+pT–) charge-transfer products are short-lived 
(~10 ps) and ground state neutral d(GpT) molecules are reformed with a high quantum 
yield and may guarantee the photostability of DNA avoiding deleterious reactions (i.e., 






Ap. 4.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
The NMR spectra of d(GpT) are reported to show the purity of d(GpT).  
 
 





Figure Ap. 4.2 13C-NMR 126 MHz spectrum of d(GpT) in H2O  
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Two-Dimensional Electronic Spectroscopy  
 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the theoretical framework and vocabulary that is 
commonly used in non-linear optical spectroscopy. The principles of photon echo 
spectroscopy that underpin two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy were developed by 
Mukamel1, whose “principles of nonlinear optical spectroscopy” are now considered as the 
lingua franca of the coherent experiments.2 
 
Before the advent of 2D spectroscopy, the conventional spectroscopies such as time-
resolved fluorescence or transient absorption could not always resolve the significant 
number of information given by molecular interactions, and a complete and unambiguous 
understanding of the microscopic behaviour of the systems studied was sometimes 
challenging to extrapolate.3,4 New techniques were then developed taking inspiration from 
nuclear magnetic resonance. This technique became more advanced with NOESY (2D 
exchange spectroscopy), and COSY(correlation spectroscopy).5 Subsequently, a similar 
path was followed by optical spectroscopies where the contribution of the “extra 
dimension” turned out to be very advantageous. A positive contribution brought by this 
new spectroscopy could be associated to the direct observation of the coupling between the 





The first two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES) setup implementation was 
developed in the 1990s by the Jonas group4,6–8 for the study of the third-order response of 
a dye molecule. 2DES is now more common thanks to the fast development of new 
technologies such as diffractive optics9,10 and pulse shaping.11,12 Two-dimensional 
electronic spectroscopy is primarily used to study a great variety of chemical samples such 
as atoms,13 molecular aggregates,14 biological and biomolecular pigment-protein 
complexes15–20 and semiconductors.21,22  
 
5.2 Pulse Shaper  
Before introducing the standard geometries used for the implementation of 2DES, it might 
be helpful to provide an overview of a device that is extensively used and discussed in 
multidimensional spectroscopy: the pulse-shaper. 
 
In 2DES experiments, pulse shapers can be used to generate the time-delay between two 
pulses with high time precision and refresh rate. In this way, the phase stability of the 
system is improved, and the detection of specific signals such as rephasing and non-
rephasing can be controlled via phase-cycling. Pulse shapers are becoming commonplace 
in 2D spectroscopy not just for their ability to generate the time-delays between the beams, 
but also because they are an “in-line” device that can optimize the laser pulse compression 
when combined with specific pre-compression stages (see also chirped mirrors and pulse 
shaper section).3 
 
Pulse shapers are tools for removing the scatter and separate 2D signals via phase cycling, 
they convey a zero-uncertainty in the pump delays, and they allow the spectra to be 




usually lossy, and often have a maximum 40% throughput (for broadband operation this 
can be low as 20%). Furthermore, a second issue can be encountered when the pulse shaper 
is not coupled with a specific pre-compression stage: a reduction in laser bandwidth. This 
problem can lead to experimental difficulties when compressing the pulse to sub 30 fs.3 
 
Despite the issues that can be faced with pulse shapers, they are commonly used by 
different groups. For example, the Nelson group developed a spatial-temporal 2D pulse 
shaper where four pulses used in a boxcar geometry (see section 5.3.3), are incident at 
different locations of a spatial light modulator pulse shaper which enables independent time 
control of each pulse.23 More recently, also the Ogilvie group has implemented a hybrid 
2DES setup where an acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF or Dazzler 
pulse shaper) is used with diffractive optics to collect a background-free signal.24 
Furthermore, a boxcar geometry setup that uses a pulse shaper to compress the pulses, but 
not to control the time-delay between the beams was developed by the Collini group.25 
 
5.3 Experimental Implementation  
Following the pioneering work of the Jonas group4,7,8 for the detection of the third-order 
nonlinear response using the boxcar geometry, several approaches to 2DES spectroscopy 
have been developed in the last 20 years.26 Three methods to experimentally realise 2D 
spectroscopy can be used: the fully collinear, pump-probe and boxcar geometries.3,26  
 
5.3.1 Fully Collinear Geometry 
The fully collinear geometry was first implemented by Warren et al.13 to study a model 




three collinear pulses. The 2D signal is generated with the linear and higher-order signals, 
and it propagates in the same direction of the incident beams. The main advantage of this 
collinear approach is that the difficulties of dealing with multiple pulses spatially separated 
is suppressed. However, the signal is generated on the top of a large background of the 
excitation pulses, and spurious pulses can be induced by the pulse shaper, which might 
interfere with the desired signal.3,13 Moreover, because the spectral resolution is determined 
by the pulse shaper the maximum waiting time in a standard 2D experiment is limited, and 
the optical design of spatiotemporal pulse shapers may also cause some issue with the 
variable chirp at different frequencies and time-delays.13 
 
5.3.2 Pump-probe Geometry 
Jonas first proposed the pump-probe approach4,7 and, to date, it has been the most widely 
used method for multidimensional spectroscopy. As in pump-probe spectroscopy, the 
pump-probe geometry is characterised by two collinear pump beams and a probe that 
overlaps with the other two pulses at the sample (see Figure 5.1 (a)). Under such conditions, 
considering that k1 = k2, the rephasing (ks = - k1 + k2 + k3) and non-rephasing (ks = + k1 - k2 
+ k3) signals are emitted collinear to the k3 probe and collected at the same time. The pump-
probe geometry has two main advantages compared to the other implementations. First, the 
probe acts as a standard for the zero-phase relative to the signal and therefore does not 
require an additional measurement to determine the signal phase; second, the time errors 
that can arise from the separation of rephasing and non-rephasing signal are removed. 
However, because the signal is generated on the top of the probe beam, it is not background-
free, and from a comparison between fully noncollinear geometry data and pulse-shaped 
partially collinear spectroscopy, it has been determined that the fully non-collinear 2DES 




probe measurements.24 Another difficulty to face in pump-probe geometry is the generation 
of the coherence time, t1, which is the time difference between the two pump-pulses. A 
common approach is to use a pulse shaper that automatically generates the time-delay 
between the two identical beams.12,27 In this configuration, the pulse shaper has a second 
advantage, with its ability to act shot-to-shot, it can remove laser power fluctuations and 
reduce the noise during the data acquisition.3  
 
Figure 5.1 Comparison between (a) pump-probe and (b) boxcar geometries.  
 
An alternative to the pulse shaper approach for the generation of phase-stable pump pairs 
is the TWINS (Translating-Wedge-Based Identical Pulse eNcoding System) developed by 
the Cerullo group.28 Using this method, a pair of birefringent wedges generate the delay 
between two phase-stable pulses.28 There are two positive aspects related to the TWINS: it 
is a far more economically viable option than a pulse shaper and can be used with broader 
bandwidth. However, the wedges have also some disadvantages, they do not allow the 
separation of rephasing and non-rephasing signals, or provide any means of scatter 







5.3.3 Boxcar Geometry 
The boxcar was the first geometry to be implemented, and it consists of four spatially 
separated beams (the fourth beam is for heterodyne detection), as shown in Figure 5.1 (b). 
This implementation comes with advantages and disadvantages, as already noted for the 
other geometries. The main advantage is that the signal is generated background-free, while 
the downside of this implementation usually resides in its alignment, which can be quite 
challenging to achieve.3,4 Theoretically, the phase-matched signal that is generated by the 
interference of three spatially separated pulses (k1, k2, k3) and the reference beam (local 
oscillator, LO) propagates along two different directions corresponding to the rephasing 
and non-rephasing signals (recall Figure 2.3). However, through careful manipulation of 
the separate beams it is possible to radiate the two time-separated signals in the same 
direction, parallel to the LO (see section 5.8 for further details).  
 
In the boxcar geometry implementation, the generation of four identical beams, k1, k2, k3, 
and kLO, can be very challenging and four main methods have been developed to overcome 
this technical issue: use of a spatial filter with four holes arranged in boxcar geometry,29 
generation of the four beams with two interferometers,30 diffractive optics,9 and use of 
conventional beam splitters.4 
 
The first method to generate four identical beams is by placing a mask with four holes in 
the input beam line. This passive method is straightforward to implement; however, it is 
characterised by power loss, increase of background signal and scatter, and does not work 






The second method that has been used is the implementation of two interferometers, one 
to generate the pump pulses and the other one for the probe and local oscillator. In this 
apparatus, a third interferometer is used to control the phase between the other two 
interferometers actively.22,30 This setup is useful in an experiment where a long coherence 
time needs to be scanned, however, it requires active stabilisation and the rephasing and 
non-rephasing signals cannot be acquired together.26 
 
Diffractive optics are the most used technique and, depending on the characteristic of the 
light source they can be used as single two-dimension or two perpendicularly mounted 
diffractive optics to generate the four beams in a BOXCAR configuration. The use of this 
technique provides high phase stability and an easy alignment of the four beams for the 
heterodyne detection. However, the setup with diffractive optics has the limitation of the 
spectral bandwidth (the diffracted beams can overlap when the bandwidth is an octave of 
the wavelength).9 
 
The latter method consists of using conventional beam splitters. This method is the most 
straightforward and, probably, the most intuitive. By splitting the input beam twice, four 
identical beams are created and arranged in the so-called boxcar geometry. Subsequently, 
the four beams are focused and overlapped into the sample, and the signals comprising both 
rephasing and non-rephasing contributions are collected background-free. This method was 
used to implement the Bristol setup even if, as every other method discussed so far, it has 
downside aspects that are still challenging to solve. First, a setup built with only beam 
splitters is not phase-stable.4 However, to overcome this issue, the detection can be carried 
out in the rotating frame with the pair-wise method.32 This implementation reduces the 




of the four beams which is very difficult, and their perfect overlap at the sample position is 
challenging to achieve. If the overlap is not maximised the direction of propagation of the 
signal may be slightly different compared to the direction of propagation of the LO, leading 
to a decrease in intensity of the signal detected. However, with well-mounted optics and 
balanced glass-thickness in each of the four beam pathways and minimized airflow, the 
fluctuation and phase issue can be minimized.3  
 
5.4 Development of a New Two-Dimensional Electronic 
Spectroscopy Apparatus  
The setup developed in Bristol is a hybrid 2DES apparatus that combines the boxcar 
geometry realised only with conventional optics17,32,33 and an acousto-optic programmable 
dispersive filter.25 The time resolution, (25 fs) is achieved by using the AOPDF, while the 
boxcar geometry allows the acquisition of background-free signal. Two choppers are also 
used to remove the scatter.33 
 
5.4.1 Nonlinear Optical Parametric Amplifier 
Cerullo et al. have already given a comprehensive guide for a basic understanding of the 
physical processes of light generation from a coherent source such as femtosecond optical 
parametric amplifiers (OPAs) and nonlinear OPAs (NOPA).34 Such a thorough description 
of nonlinear processes that quantitively explain the operation of OPAs and NOPAs goes 
beyond the scope of this thesis; thus, the NOPA presented in this chapter is explained only 






Figure 5.2 Diagram of the home-built NOPA. 
 
A Coherent Libra laser (1 kHz, 1 W, 800 nm) provides the pump source for all the following 
experiments. At the beginning of the setup a periscope, placed at the output of the amplifier, 
lowered the output beam to 12 cm above the laser table. After the periscope, a half 
waveplate was used to rotate the unpolarized 800 nm light to p-polarised radiation. A 50 % 
beam splitter separates the fundamental into two beam lines, one of which is blocked, while 
the second line is used to generate the broadband visible light. Subsequently, an 80% beam 
splitter was set at the beginning of the double pass NOPA where the transmitted light (80 
%,  0.4 W) was used in the amplification stage, while the other 20% ( 0.1 W) of the 
radiation was used in the first pass to generate the broadband visible light spectrum. In the 
first pass, the beam was subsequently split with an 80% beam splitter. The 20 % transmitted 
light ( 0.08 W) is used to generate white light (WL) while 80 % of it was used in the 400 





The WL was produced by focusing the 800 nm into a sapphire with a 5 cm focal lens. A 
neutral density (ND) filter and an iris were positioned just before the lens to attenuate the 
power and to select a spatially homogenous part of the 800 nm. The 400 nm was generated 
through second-harmonic generation (SHG, see Ap. 5.1 for definition) of the fundamental 
beam using a β-barium borate crystal (Eksma Optics 10 x 10 x 0.5 mm,  = 29.2°,  = 90°). 
After generation of the 400 nm, dichroic mirrors were used to separate the residual 800 nm 
from the blue light. At this stage, two of the dichroic mirrors were mounted into a manual 
delay stage used to adjust the relative time delay with the WL beam path. 
 
After the blue and the white light generation these two beams were focused into a second 
BBO crystal (Eksma Optics 6 x 6 x 2 mm,  = 32°,  = 90°) with a 20 cm focal lens and 
10 cm curved mirrors, respectively. The two incoming beams were directed towards the 
NOPA crystal, non-collinearly, but, focused on the same plane. The angle evaluated inside 
the BBO crystal between the signal (visible light) and the pump (400 nm), was kept at  4° 
and the phase-matching angle at  31° to maximise the broadband signal.34 Under such 
conditions, it was possible to amplify a wide part of the white light seed, generating a  
120/150 full width half maximum (FWHM, from  500 to 700 nm) output with a pulse 
energy of 1.31 mW.34 To increase the power of the broadband spectrum generated, the 
visible light was then collimated and focused with a 20 cm curved mirror into a second 
BBO-crystal (Eksma Optics, size = 6 x 6 x 2 mm,  = 32°,  = 90°) where it overlaps with 
another 400 nm beam (17.5 mW) focused into the crystal with a 20 cm focal lens. From the 
amplification stage, the power was observed to increase by a factor of five (to 6.20 mW). 
However, the second pass led to a slight reduction of the FWHM of the spectrum from 




Subsequently, the visible light generated by the NOPA was sent through an iris that 
spatially isolate the main beam from the halo produced around it. Subsequently, it was 
collimated with a curved mirror and with a 2:1 telescope to improve the beam mode further. 
After these steps, the mode of the beam was still slightly elliptical but remains collimated 
until the sample region ( 2 m downstream). The broadband laser beam generated with the 
double pass NOPA ( 100s of femtoseconds) was subsequently compressed, as explained 
in the following section.  
 
5.4.2 Chirped mirrors and Pulse Shaper Compression 
The broadband pulse generated by the NOPA is positively chirped by the material 
dispersion, i.e. the propagation of the beam(s) through transmissive elements, such as the 
sapphire, optical elements (lenses, beam splitters, filters, etc.) and by the BBO crystals.34 
Under such circumstances, pulse compression was necessary to achieve a transform-limited 
(TL) pulse duration. To obtain this short pulse in OPAs and NOPAs, it was usually 
sufficient to correct for the second-order dispersion, or group delay dispersion (GDD), 
while for transform-limited temporal resolution the third-order dispersion (TOD) needs to 
be taken into account. 
 
This stage can be achieved using different arrangements (see appendix “Compression 
Stage” for further details) from which two techniques were implemented in the apparatus 
described in this chapter, and only one chosen for the final version of the setup. 
 
The two techniques are the following: chirped mirrors (CMs) and Dazzler ultrafast pulse 
shaper. Figure 5.3 (a) shows the scheme used while implementing the compression with 




in the case where the compression is achieved with the Dazzler ultrafast pulse shaper and 
a pair of SF11 glass prisms for the pre-compression stage. 
 
Figure 5.3 Diagram of the visible pulse compression achieved with (a) chirped mirrors and fused-
silica wedges, and (b) prisms and Dazzler ultrafast pulse shaper.  
 
The pulse duration achieved with the chirped mirrors was monitored with second-harmonic 
generation frequency-resolved optical gating35 (SHG-FROG, the traces are shown in 
Chapter 6 and 7), and the pulse duration achieved was 15 fs (for FWHM 120 nm). CMs 
are used to compensate for the second order GVD, but they are not effective on higher-
order chirp components. For this reason, a significant amount of third-order dispersion is 
observed when using commercial CMs. Furthermore, their compensation for the second-
order nonlinear effects is observed to be nonlinear through the spectrum, it applies a non-
linear phase through the spectrum, as shown for broadband pump-probe data in Figure 5.4 
(a). This issue would lead to distorted line shapes in 2D data. Therefore, the commercial 
CMs were replaced with a more sophisticated method used to achieve a compression of  
25 fs with a FWHM  60 nm (see transient gating-FROG traces in Chapter 6 and 7). In the 
presented apparatus, the AOPDF was used to correct for group velocity dispersion and 
third-order dispersion (see appendix), but there was no need to correct for higher-order 





Figure 5.4 Broadband transient absorption data where the pump and probe pulses were compressed 
with (a) chirped mirrors and (b) AOPDF. 
 
To provide a comparison between the compression achieved with commercial CMs and 
Dazzler ultrafast pulse shaper, I compare Fourier transform maps of broadband transient 
absorption data acquired for zinc chlorin e6 in a phosphate buffer solution. Figure 5.5 (a) 
reports the FT map obtained when the data are taken with pulses compressed by chirped 
mirrors where a shorter pulse duration and broader bandwidth achieved led to a more 
congested spectrum showing FT amplitudes up to 1500 cm-1.  
 
Figure 5.5 FT amplitude maps of chlorin e6 in buffer acquired with (a) chirped mirrors 
compression, (b) Dazzler ultrafast pulse shaper. 
 
Panel (b) shows the data acquired with the Dazzler pulse shaper where the longer pulse 




600 cm-1. Also, note that these two compression stages led to the observation of the same 
FT amplitudes (Figure 5.5 (a) and (b)), and for broadband transient absorption experiments 
both methods can be considered valid options when working with strongly chirped pulses, 
in agreement with prior studies.36 Therefore, for what has been observed and reported in 
this paragraph, the broadband transient absorption data shown in Chapter 6 and 7 were 
acquired with CMs compression (broader probe spectrum and shorter pulse); while the 
2DES data reported in Chapter 6 were taken with pulses compressed with Dazzler ultrafast 
pulse shaper.  
 
5.4.3 Implementation of Boxcar Geometry 
After the compression stage first achieved with CMs and wedges, and then substituted with 
a Dazzler ultrafast pulse shaper pre-compensated with two SF11 prisms, the boxcar 
geometry was implemented, as shown in Figure 5.6 (see also Figure Ap. 5.3 and Figure 
Ap. 5.4 for an overview of the entire setup).  
 
The oscillator, NOPA and compression stage are located close to the Ti:Sapphire laser in a 
vibrationally isolated laser table, while the boxcar 2DES spectrometer was constructed in 
a second table. The two tables were connected via a heavy-weight connection yoke. Two 
irises positioned at the end and beginning of the joined tables are used to control the NOPA 
output alignment and monitor the day to day pointing.32,33  
 
The boxcar geometry consisted of four identical parallel beams generated from the same 
source and arranged in a square configuration (each beam formed a vertex of the box) 
before being focused into the sample. Two beam splitters were used to generate the four 




delay stages. Any vibration of the laser table may alter the pathlength of one beam without 
affecting the other three leading to a phase shift. In our case, we have faced this problem 
by phase-locking the four pulses, as previously reported by Heilser.33  
 
Figure 5.6 Diagram of the boxcar geometry implemented. Note that the green, blue and red squares 
correspond to labelled parts of the setup where the choppers reside.  
 
The boxcar spectrometer was constructed, as follows: a broadband beam splitter (BS1) with 
approximately 50% transmittance for visible wavelengths was placed after the second iris 
used to align the beam after the Dazzler. BS1 generated two identical beams at 90° to each 
other. The first beam travelled through a pair of delay stages mounted one on top of the 
other. The lower delay stage, DS (PI, M-531 heavy-duty micro positioning stage) could 
move up to 300 mm ( 2 ns), with a load capacity of 2 kg and high bidirectional 




PZ1, that can travel 250 m ( 1.5 ps), with closed-loop positioning and capable of 
attosecond precision. PZ1 was mounted on a solid block of stainless steel and bolted to DS. 
The stainless-steel block is  1 kg, below the load capacity of the long-range stage. A silver 
roof-mirror was then mounted on PZ1 perpendicular to the laser table. The second beam 
followed a path of equal length compared to the first beam. The second beam, generated at 
12 cm above the laser table, was then lowered to 10 cm. The lowering procedure allowed 
the two beams to travel at different heights (10 and 12 cm above the optic table) before 
encountering a second beam splitter (BS2). BS2 created four beams that travelled in pairs 
through two different paths; one was directed to a second piezoelectric stage, PZ2, (PI, P-
622.ZCD) with a roof mirror mounted perpendicular to the optic table. The second pair of 
beams followed a path without any delay stage. From now on, I will refer to the two beams 
going through the third piezo stage as beam 1 and 3 and the other two beams as beam 2 and 
LO.  
 
The polarization of each pair of beams (1/3 and 2/LO) was controlled by two half-wave 
plates placed before the sample. The four beams were focused into the sample with a large 
3 inches spherical mirror (SM, 20 cm focal length) and a small square mirror was used to 
direct the four beams toward the sample with an incident angle of  90°. The SM focuses 
all the beams to a single point, and the beam size at the focus (for each of the four beams) 
was measured to be  90 m visualised with a CCD beam profiling camera (WinCamD-
UCD). 
 
Two choppers, C1 and C2, were used to modulate beams 2 and 3, respectively, as 




the scatter contributions and to allow the acquisition of the pump-probe and 2DES data 
under the same experimental conditions (section 5.5).  
 
The sample was positioned at the focal point of the four beams. After the sample, beams 1, 
2 and 3 were blocked with an iris while the LO and the rephasing and non-rephasing signals 
generated along the same direction were collimated and focused into the detector (Andor, 
Shamrock 163 coupled to a 1024 pixel CCD camera Entwicklungsbüro Stresing). To avoid 
generation of competing non-linear signals from the interference with the LO, the reference 
beam was attenuated with a fused silica neutral density filter (ND). The CCD camera was 
triggered by a TTL (transistor-transistor logic) pulse at 1 kHz from the synchronization 
delay box of the Libra laser which was also capable of recording the TTL signal of each 
chopper state simultaneously. Therefore, for each shot acquired, the state of the two 
choppers was always reordered, for example, the “state” of beam 2 and 3, either they were 
both open (they are allowed to go through the choppers) or closed (the choppers block the 
beams). In our case, the chopper state was defined before each measurement and controlled 
by a home built LabView program.  
 
5.5 Scatter and Background Signal Subtraction 
One of the concerns when implementing a boxcar geometry setup is the observation of 
scatter arising from beams 1, 2 and 3.3,10,33 This phenomenon is phase coherent with the 
LO (and 2D signal), and it depends on the interference between the reference and the pump 
beams at the detector.10 Furthermore, there is the possibility that the delayed local oscillator 






To overcome this issue, two solutions have been previously proposed: double modulation 
and lock-in detection38 or shutters.10 Both implementations can improve the signal to noise 
ratio of the 2DES data, but they also have a downside, the lock-in detection needs a high 
repetition rate laser and a 1024 channel lock-in amplifier while the shutters reduce the 
acquisition duty cycle of the data. In 2011 and later in 2014, a third option to overcome the 
scatter issue was proposed by Augulis and Zigmantas38 first, and then Heilser et al.33: the 
double chopper arrangement. This implementation represents an intermediate solution 
between the double modulation and slow shutters. For completeness and also for a better 
understanding of the setup that I have implemented, a brief description of the chopper 
sequence is given in this section. However, a detailed description has already been 
reviewed in ref.33  
 
Figure 5.7 Choppers configuration used in 2DES. 
 
Figure 5.7 shows the two choppers, C1 and C2 acting on beam 2 and 3, respectively. C1 is 
synchronised at ½ of the repetition rate of the laser (500 Hz) while C2 has a frequency of 




because the slow rotational speed means the air turbulence induced was negligible, and the 
setup phase stability is maintained (as shown in the next section). The synchronisation of 
C1 and C2 at 500 and 250 Hz creates four different chopper states experienced by the 
sample. Henceforth, I will refer to these four configurations as a, b, c and d, see Figure 5.7.  
 
Let us now recall the definitions of Ɛs and ƐLO (signal and local oscillator fields) given in 
Chapter 2 and assume that Tn is the scatter arising from beams 1, 2 or 3. The combination 
of the four configurations mentioned above (a, b, c, and d) can generate two main signals 
shown here as  and  and defined in equations 5.1 and 5.2 and in ref:33 
 α = a - b = |T1 + T2 +ƐLO|
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where a LabView program is written to acquire these two signals in real time and processed 
via the following relation: 










The last term of equation 5.3 (2 Re{ƐSƐLO
* }) represents the heterodyne interference of the 
signal with the LO and corresponds to the 2D signal of interest. However, equation 5.3 also 
shows that other terms generated collinear to the signal may also be detected. However, the 
detection of these terms is not a real issue in a heterodyne detected experiment where the 
interference with the LO generally increases the signal response, and the term 2 Re {TnƐS
*} 




these terms can contribute to the final signal. Furthermore, the term 2 Re{T2T3
*} is not a 
pump-probe signal; therefore, its contribution can also be ignored. These considerations 
lead to the following approximation:  
 β - α ~ | ƐS |
2
 + 2 Re{ƐSƐLO
* }  (5.4) 
This equation gives rise to three distinct signals in the time domain that can be manipulated 
to obtain the desired 2D spectrum as it will be further explained in the data analysis section 
(see equation 5.7). 
 
The presence of a second chopper (C2) allows the direct subtraction (see β - α) of the term 
2 Re{T2ƐLO
* } which contains the so-called pump-probe contribution. This signal is 
generated when beam 2 acts as a pump, and the LO is the probe. This term cannot be 
isolated during the data manipulation, and its subtraction can be quite challenging if not 
implemented “in situ” particularly for samples that have strong TA signals.33 
 
So far, the double chopper configuration is advantageous to record the heterodyne signal 
without the contribution of terms generated from scatter. Another advantage is the 
acquisition of the LO spectra for each t2. This acquisition can be easily explained by 
carefully analysing Figure 5.7. When beam 2 and 3 are blocked the sample is only 
illuminated by beam 1 and LO and, omitting very small contaminations that can arise from 
the interference between the LO and beam 1, the detector acquires the reference beam 
spectrum. Note that for the specific case of Oxazine 4 (presented in Chapter 6) the LO 
spectrum is acquired only at the beginning and end of the experiment (and not at each t2), 
where no differences are noticed between the two spectra. Thus, the data analysis is carried 





5.6 Time Ordering with Three Delay Stages 
To acquire a full 2D spectrum, both the rephasing and non-rephasing signals need to be 
recorded. As already stated in Chapter 2 these two signals are in principle emitted along 
two spatially separated directions given by the linear combination of the wave vectors; 
therefore, in a simple picture, two matched spectrometers are required, or the spectrometer 
should be moved continuously to detect these two contributions (recall Figure 2.3). To 
overcome this problem and to acquire both rephasing and non-rephasing signals, in the 
same direction, I adopted a pairwise beam manipulation technique.10  
 
Figure 5.8 Diagram of the three-dimensional x, y, z system with the four beams displayed in the 
boxcar geometry. 
 
To better understand this scenario, it is useful to visualise the geometrical representation of 
the four beams as shown in Figure 5.8 which is adapted from refs.33,39 The diagram 
represents a generical situation where four vectors converge into a point that belongs to the 
z-axis. This point is arbitrarily chosen to be at 2a from the origin of the axis; thus, the 




 k1 = (a, -a, 2a), 
k2 = (a, a, 2a), 
k3 = (-a, -a, 2a), 
kLO = (-a, a, 2a). 
(5.5) 
Considered that the rephasing (R) and the non-rephasing (NR) signals are generated along 
-k1 +k2 +k3 and +k1 -k2 +k3, respectively, in a vectorial form they can be expressed as: 
 ks (R) = (-a + a - a, a + a - a, -2a + 2a + 2a) = (-a, a, 2a) = kLO 
ks (NR) = (a – a - a, -a – a - a, 2a - 2a + 2a) = (-a, -3a, 2a) ≠ kLO 
(5.6) 
where the rephasing signal is emitted along the LO direction of propagation while kS and 
kLO are not coincident for the non-rephasing scenario. However, if it were possible to invert 
the time ordering of k1 and k2 during the experiment, ks (NR) and (R) would be inverted 
compared to equation 5.6, with ks (NR) = kLO and ks (R) ≠ kLO.  
 
Experimentally, one would ideally move from one scenario where the ks (R) propagates 
along the LO direction to the second scenario where ks (NR) is generated and propagates 
along the LO direction under the same experimental conditions. The alternation of these 
two scenarios is experimentally achieved by controlling the pulses relative time delays; 
thus, both ks (R) and ks (NR) can be detected without changing the position of the detector.  
 
To better understand this implementation, let us now consider the role of the three delay 
stages. In this setup, DS and PZ1 controls the delay between the pulses 1/2 and 3/LO, while 
the time delay between the pair of beams 3/1 and 2/LO depends on PZ2. The LO is always 
delayed with an additional glass (ND filter) by 1985 fs (measured with SHG-FROG) with 
respect to the other three pulses. Thus, the initial scenario of the data acquisition can be 





Figure 5.9 Delay stages movement and pulses arrival time at the sample.  
  
Subsequently, the waiting time is moved to positive values (t2 > 0), by changing the position 
of DS, as displayed in Figure 5.9 (b). The change in position of DS also modifies both the 
time delay of pulse 3 and LO while it leaves pulse 1 and 2 unchanged. Therefore, the pulses 




the acquisition of the non-rephasing signal is straight forward. The pulse arrival sequence, 
2,1,3 and LO, gives the signal which can be achieved by moving PZ2 backwards (negative 
coherent times following the convention),10,33,39 in such a way that the pathway followed 
by the beams 1 and 3 is longer than the initial path. Therefore, they are delayed compared 
to beam 2, as shown in Figure 5.9 (c and panel on the right). 
 
For positive coherence times which correspond to the rephasing signal (pulse ordering 1, 
2, 3 and LO), the picture is slightly more complicated because both piezoelectric stages 
need to move in the opposite direction to collect the correct signal. The issue now is that 
the forward movement of PZ2 causes pulses 1 and 3 to arrive at the sample before pulse 2 
(see Figure 5.9 (d)), which would also modify the waiting time. To overcome this issue, 
and to allow pulse 2 to arrive at the correct time delay and to generate a rephasing signal, 
PZ1 needs to be moved backwards by exacting the same amount as PZ2 is moved forwards, 
as illustrated in Figure 5.9 (e). 
 
It is now worth noting that the constant phase shift between the LO and the signal that is 
generated by the relative movement of the stages means the signal is acquired in the rotating 
frame.40,41 The direct consequence of acquiring the 2D spectra under such conditions it that 
the signal (in the t1 delay) does not oscillate close to the optical frequency; thus, the 
envelope of the response function is captured (which depends on the coherence time). 
Acquiring only the envelope of the response function can be advantageous because it 
significantly reduces the time steps in t1 that must be sampled and reduces the phase 






5.7 Phase-stable Setup 
Considering a setup where a single light source generates the four pulses, and they 
experience the same optics as the reference beam (LO) the absolute phase difference turns 
out to be zero, and the setup is considered phase-stable.10 In the presented case, the phase 
fluctuation of the setup was minimized and, as Heilser et. at.33 have already proved, the 
configuration adopted with the beams travelling in pairs was very advantageous to reduce 
the fluctuations of the setup. The mathematical demonstration (taken from the Heilser’s 
work33 and given in the appendix for completeness) shows that even when the pulses are 
subjected to small shifts and fluctuations these can be cancelled out (as reported in equation 
Ap. 5.8), and the setup can be said to be phase-stable. Note that this analysis does not 
consider major fluctuations induced by the air current. For this reason, I built a setup that 
was enclosed by a box from the output of the Libra laser to the detection region. Moreover, 
the size of the 2D spectrometer was kept as small as possible. 
 
Figure 5.10 Interference paths acquired (a) at 5, 15 and 25 min, (b) 5 and 60 min, and (c) the 





To further test the phase stability of my 2DES experiment, I measured the interference 
fringing pattern between beams 1 and 2 focused into a pinhole (with diameter = 100 m). 
The interference pattern acquired every second for 60 minutes showed that the phase 
remained stable for the first 30 minutes (Figure 5.10 (a)); subsequently, a deviation from 
its initial value was observed, see example in Figure 5.10 (b). To evaluate the quality of the 
phase stability, the standard deviation in radians was also calculated for the first 30 minutes, 
and it returned 28 mrad. The value obtained is similar to other spectrometer(s) considered 
phase-stable as the one in ref.28  
  
5.8 Data Acquisition 
After generating the desired broadband spectrum with the double-pass NOPA and 
compression with the Dazzler ultrafast pulse-shaper, the beam was coupled to the 2D 
boxcar geometry spectrometer. The alignment was monitored with irises placed throughout 
the setup to monitor the day to day reproducibility. The spatial overlap of the four beams 
generated in the boxcar geometry was achieved with either a CCD camera or a pinhole. 
Because of the geometry configuration (boxcar), it was quite challenging to place the CCD 
camera at the sample position without blocking one of the four beams; therefore, my 
personal preference was to use the pinhole in order to avoid this issue. I had also observed 
that when the beam travels through the irises placed along the boxcar configuration the four 
beams focus and spatially overlap without any further adjustment, however, this was not 
the case when the frequencies produced by the NOPA were changed. This case is more 
complicated because the collimation might need to be adjusted (i.e. the telescope needs to 
be re-optimised) as well as the Dazzler pre-compensation stage (the distance between the 




Before starting any 2D experiment the four pulses were characterised with TG-FROG,35 
and the traces obtained were analysed with a commercial software written in MatLab and 
developed by Trebino’s group.35 This software is commonly used by many groups and it 
allows the phase and the pulse duration to be retrieved. The TG-FROG measurement was 
done with beams 1, 2 and 3 and DMSO (non-linear Kerr medium) in 1 mm cuvette. The 
TG FROG traces, and the duration of the pulses are reported in Chapters 6 and 7.  
 
Subsequently, the temporal overlap between 3 pulses was monitored with SHG-FROG or 
TG-FROG. The SHG-FROG measurement consisted of focusing the three pulses in a BBO-
crystal placed at the sample region and detecting the second-harmonic generation of each 
beam pair. However, in the current configuration this measurement is not easy to 
implement because it is necessary to change the sample holder with the BBO-crystal mount 
and to completely realign the detection region (the collimation and focus before the Andor 
spectrometer). This procedure needs to be carried out for each signal given by a pair of 
pulses, and because the three signals generated are spatially separated the overall procedure 
is time-consuming. Alternatively, the time-zero between pulse 1, 2 and 3 can be monitored 
with TG-FROG by scanning DS, subsequently PZ2, and re-setting time zero after each 
scan. The signal that depends on DS is centred at 0 by adjusting the relative position of DS 
and PZ1 while the adjustment of the transient gating signal that depends on PZ2 is achieved 
by resetting the time-zero of the piezo stage. This iterative process was repeated until 
scanning of both PZ2 and DS converged on a common time zero. 
 
When all the three pulses are centred at time zero, the sample is inserted into the setup, and 
the LO introduced and aligned into the spectrometer. The time delay between the stages is 




to maximize the spectral modulations of the detected LO spectrum. Because the beams are 
not perfectly perpendicularly to the sample, a small adjustment of the x-axis might be 
required to avoid beam block or scatter. To minimize any scatter, DS was then moved to a 
negative population time where the modulation of the LO should be zero. If the 
modulations at t2 < 0 persisted, the sample was translated along the x-axis until the LO 
spectrum was free from the undesired signals. During this alignment process, it is good to 
block the beams now and then to ensure that the signal observed does not depend on some 
random interference between a pair of beams. All of these procedures are iterative, and they 
need to be executed until the signal is optimised. 
 
Once the optimum signal was found, the measurement routine was started, and rephasing 
and nonrepeating signals were acquired for each interval of t1 desired as well as for each t2 
needed. After the pump-probe spectrum for each waiting time was acquired, the DS is 
moved to the desired t2, and the 2D spectrum acquisition starts by scanning the coherence 
time delay (t1). The measurements shown in this thesis were usually collected for a total of 
100/150 t1 delays averaging 600 laser shots for each waiting time chosen. The total 
acquisition of each 2DES spectrum took around 3 minutes, including the collection of the 
local oscillator.  
 
5.9 Data Analysis  
In our experiment for each population time, t2, two different signals were acquired. The 
first is the pump-probe signal where beam 2 acts as pump and LO as probe and the second 
signal was a spectral interferogram which corresponds to the frequency-resolved photon 
echo signal of the sample interfering with the delayed local oscillator (via heterodyne 




and spectrally dispersed along the emission axis 3. Figure 5.11 (a) shows the spectral 
interferogram containing the 2DES signal of a dye molecule at t2 = 120 fs as a function of 
t1 where both rephasing (positive t1) and non-rephasing (negative t1) components are 
shown. In Figure 5.11 (b) a section of the spectrum is taken at t1= 0 fs.  
 
Figure 5.11 (a) Contour map of the spectral interferogram acquired at t2 = 120 fs, (b) slice of the 
spectral interferogram at t1= 0 fs corresponding to the dashed line. 
 
The goal is to use these interferograms to obtain a complex 2DES spectrum at various 
population times as a function of excitation and emission frequencies (1, 3). As first step 
to achieve the goal, the acquired spectrum that is not linearly spaced in frequency was 
interpolated to linearly space the frequencies. To show how to manipulate the spectral 
interferogram recorded I should recall that the heterodyne signal acquired is given by 
equation 2.16 (S = |Ɛs + ƐLO |
2
) where Ɛs(t1,t2,ω3) = Es (t1,t2,ω3)e
iω3ts and 
ƐLO (ω3) = ELO (ω3)e
iω3tLO  (En is a constant and complex vector of the electric fields which 
includes the phase term, ω3 is the carrier frequency, and tn is the relative time). By also 
considering equation 5.4, the acquired spectral interferogram can be written as:  














 has been omitted because the action of the two choppers subtracts it.33 
Thus, equation 5.7 shows that the signal acquired is a function of three terms, the first of 
which is not time-dependent and it corresponds to the homodyne signal, while the second 
and third terms appear to be at  (ts - tLO). To visualise the time separation of these three 
terms and isolate the complex signal field needed, the inverse FT along the ω3 frequency 
domain was necessary. Figure 5.12 (a) shows a contour map of the three contributions to 
the signal at a given t2 (t2= 120 fs) as a function of the coherence time, while Figure 5.12 
(b) displays the three contributions for the rephasing part of the signal at t2 = 120 and t1= 
10 fs. 
 
Figure 5.12 (a) Contour map of the three terms shown in equation 5.7 at t2 = 120 fs comprising of 
both rephasing and non-rephasing signals, (b) a slice of the previous map taken at t1= 10 fs 
corresponding to the dashed line in the first panel. (c) Window function applied to the data at each 




To isolate the ES(t1,t2,ω3)ELO
* (ω3) e
iω3(tS-tLO) contribution from the other two terms a 
window function, see Figure 5.12 (c), was applied along the t1 axes for each coherence 
time. After the windowing procedure, both the rephasing and non-rephasing signals that 
contribute to the desired complex signal field of equation 5.7 were isolated from the others, 
as shown in Figure 5.12 (d). 
 
The complex signal field was subsequently FT from t3 to ω3 (S(t1,t2,t3) → S(t1,t2,ω3)). Note 
that En is a complex vector, and it includes the phase factor (Φn) of the field; therefore, the 








i[ω3(tS-tLO)+(ΦS- ΦLO)]  
(5.8) 
where | | represents the absolute value of the field, the phase relative to the signal and local 
oscillator are explicitly written and the intensity term (In) is retrieved from its definition (I 
= E2).  
  
To obtain the desired signal and phase, equation 5.8 still needs to be divided by √ILO(ω3). 
In the implemented 2DES setup the LO spectrum is acquired at the beginning and end of 
every scan by blocking k1,k2, and k3. After removing the LO intensity contribution, 
equation 5.8 is also divided by eiω3∆t where the ∆t contribution was experimentally 




i(ΦS- ΦLO) = √IS(t1,t2,ω3)e
i(ΦS- ΦLO)  (5.9) 
where the time-dependent oscillations are now removed from ω3 axes. However, the 
spectral interferometry is still dependent on the so-called relative phase between the signal 




that the total 2D spectrum is composed of a real (absorptive) and imaginary (dispersive 
parts) that depend on the so-called “global phase” which is an unknown parameter usually 
challenging to measure. The phase correction is commonly done by comparing the 
measured phased spectra to the pump-probe spectrum acquired at the corresponding t2 time 
delay by using the projection slice theorem to retrieve the global phase of the spectrum.3,8,43 
After applying a test phase, the 2D spectrum was integrated over the ω1 direction resulting 
in a one-dimensional signal which has the same shape as the pump-probe signal but a 
different phase. The two spectra are then normalised, and a least-squares difference fit is 
performed to obtain the global phase for a given t2 delay. After phase correction, the 
complex 2D map is Fourier transformed along t1 to obtain the 2DES maps which are given 
by the sum of the rephasing and non-rephasing signals for each waiting time. Figure 5.13 
is an example of the 2DES spectra obtained for Oxazine 4 in methanol at t2 = 30 (panel 
(a)), and 180 fs (panel (b)).  
 
Figure 5.13 2DES spectra of Oxazine 4 in methanol at t2 = (a) 30, and (b) 180. The black lines 






Ap. 5.1 Second-harmonic Generation 
Non-linear optical effects arise from the interaction of a high-intensity light source such as 
an ultrafast laser incident on a non-linear medium. In linear optics, the matter response 
scales linearly with the amplitude of the electric field, while, in non-linear optics, the 
material properties can change more rapidly due to the high-intensity of the field applied. 
From this interaction, non-linear effects are generated and used for study in spectroscopy 
and development of state-of-the-art apparatus.  
 
Equation Ap 5.1 displays the relationship between the applied field E(t) and the polarization 
P(t) which are related as follows1,5: 
 P(t) = ε0χ
(1)E(t) Ap 5.1 
where 0 represents the permittivity of free space and  is the linear susceptibility. 
When an intense field is applied to a lossless and dispersionless medium, the optical 
response can be generalised as:  
 P(t) = ε0 [χ
(1)
 E1(t) + χ(2) E2(t) + χ(3)E3(t) +...] 
= P1(t) + P2(t) + P3(t) +...= PL(t) + PNL(t)  
Ap. 5.2 
where P2(t)=χ(2)E2(t) and P3(t)= χ(3)E3(t) are the so-called second-order nonlinear 
polarization and third-order nonlinear polarization. PL is the linear response of the electric 
field and PNL is the nonlinear response. Equation Ap. 5.2 is the mathematical representation 
of an intense field that, after interaction with the medium, generates new frequency 





Second-harmonic generation (SHG), arises from the second-order non-linear polarization, 
and it is a non-linear phenomenon that allows the conversion of a generic frequency, , 
into its second-harmonic frequency, 2. This non-linear phenomenon can be described as 
a radiation (i.e., a laser beam) at frequency  incident upon a non-centrosymmetric crystal 
which generates the following second-order non-linear polarization1: 
  P(2)(t)= ε0χ
(2)E2(t) = 2ε0χ
(2)EE*+ε0χ
(2)E2e-i2ω + c.c Ap. 5.3 
where the electric field of the beam is expressed through its oscillatory component 
E(t)=Ee-iωt+ E*eiωt. Equation Ap. 5.3 shows that the second-order polarization has two 
contributions, one is at zero frequency (2ε0χ




Figure Ap. 5.1(a) Representation of SHG occurring in a non-linear medium. (b) Energy level of 
SHG process showing two photons at frequency () and one photon generated at frequency 2. 
The dashed lines represent virtual states. 
  
Figure Ap. 5.1 (a) represents of the non-linear process (very efficient) where nearly all the 
power of the incident beam can be converted into its second-harmonic. Figure Ap. 5.1 (b) 
is a diagram of energy levels (dashed lines are virtual states) for SHG where two photons 
at the same frequency, , are destroyed to simultaneously generate a third photon at a 





Ap. 5.2 Compression Stage 
 
There are several methods to add negative second-order dispersion to the broadband pulses 
such as grating pairs, prisms pairs, deformable mirrors, chirped mirrors and acousto-optic 
modulators.34 
 
Figure Ap. 5.2 Methods for pulse compression (a) grating pairs, (b) prisms pairs, (c) chirped 
mirrors, (d) deformable mirrors and (e) acousto-optic modulator. 
The first method, the grating pairs, is not commonly used in this sort of setup because of 




grating pairs is depicted in Figure Ap. 5.2 (a) while Figure Ap. 5.2 (b) represents a simple 
compressor made by two prisms and a folding mirror. The prism compressor adds negative 
GDD that depends on the glass insertion of the two prisms and a significant negative TOD. 
An interesting parameter to control when working with prisms is the ratio between TOD 
and GDD (TOD/GDD) that is strongly dependent on the prism material and frequency. The 
materials characterised by the smallest ratio are fused silica, magnesium fluoride (MgF2), 
calcium fluoride (CaF2) and SF11 and the prisms used in the compression stage are usually 
made by one of these materials. The main advantage of the prism compressor is that it can 
correct for GDD, but not for TOD; thus, it is suitable for compression down to  20 fs, but 
not shorter. Furthermore, prisms compression has another disadvantage that needs to be 
considered. The GDD and TOD added are proportional to the distance between the two 
prisms and when the input beam is tuneable, i.e. NOPAs, the compressor needs to be re-
aligned and re-adjusted as the NOPA wavelength is changed.  
 
Another alternative that can be used for pulse compression consists of multiple bounces on 
chirped mirrors (CMs). Figure Ap. 5.2 (c) shows a basic scheme of CMs. The main 
advantage of these devices is that the GDD introduced does not depend on the alignment 
because it only depends on the number of bounces. The dispersion introduced can only 
vary in discrete steps. For this reason, the CMs are always implemented in combination 
with a pair of silica wedges used to adjust the amount of material on the beam path and 
compensate for the negative GDD introduced by the mirrors. The main disadvantage of the 
CMs is their relatively high cost and the need of specific design when working in the IR 





Deformable mirrors (Figure Ap. 5.2 (d)) use a modern technology involving micron 
membrane to correct for the second and third-order dispersion. After a dispersive element, 
a grating or prism, the deformable mirror can perform a spatial FT and convert an angular 
dispersion into a spatial separation. A very similar process occurs when pulse-shapers are 
used to compress a pulse. A phase modulation occurs when the electromagnetic field 
interacts with an acoustic wave that propagates collinearly to the electromagnetic field 
(Figure Ap. 5.2 (e)). The acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter pulse shaper has the 
advantage that is easy to use and can precisely correct for any dispersion (i.e. GDD and 
TOD). The disadvantages are that the pulse shapers contain a thick nonlinear crystal and 
pre-compensation is needed. Moreover, these devices can be very lossy, with up to 80% of 





Ap. 5.3 Setup Overview 
 
Figure Ap. 5.3 Overview of the setup implemented where the compression stage is achieved with 
CMs and wedges.  
 
Figure Ap. 5.4 Overview of the setup implemented where the compression stage is achieved with 




Ap. 5.4 Phase-stable Apparatus 
The following demonstration has been adapted to the Bristol setup from ref.33 
 
The phase of the (rephasing, ks=- k1 + k2 + k3) detected heterodyne (∆φS) signal acquired 













 (Ap 5.4) 
where φ
SIG
 corresponds to the phase of the homodyne signal and φ
n
 is the phase of each 
laser beam that interact to generate the signal. The overall phase fluctuation depends on 











) (Ap. 5.5) 
In our case, the phase fluctuations depend on the optics that each beam is experiencing 
















. (Ap. 5.6) 

































Thus, the phase fluctuation is zero:  
 δ(∆φ
S
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Investigating Ultrafast Solvation Dynamics of 
Oxazine 4  
 
6.1 Introduction 
Oxazine derivatives are widely used in organic synthesis as intermediates, and they exhibit 
a great variety of biological activity, meaning they are used as antitumor, antimalarial, 
antimicrobial and analgesic.1 Recent studies have also suggested that due to their 
properties, oxazine derivatives might be employed for the development of new chemicals 
to combat various diseases.1,2 Therefore, significant efforts have been directed to 
understand the chemical and physical properties of these molecules. For example, their 
solute-solvent interactions have been previously studied in conventional solvents with 
several techniques3–6 such as holeburning,7 and three pulse photon echo.3,8,9 However, very 
little is reported about the oxazine derivatives dynamics in unconventional solvents such 
as ionic liquids (ILs). 
 
Ionic liquids have been recently used as liquid-rocket propellent, high-temperature 
lubricants and biosensing.10 In parallel with their developing application, the 
characterisation of the physical properties of these liquids and how they differ from 
conventional organic solvents has been the subject of many studies.10,55–64 The considerable 
attention received thus far is due to their classification as “green” solvents and their 




explored fundamental aspects of solvation in ionic liquids and revealed that the solvation 
energies of the ILs are comparable to those found in highly polar organic solvents.9,10,55–64  
Moreover, it was established that polar solvation in conventional solvents shows a bimodal 
character given by a slow diffusive and an ultrafast components (100s fs).10 The 
investigation of solvation dynamics in ionic liquids demonstrated that the mechanism is 
biphasic, as observed for conventional solvents, however, ionic interactions and ion 
monomer motions dictate a solvation “mechanism” different from conventional 
solvents.10,11,13,14 For example, the fast component of Coumarin 153 in conventional 
solvents such as methanol, and acetonitrile is around 120 fs while in ILs is 278 ps.10,13,15 
To date, many techniques have been applied to characterise solvation dynamics in ionic 
liquids using both spectroscopic10,11,14,16 and thermodynamic methods.17–19 Despite 
numerous studies the primary process of solvation dynamics and its biphasic nature in ILs 
are unclear and the interaction between the solute and the first shell of ions constituting the 
solvent is still difficult to model.8–10,36 
 
Here, Oxazine 4 (Ox 4) in conventional solvents and ionic liquids is studied to address the 
nature of the excited state involved in the molecular dynamics by employing broadband 
transient absorption spectroscopy (BBTA) and two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy 
(2DES). Both the dynamics and the vibronic information are contained in steady-state 
measurements. However, the featureless spectra obtained from molecules in solutions are 
usually congested and difficult to disentangle.20,21 The characterisation of the chemical 
species is accomplished by using broadband pulses with a very high time resolution (fs). 
These broadband pulses can generate a coherent superposition of vibronic states, also 
known as vibrational wave packets.20 The wave packet formed is detected in BBTA 




Franck-Condon (FC) active modes. Their dephasing is determined pre-FT in the time 
domain providing an insight into the solute-solvent interaction.20 The ground and excited-
state displacements determine the FC activity that can be detected by the coherent 
spectroscopy which is a useful technique to observe the ground and excited-states 
vibrational modes.22–30 It can be argued that other spectroscopies such as Raman and time-
resolved infrared spectroscopy are very useful techniques to investigate the dynamics of 
molecules in solution considering that they have been proven to be highly sensitive probes 
for molecular structures.31 However, information about the excited state vibrational 
dynamics is either not provided or very challenging to obtain from these techniques. 
Moreover, the combination of broadband spectroscopy with two-dimensional spectroscopy 
can lead to the understanding of the solvation process.20  
 
In this chapter, BBTA was used to investigate Ox 4 in acetonitrile (ACN), dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO), methanol (MeOH) and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium thiocyanate 
[EMI]+[SCN]- while the 2DES was carried out for the Ox 4 in MeOH, DMSO, and 
[EMI]+[SCN]. The time-resolved data will be presented with density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations to assign the FC active modes. 
 
6.2 Experimental and Computational Sections 
6.2.1 Experimental Methods 
N-ethyl-7-ethylimino-2,8-dimethylphenoxazin-3-amine also known as LD690 or Oxazine 
4 was purchased from Exciton and solutions of 5 x 10-5 M and extinction coefficient at 
the maximum is ɛ615= 1.09 x 105 M-1 cm-1were made in three conventional organic solvents, 
MeOH, ACN and DMSO, and two ionic liquids: [EMI]+[SCN]- and ethylammonium nitrate 
[Et]+[NO3]




Table 6.1 summarises the physical properties of the solvents where [Et]+[NO3]
- was only 
used in the static measurements.  
  
Figure 6.1 Molecular structures of (a) 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium thiocyanate [EMI]+[SCN]- , 
(b) ethylammonium nitrate [Et]+[NO3]-, and (c) Oxazine 4. 
Table 6.1 Density (d) in g/mL, refractive index (n) dielectric constant (ε), and viscosity (η) at 20° 
C of MeOH, ACN, DMSO, [EMI]+[SCN]- and [Et]+[NO3]-. 
 d (g/mL) n ε η (cP) purchased from (purity) 
MeOH 0.791 1.3284 32.7 0.594 Sigma-Aldrich (99.9 %) 
ACN 0.782 1.3441 37.5 0.334 Sigma-Aldrich (99.8 %) 
DMSO 1.096 1.4783 46.7 1.99 Sigma-Aldrich (99.8 %) 
[EMI]+[SCN]- 1.12 1.53731 - 24.7 Iolitec (98%) 
[Et]+[NO3]
- 1.21 1.4532 26.3 ± 0.5 32 36.5 Iolitec (97 %) 
 
The absorption and emission static spectra of Ox 4 in MeOH, ACN, DMSO, [EMI]+[SCN]- 
and [Et]+[NO3]
- were collected with Genesys 10S UV-vis absorption (Thermo Scientific) 
and Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrometers, respectively. The excitation wavelength 





A full detailed description of the setup is given in Chapter 5. However, a summary is added 
here for completeness. A Libra (Coherent, 800 nm, 1 kHz) laser was used to seed a double 
pass nonlinear optical parametric amplifier to generate a visible broadband spectrum 
spanning from 540 to 720 nm. After visible light generation, the pulse was compressed 
with chirped mirrors (BBTA measurements) and with an acousto-optic dispersive filter 
(Dazzler) in the case of 2DES data. The chirped mirrors and Dazzler compressions were 
characterised with second harmonic generation frequency-resolved optical gating (SHG-
FROG) and transient gating (TG-FROG). Analysis of these measurements returned 15 and 
28 fs pulses, respectively (see Figure 6.2).  
 
Figure 6.2 Contour map of (a) SHG-FROG, and (b) TG-FROG traces. (c) Time slices of the 
SHG-FROG at 323 nm, and (d) 650 nm. 
 
Subsequently, the compressed NOPA beam was split into four equal beams by a pair of 
beam splitters, as explained in Chapter 5. In the BBTA experiment, two identical beams 
were blocked while the other two were used as pump and probe in the experiment. A 




transient spectra. A mechanical delay stage produced the time delay between the two pulses 
up to 2 ps. In this configuration, the data were acquired at the magic angle using a pulse 
energy of both the pump and probe at 6 nJ (per beam), with a spot size of 90 μm. The delay 
stage was scanned in 4 fs time steps from 0 to 1500 fs, and the signal to noise was improved 
by applying a noise rejection filter throughout the experiment.  
 
For 2DES data collection, the four identical beams were used. The time delays between the 
four beams were controlled with three delay stages to acquire the rephasing and non-
rephasing signal. Scatter was subtracted using two choppers to acquire the 2DES signals. 
The pulse energy of each beam used to generate the nonlinear signal was 2 nJ and the 
coherence time was scanned in 1 fs steps from -150 to +150 fs. To generate the 2D maps 
acquired in t1, ω3 the spectrum was inversed Fourier transformed to t1, t3, and a window 
function was applied along t3 to remove the homogeneous signal at zero. Finally, the 
spectrum was Fourier transformed along t1 to obtain the final (ω1-ω3) 2D spectrum. The 
spectrum was phased accordingly to the projection slice theorem, and only the total (real) 
spectra are shown in this chapter.20,33,34 
 
6.2.2 Computational Methods 
Density functional theory (DFT) and time dependent DFT (TDDFT) calculations were 
 
Figure 6.3 (a) Top down and (b) side on view of the optimised geometry for the ground state of 




performed using Gaussian09 to minimise the S0 and S1 geometries and recalculate the 
associated harmonic frequencies of Oxazine 4. The gas-phase calculations were performed 
using the B3LYP functional and the 6-31+G basis set. Figure 6.3 shows the optimised 
geometries for the ground state. 
 
6.3 Results and Discussion  
6.3.1 Steady-State Analysis  
The absorption and fluorescence spectra of Ox 4 collected in methanol, acetonitrile, 
dimethyl sulfoxide and the two ionic liquids are shown in Figure 6.4.  
 
Figure 6.4 Normalised absorption (red) and emission (blue) spectra of Oxazine 4 in (a) MeOH, (b) 




The maximum wavelengths of each spectrum studied are summarised in Table 6.2. Both 
the absorption and fluorescence spectra display a side band.35 None of the solvents I studied 
shows a double peak in the fluorescence spectrum, as previously reported for Oxazine 4 in 
hydrogen-bonding solvents such as n-alcohols. Further, the shape of the emission spectra 
is always close to the mirror image of the absorption.35 The comparison between the 
absorption and fluorescence spectra in Figure 6.4 shows that there is nothing distinctive 
about the spectra of the Ox 4 in conventional solvents or ILs, consistent with the behaviour 
already found for Coumarin 153 (C153) in ILs.10,11 More precisely, the shifts of the spectra 
in the ionic liquids is indistinguishable from the other three polar solvents. 
 
Table 6.2 Maximum of the absorption and emission spectra for the Oxazine 4 in four different 
solvent and the calculated Stokes-shift.  
 Methanol Acetonitrile DMSO [EMI]+[SCN]- [Et]+[NO3]
- 
Absorption max /nm 611 606 623 628 616 
Fluo. max /nm 657 664 667 664 653 
Stokes-shift /nm 













Table 6.2 also shows the Stokes shift that characterises the solvatochromic molecule. To 
relate the Stokes shift with an intrinsic property of the solvent, it is possible to describe the 
environmental sensitivity of the dye with the Lippert and Mataga theoretical model, already 
used for Ox 4 in conventional solvents (n-alcohols), as reported in ref.35 The following 
formula is the simplest way to relate the Stokes-shift (δν ) of a dipolar molecule to a solvent 





















The dipole moments of the ground (g) and excited (e) states are given by μe,g, and the radius 
of the sphere containing the solute molecule also known as Onsager radius is R. Planck’s 
constant is h, and c is the speed of light. 
According to equation 6.1, by plotting the Stokes shift as a function of the solvent 
properties, such as ε and n, one can obtain the size of the solvent charge distribution upon 
light absorption. It has been reported, that equation 6.1 well describes the relationship 
between the Stokes shift found for Ox 4 in a set of n-alcohols and the solvent properties. 
On the contrary, the simple dielectric description of the Lippert-Mataga equation does not 
accurately describe the behaviour of Ox 4 for all conventional solvents. However, very 
little is known about its relationship with ILs.35  
 
Figure 6.5 Plot of the Stokes shift of Ox 4 in n-alcohols (n = 1-6, 8, 10, from right to left from 
ref.35) given in black and measured as the distance between the absorption and fluorescence spectra, 
versus the strength of the solvent dielectric constant and the Ox 4 in the five solvents studied (1 = 
methanol, 2 = acetonitrile, 3 = DMSO, 4 = [EMI]+[SCN]- and 5 = [Et]+[NO3]-). The 95 % confidence 





Figure 6.5 is a comparison between the already published plot of the Stokes shift of Ox 4 
in n-alcohols,35 and the values obtained in the five solvents studied in this work. Note that 
the published value obtained for Ox 4 in methanol coincide with the value calculated here, 
as shown in Figure 6.5 in red and black. Moreover, the slope of the curve shown in the 
graph is 2700 ± 200 which coincides with the one reported by Bardeen et al. 35 When 
analysing this system, it is also worth noting that the dielectric constant of [EMI]+[SCN]- 
is not known; however, a database that elucidates a trend given by the ILs anion and cation 
variation is available.32 According to the published values for the dielectric constants, in 
the 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide a minimal variation of 
ε (14 ± 1) from ethyl to pentyl is observed, suggesting that a small change in the alkyl group 
does not affect this solvent property. Therefore, in Figure 6.5, the ε value for [EMI]+[SCN]- 
was chosen to be 13.7 ± 0.8, which is the published value for 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium 
thiocyanate.24 The data obtained in methanol, acetonitrile and [EMI]+[SCN]- show a linear 
dependence on the Stokes shift, while DMSO and [Et]+[NO3]
- data do not fit this trend. 
The data shown in Figure 6.5 are in good agreement with the findings for Ox 4 in n-alcohols 
and conventional solvents where it has been shown that the dielectric continuum picture 
works well for some classes of solvents as alcohols.35 Certainly, the simple picture of 
dielectric solvation given in equation 6.1 is insufficient to explain the steady-state 
spectroscopy of Ox 4 in an ionic liquid as shown from the deviation of point 5 from the 
trend in Figure 6.5. 
For the dye Coumarin 153 (C153), it has also been demonstrated that the solvent 
permittivity of conventional solvents is related to the experimentally measured Stokes shift, 




separation.10 In this work, a trend of the data acquired in the ionic liquid is quite difficult 
to establish because only two relatively viscous ILs were investigated. Certainly, the simple 
theory of dielectric continuum is not sufficient to explain the behaviour of Ox 4 in all 
solvents. Therefore, the same trend found for C153 in ionic liquids is unlikely for the 
molecule studied in this work. Note that the simple theoretical model for solvation, as 
treating the solvent as an uncharged sphere or dielectric continuum is not exhaustive to 
explain the behaviour of Oxazine 4 in solution which might be determined by discrete 
molecular interactions between the solute and the solvent molecules and not just the bulk 
solvent properties as per equation 6.1.35 
 
6.3.2 Broadband Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 
BBTA spectra (in ΔT/T) for the Ox 4 in methanol, acetonitrile, dimethyl sulfoxide and 1-
ethyl-3-methylimidazolium thiocyanate are given in Figure 6.6 with the respective linear 
absorption, and emission spectra shown on the top of each panel. The positive transient 
signals span a broad region between 580 and 720 nm consistent with the previously 
reported TA data of Ox 4 in methanol.36 At early time delays the positive feature is stronger 
where the absorption and emission spectra overlap suggesting a contribution from both the 
ground and the excited state; therefore the ground state bleach (GSB) and stimulated 
emission (SE) signals overlap in this region. Moreover, the positive signals spanning from 
580 to 670 nm are dominant in every solvent studied. The GSB/SE feature decreases in 
intensity on the red side of the transient spectra probably due to an overlap between positive 





Figure 6.6 BBTA spectra and linear absorption (red) and fluorescence (blue) spectra for Ox 4 in 
(a) methanol, (b) acetonitrile, (c) dimethyl sulfoxide, and (d) 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
thiocyanate.  
 
The BBTA signals are modulated by coherent oscillations, as previously reported for Ox 4 
in methanol,36 and persist in all spectra, up to 1.5 ps. In addition to the vibrational 
coherences observed, a small dynamic Stokes shift is also expected in the four solutions. 
This phenomenon depends on solvent re-organization and stabilization of S1,
21,37,38 and its 
observation can be used to study the solute-solvent interaction (how the solute interacts 




cases, the dynamic Stokes shift found in the 1.5 ps window is too small to carry out these 
analyses.  
 
All the BBTA spectra obtained were fitted with a biexponential function at each probe 
wavelength and the population dynamics removed to achieve the purely vibrational 
coherent BBTA spectra.20,28,41  
 
Figure 6.7 (a) shows the BBTA spectrum of the Ox 4 in [EMI]+[SCN]-. Figure 6.7 (b) 
shows the kinetics at 620 nm of the BBTA spectrum in blue and the same feature after 
subtracting the population dynamics contribution, in orange. Figure 6.7 (c) is the contour 
map of the purely vibrational coherent spectrum obtained after removing the population 
dynamics at each probe wavelegth. 
 
Figure 6.7 (a) BBTA spectrum of Ox 4 in [EMI]+[SCN]-. Blue trace in panel (b) represents the 
kinetics at 620 nm while the orange is the same trace after subtracting the population dynamics. 







Figure 6.8 Purely vibrational coherent BBTA spectra of Ox 4 in (a) methanol, (b) acetonitrile, (c) 
DMSO, and (d) [EMI]+[SCN]-. In each spectrum, the dashed lines correspond to the maximum of 
the absorption spectra, overlap between absorption and fluorescence spectra and maximum of the 
fluorescence spectra.  
 
Figure 6.8 shows the four purely vibrational coherent BBTA spectra where the most intense 
oscillations are found at  620 nm in all the solvent studied. The purely coherent vibrational 
maps can show a zero-amplitude oscillation, known as a node, that can reveal information 




a vibrational wave packet on the displaced excited state potential energy surface (PES). 
Therefore, the nuclear wave packet is launched on one side of the PES, and its motion (that 
depends on the nuclear coordinate) is detected as a function of the probe frequency. During 
this motion, a phase shift of the wave packet is found at the minimum of the PES which 
manifests in the BBTA spectra as a node corresponding to the maximum of the fluorescence 
spectrum.42  
 
A node is often found at the maximum of the fluorescence spectrum when the GSB and SE 
are well separated in the transient spectra.42 Under such conditions, a second node 
corresponding to the maximum of the absorption spectrum might also be observed. In 
general, a node found at the maximum of the absorption spectrum gives information about 
ground state vibrational wave packets.28,42 The maps shown in Figure 6.8 are very 
congested with multiple possible nodes found between 580 and 680 nm.  
 
A first node that can be noticed is placed at the maximum of the absorption spectra, more 
evident for DMSO and [EMI]+ [SCN]- and less pronounced in the case of methanol and 
acetonitrile. This node indicates the generation of vibrational wave packets in the ground 
state. A second node that is common to all the data presented is found between 638 and 
650 nm (see dashed lines), these nodes separate signals with opposite phases which are 
depicted as blue and red in the coherent maps. Less evident is the node that should 
correspond to the maximum of the fluorescence spectra mainly because vibrational 
coherences at wavelengths > 660 nm are not very pronounced; therefore, establishing 





Figure 6.9 Fourier transform spectra of Oxazine 4 in (a) methanol, (b) acetonitrile, (c) DMSO, and 
(d) [EMI]+[SCN]-. The absorption (red) and fluorescence (blue) spectra of Ox 4 in the four solvents 
are given on the top of each panel. 
 
Figure 6.9 shows the FT maps of the four coherent spectra depicted in Figure 6.8. All 
spectra display one peak centred at 586 cm-1 given by a predominant oscillation with a 
period of 57 fs. This observation is in good agreement with what has already been found 
for Oxazine 4 in methanol.3 The FT maps also show a weaker FT amplitude found in all 
the spectra with the exception of DMSO at  400 cm-1 which is red shifted in probe 
wavelength compared to the main one at 586 cm-1. This second feature is seen only at long 




as pronounced as at shorter wavelengths. Therefore, it is probably indicating a contribution 
from vibrational wave packets originated in the excite state.42 
 
6.3.3 Damping Factors  
To separate the ground and excited state vibrational wave packets that might be found in 
the vibrational coherent spectra is not always trivial, in particular when BBTA spectra show 
overlapping spectral features.19,27,43,44,46 However, to address the nature of the observed 
oscillations the position of the node inferred in the coherent spectra and damping times can 
be used.45–47 Therefore, in addition to the nodes in Figure 6.10, a nonlinear fitting was used 
to obtain the damping times of the oscillations in the purely coherent vibrational spectra. 
The kinetic traces were fitted with exponentially decaying cosine that reads:  
 I(t) =A cos[ωt-ϕ] e-γt (6.2) 
where A is a preexponential factor, ω is the angular frequency, t is the time delay, ϕ the 
phase and γ is the so-called damping factor that corresponds to 1/τ, with τ = damping time. 
 
Figure 6.10 (an) shows the oscillations (blue) at 615 nm probe wavelength for each solution 
studied, and the dashed red line represents the best fitting obtained with equation 6.2. The 
best fitting was achieved by fixing ω (according to the FT of each spectrum), while ϕ was 
floated. The quality of the fit was then obtained by the analysis of the residual of the fit 
which is shown in green (see panels bn). Moreover, a comparison between the FT spectrum 
at 615 nm probe wavelength and the FT of the fittings was carried out. The correlation 
between the experimental FT amplitude found and the calculated FT peak shows a good 
agreement between the two curves where the predominant amplitude at 586 cm-1 is almost 





Figure 6.10 Ox 4 in methanol, acetonitrile, DMSO and [EMI]+ [SCN]- coherent vibrational 
oscillations (in blue) at 615 nm shown in panels an and the best fitting shown as a dashed red line. 
The residual is given in panels bn. The pink lines in panels cn correspond to the experimental FT 




From the best fitting, four damping factors were extrapolated with the relative errors 
calculated as the standard deviation in  5 nm range from the central wavelength. For Ox 
4 in methanol and acetonitrile, the damping times calculated are 1.5 and 3.4 ps which are 
longer than the damping times found for the dye in DMSO and the ionic liquid (~1 ps in 
both solvents).  
 
The possibility to establish a trend that can relate a solvent property such as dielectric 
constant, polarity or viscosity with the different damping times turned out to be quite 
challenging. This lack of trend suggests, again, that the physical properties that are 
classically used to predict the interaction between the solvent and the solute are not 
sufficient to establish a strong correlation between protic, aprotic conventional solvents and 
ionic liquids.10,13,35  
 
Moreover, to validate this hypothesis, the damping time of Ox 4 in a second ionic liquid, 
[Et]+[NO3]
-, was also calculated and reported in Table 6.3 (data given in the appendix, Ap. 
6.1). The damping time extrapolated at 615 nm probe wavelength for the second IL studied 
is identical to [EMI]+ [SCN]- and DMSO validating the hypothesis that the description of 
the ILs solvation dynamics with classical equations does not lead to a definitive 
understanding of the system.10,11 
 
Table 6.3 Damping factors calculated at 615 nm probe wavelength for Ox 4 in conventional 
solvents and ionic liquids.  
 Methanol Acetonitrile DMSO [EMI]+[SCN]- [Et]+[NO3]
- 





It is well known that from the analysis of the oscillatory component of the BBTA spectra, 
it is possible to obtained information about the electronic state where the vibrational wave 
packets are originated. Bardeen et al. have already reported information about vibrational 
wave packet for Ox 4 in methanol suggesting that the use of ultrashort pulses with defined 
chirp may be used to selectively excite wave packets motion on the excited state.36 
Moreover, it has been found that the dye is characterised by level-dependent vibronic 
dephasing times which varies from > 10 to 1 ps in the case of the S0 state and from 1 to 3 
ps for the S1 state.
36 At 610 nm the dephasing vibrational time found for Oxazine 4 in 
methanol is 1.3 ps36 which is a typical dephasing time for the S1 state. Therefore, the 
calculated dephasing times in the five solvents studied are not only in agreement with the 
published times for the dye in methanol, but they suggest that excited state oscillations are 
detected. 
 
6.3.4 Fourier Transform Spectra Analysis 
To further investigate the observation of possible excited state vibrational modes, the FT 
spectra obtained from the purely coherent maps were analysed, highlighting the FT peaks 
obtained when integrating over different probe wavelengths. Figure 6.11 shows the FT 
amplitudes obtained when the oscillatory signal is integrated over 580-620 nm (in red), 
620-660 nm (in blue) and 660-720 nm (in green) probe wavelength. The first region 
corresponds to only the GSB signal found in the BBTA spectrum. The second interval is 
the GSB/SE, where the absorption and emission spectra overlap while the third region 
represents the ESA/GSB/SE signal where the spectral contributions partially come from 
the S1  Sn transitions. Each panel of Figure 6.11 also shows the FT peaks corresponding 
to the different solvent contributions (*) obtained from the comparison between the only 




integrating the oscillatory signal from 580 to 660 nm always show a predominant peak at 
586 cm-1 which has been previously assigned to ground state ring breathing mode.36,46 
Weaker FT amplitudes can also be found in Figure 6.11 (a) such as FT amplitudes at 572 
cm-1, 733 cm-1 and 812 cm-1 that are attributed to Ox 4 ground state normal modes through 
Raman spectroscopy.36 
 
Figure 6.11 Relative FT2 amplitude vs FT wavenumber for Ox 4 in (a) methanol, (b) acetonitrile, 
(c) DMSO, and (d) [EMI]+[SCN]-. The red traces correspond to the integrated FT spectra from 580 
to 625 nm (only GSB region), the blue traces correspond to the 620-660 nm spectral region 
(GSB/SE) while the green traces are the 660 and 720 nm regions (ESA/GSB/SE).  
 
A consistent peak  400 cm-1 is inferred when integrating the red side of the spectra, and it 
appears to be particularly pronounced in methanol and acetonitrile. As already mentioned, 




straightforward and it is very challenging in this case.42 However, the presence of nodes in 
multiple regions of the purely coherent spectra, the extrapolation of damping times that 
indicate the observation of ground and excited state wave packets 28,41–43,45 and the FT 
amplitudes that are probe frequency-dependent suggest that the  400 cm-1 might be 
assigned to an excited state FC active mode.42,43  
 
6.3.5 Franck-Condon Analysis of Vibrational Coherences and 
Geometry Change  
The vibrational coherences experimentally observed for Ox 4 in four different solvents 
were assigned through DFT and TDDFT calculations. In BBTA spectra only the Franck-
Condon active modes can be observed.20  
 
Figure 6.12 HOMO and LUMO orbitals for Oxazine 4 calculated with B3LYP/6-31 G+.  
 
The principal normal modes were then assigned through comparison between DFT 
calculations and the literature.36 DFT calculations confirm that the predominant mode at 
586 cm-1 is a ring breathing mode of the Ox 4, and the mode at 1176 cm-1 is the second 
harmonic of the previous one. Furthermore, the FT peak at  400 cm-1 can be assigned to a 
bending mode of the -CH belonging to the three rings. The other peaks found in the various 





DFT calculations were also used to better understand the geometry change of the Ox 4 from 
S0 to S1. Theoretical investigation predicts that the main transition between the ground and 
the first excited state is the HOMO  LUMO (corresponding to a ππ* transition) which is 
characterised by an energy gap of 3.15 eV. This transition is calculated to be six times more 
probable than the HOMO  LUMO + 1 transition, which is the second most probable 
transition. Figure 6.12 shows the HOMO and LUMO molecular orbitals. Moreover, the 
comparison of the optimised S0 and S1 geometries shows that the main changes are related 
to the position of the oxygen in the central ring and the two ethyl groups. The comparison 
between the HOMO and LUMO shows that the MO change is mainly localised on the three 
rings validating the hypothesis that the vibrational coherences belong to both the ground 
and excited state.20,51,52 
 
6.3.6 Two-Dimensional Electronic Spectroscopy 
To characterise Ox 4 solvation dynamics, 2DES analysis has been carried out. It has been 
demonstrated that two-dimensional spectroscopy is a powerful technique to monitor the 
system-bath interaction through the frequency-frequency correlation function (FFCF).33,53–
60 Moreover, it is known that some parameters related to the lineshape of the 2D spectra 
such as the slope of the centre line (CLS), can be associated to the frequency-frequency 
correlation function for the electronic degrees of freedom.60–62 
 
2DES data probed at a central wavelength of 640 nm at different t2 are shown in Figure 
6.13 for Ox 4 in methanol (see panels (a) and (b)), DMSO ((c), (d)), and [EMI]+[SCN]- (see 
panels (e) and (f)). 2DES data showing the evolution of the line shape at increasing t2 are 






Figure 6.13 2DES data of Oxazine 4 in methanol at (a) t2 = 60 fs and (b) t2 = 3.5 ps, DMSO (c) t2 
= 60 fs and (d) 10 ps. Ox 4 in [EMI]+[SCN]- at (e) t2 = 100 fs and (f) t2 = 10 ps. The absorption 
and emission spectra, on the top of each 2DES frequency-frequency map, are given in red and blue, 
respectively. 
 
Of note, when studying the solute-solvent interaction is the slope of the centre lines that at 




fluctuation of the electronic transitions. After a few ps, however, the slope is expected to 
decay to zero due to spectral diffusion. Figure 6.13 (a) shows an example data of Oxazine 
4 in methanol, where an elliptical shape characterises the main positive peak at t2 = 60 fs, 
with a positive centre line. This correlation is lost very rapidly in methanol, as indicated by 
the decay of the central line slope (CLS) in Figure 6.13 (b).  
 
Figure 6.13 (c), and (d) show 2DES frequency-frequency correlation maps for Oxazine 4 
in DMSO, where the correlation is not lost as fast as in methanol for the positive red feature. 
Moreover, figure 6.13 (e) and (f) show the data for Ox 4 in [EMI]+[SCN]-. When the dye 
is placed in such a viscous solvent, the central line slope of the positive feature associated 
with the excited state has a different behaviour compared to the methanol solution resulting 
to be more similar to the DMSO frequency-frequency correlation.  
 
The CLS of Oxazine 4 in methanol, DMSO, and ionic liquid were found at subsequent 
waiting times to evaluate the loss of the correlation in the positive feature, while a change 
in the CLS was not investigated for the negative feature. Figure 6.14 (a) shows the recovery 
of the CLS for the dye in methanol, (b) in DMSO, and (c) is the ionic liquid.  
 
Figure 6.14 CLS vs t2 for Oxazine 4 in (a) methanol, (b) DMSO, and (c) [EMI]+[SCN]-. The red 





For methanol the CLS decays to zero within 2 ps, and it can be fitted to a single exponential 
with a lifetime 400 ± 300 fs. On the contrary, Ox 4 in DMSO and ionic liquid do not decay 
to zero and have a long-time offset in the probed time delays. This behaviour indicates a 
longer lifetime when the Ox 4 is placed in the more viscous solvents, therefore, a slower 
spectral diffusion is observed indicating a weaker solute-solvent interaction. To convey a 
quantitative idea of the correlation between Ox 4 in DMSO and [EMI]+[SCN]- I have also 
fit the CLS vs t2 data in panels (b) and (c) with a monoexponential function which returns 
500 ± 200 fs for DMSO and 700 ± 400 fs in the case of the IL. The lifetimes found for the 
Ox 4 in DMSO and IL give a good sense of the slower response of the solvents to the 
photoexcitation of the dye. 
 
6.4 Conclusions 
BBTA spectra characterised by congested signals and wave packet dynamics have been 
studied for Oxazine 4 in conventional solvents and ionic liquids. After population dynamics 
subtraction, the congested BBTA spectra are reduced to a few FC active modes that can be 
assigned through DFT calculations. The work explores the vibrational wave packet formed 
in the ground state and possibly excited state of the Oxazine 4. The purely vibrational 
coherent maps show intricate dynamics with multiple nodes, and from the fitting of the 
coherent oscillations and the FT of the coherent spectra, a possible formation of wave 
packets not only on the ground state but also in the excited state is found. It has been 
previously reported that a shift from 586 to 568 cm-1 is found under conditions that favour 
the excited state vibrational wave packet formation.46 Thus, the shoulder observed at 570 
wavenumbers, might be an additional symbol of excited state dynamics. Therefore, the FC 
mode around 400 cm-1 was assigned to an excited state FC active mode. 2DES was then 




the analysis, a clear trend showing a faster recovery of the CLS in methanol than in 
[EMI]+[SCN]- is observed. From the BBTA and 2DES analysis reported in this chapter, the 
need of theoretical models that can predict and fully reproduce the 2D data as well as 
theoretical models that can provide information about the solvation dynamics are needed 
for a full understanding of the frequency-frequency correlation maps. Finally, the 
investigation of this rigid molecule in other ionic liquids could benefit a further 





Ap. 6.1 Damping Factors of [Et]+[NO3]- 
 
Figure Ap. 6.1 (a) BBTA spectrum of [Et]+[NO3]-, (b) coherent vibrational oscillation (in blue) at 
620 nm and the best fitting shown as a dashed red line. (c) The residual. (d) The pink line 
corresponds to the experimental FT spectrum at 615 nm wavelength, while the black line is the FT 






Ap. 6.2 2DES Oxazine 4 in Methanol 
 







Ap. 6.3 2DES Oxazine 4 in DMSO 
 
Figure Ap. 6.3 2DES data of Oxazine 4 in DMSO at subsequent t2 time delays. 
Ap. 6.4 2DES Oxazine 4 in [EMI]+[SCN]- 
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Zinc Chlorin e6 and Zinc Chlorin e6 in a 
Maquette Protein 
7.1 Introduction  
Natural occurring photosynthetic organisms, such as plants, bacteria, and algae, can absorb 
sunlight and convert it into chemical energy. This process is known as photosynthesis.1 
These organisms contain light-absorbing molecules, commonly referred to as pigments 
embedded in a protein scaffold.2 These pigments, mainly chlorophyll (Chl) and carotenoids 
can absorb specific regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.1,3 Schematically, after light 
absorption, the energy migrates via electron energy transfer (EET) to the so-called reaction 
centre (RC) where a charge transfer reaction takes place as shown in Figure 7.1.1,3 
 
The initial absorption event is facilitated by different arrangements that the pigments and 
the surrounding protein can manifest.4 Thus, multiple pigment-protein architectures can be 
encountered in naturally occurring photorganisms where the existence of different 
arrangments depends on the natural light conditions of the photosynthetic organisms’ 
habitat, and it is naturally optimised to give remarkably efficient light capture across a 
broad spectral range.4 
 
Furthermore, it has been determined that the protein plays several roles during the EET. 
More specifically, depending on the disposition of each chromophore inside the protein 




of delocalised excited states over multiple Chls. These states have different transition 
energies compared to isolated chromophores.4 Therefore, the pigment-protein interactions 
play a fundamental role in determining the absorption properties of the complex, 
particularly when the geometry between adjacent pigments (i.e., the angles between two 
adjacent chlorophylls) is affected. Furthermore, the strength of inter-molecular dipole 
coupling can be modified.4 The factor mentioned above determines the ground and excited 
state energy landscape of the pigment-protein complexes and the timescale associated with 
the EET process which has been observed to be very fast (from 100 fs to 1 ps).4  
 
Figure 7.1 Representation of photosynthesis apparatus depicting photon absorption, energy transfer 
to a reaction centre, and electron transfer. 
 
Therefore, the understanding of the electronic structure of these light-absorbing molecules 
is a crucial point for the study of EET processes occurring in photosynthetic organisms. 
Concerning this point, porphyrins and porphyrins derivatives (such as chlorophylls) 
electronic structures have been studied and well understood.5 Their electronic spectra 
consist of two regions with the main band between 380 and 500 nm (Soret band or B band) 
and red-shifted weaker bands between 500-750 nm, known as Q-bands (Figure 7.2 (a)). 




proposed by Gouterman in 1961.5 The model considers two occupied π and two unoccupied 
π* orbitals, as illustrated in Figure 7.2 (b).5,6 According to this theory, the absorption bands 
are given by electronic transitions from the two highest occupied molecular orbitals 
(HOMOs), which are labelled a1u and a2u, and to the two lowest unoccupied molecular 
orbitals (LUMOs) which are degenerate and labelled, eg. The relative energies of the 
transitions depend on the number of substituents and the presence of a transition metal 
cation such as Zn2+, Mg2+, and Fe2+, therefore, the electronic properties of the porphyrins 
and porphyrins derivatives are mainly determined by their symmetry.5,7–10 According to 
theory, the Soret and Q bands derive from the linear combination of the four possible 
excitations (Figure 7.2 (c)) between the HOMOs and LUMOs. Thus, degenerate electronic 
transition along the x and y-axes (axes through opposing central nitrogen atoms, see Figure 
7.2 (b)) results in allowed excitations at higher energies (Soret band) and formally 
forbidden at lower energies (Q-bands). The formally forbidden bands become weakly 
allowed with the symmetry breaking that occurs in many porphyrins.11  
 
The number of Q-bands observed varies from metalloporphyrins (porphyrins containing a 
transition metal cation in the centre of the ring) to base-free porphyrins depending on their 
symmetry. Due to the N-H bond, the matal-free porphyrins have reduced symmetry 
compared to the metalloporphyrin, and the x- and y-axes along the opposite pyrrole 
nitrogen atoms are not equivalent (as they might be in metalloporphyrins without any 
substituents). The reduction in symmetry in the free-base porphyrins means that the 
transitions along the x and y-axis are not degenerate as in the metalloporphyrin. Therefore, 
their electronic spectra are characterised by four Q bands, two given by the vibronic 




where the x and y indicate the direction of the electronic transition whether it occurs along 
the x- or y-axes.5,6,11  
 
Figure 7.2 (a) Porphyrin spectrum showing Soret and Q-bands. (b) The four orbitals related to the 
“four orbitals” theory and (c) the simplified representation of the HOMOs to LUMOs electronic 
transitions. 
 
To date, ultrafast spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography, and the theoretical studies of the so-
called pigment-protein complexes have greatly improved the understanding of the 
excitation energy transfer and the excited state energy landscape.1,3 However, given the 
high tunability of the systems, the protein dynamics is still unclear.12 The uncertainties in 
the dynamical role of the protein (i.e., how can the protein mediate the vibrational energy 
relaxation) have yet to be established. Moreover, the lack of clarity in the dynamics related 
to the protein response to the photoexcitation of chlorophyll (and similar pigments) turns 
these extremely efficient systems into one of the most interesting to study with ultrafast 
techniques including multidimensional spectroscopy. Therefore, the determination of the 





Despite the advance in technology and the increased interest in understanding the 
dynamical role of the protein in naturally occurring photosynthetic organisms,4,14 the study 
of these phenomena is still challenging due to two main aspects. First, natural pigment-
protein complexes usually contain many chromophores (> 12) that can generate additional 
EET contributions observed with ultrafast techniques. A second difficulty that can be 
encountered while studying pigment-protein complexes is that smaller natural proteins 
containing few pigments (e.g., B820) are unstable under ambient conditions.15 For these 
reasons finding a stable naturally occurring protein constituted of a few pigments is very 
challenging. 
 
To overcome these issues, a de novo model tetra-helical maquettes containing zinc-chlorin 
e6 (ZnCe6) pigment is studied and the dynamics of both ZnCe6 and the ZnCe6 bonded to 
the protein (ZnCe6-m4d2) are presented in this chapter. The designer nature of the 
maquette protein allows facile editing where the binding residue can be substituted to 
explore dynamics in specific environments of the tetra-helical species. Broadband transient 
absorption (BBTA) data of ZnCe6 in methanol, buffer, and ZnCe6-m4d2 in buffer (pH = 
9) are presented along with vibrational wave packets analysis. Density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations are used to assign the Fourier transform (FT) amplitudes observed. 
 
7.2 Methods 
7.2.1 Zn(II) Chlorin e6 and m4d2 Protein Samples 
The maquette, m4d2, was synthesised in the Anderson laboratory, at the University of 
Bristol. The protein is the product of fully functional enzymes with a variety of 




moiety via a histidine residue, and the ZnCe6 and ZnCe6-m4d2 skeletal structures are 
shown in Figure 7.3 (a) and (b), respectively. 
 
 
Figure 7.3 (a) Skeletal molecular structure of ZnCe6, and (b) structures of ZnCe6 bounds to m4d2 
tetrahelical protein.  
 
The ZnCe6-m4d2 complex was studied in buffer solution, pH = 9, at room temperature. 
The broadband transient absorption experiments were carried out in a short path length (1 
mm) flow cell (Starna) and, all measurements were consistently carried out with samples 
having an optical density of 0.3 at 640 nm while the fluorescence spectra were taken in 1 
cm cuvette.  
 
Solutions of ZnCe6 were prepared by adding chlorin e6 (Frontier Scientific > 95 %) and 
zinc acetate (Zn(OAc)2 dihydrate from Merck, 99.99%) to methanol (Sigma-Aldrich, 
anhydrous, 99.8 %) or to a phosphate buffer solution (pH = 9). The solutions were placed 
in a sonicator, at room temperature, for  30 minutes. To follow the insertion of Zn2+ static 
visible absorption spectroscopy was used. Upon insertion into the chlorin moiety, a 





solutions were then filtered (Pall corporation acrodisc, syringe filter with nylon membrane, 
0.2 μm), and 1 mm pathlength Starna cuvettes were used for visible absorption 
measurements while the fluorescence spectra were taken in 1 cm cuvette. The concentration 
of the ZnCe6 solutions was kept constant with an absorbance of 0.5 at  640 nm. For 
consistency with the ZnCe6-m4d2 data, the broadband transient absorption experiments 
were carried out in a (1 mm) path length flow cell (Starna). The visible absorption spectra 
taken for both the ZnCe6 and ZnCe6-m4d2 samples before and after irradiation prove that 
long-living photoproducts were not produced during the experiments. 
 
7.2.2 Ultrafast Experimental Details 
Broadband transient absorption spectroscopy (BBTA) was used to investigate ZnCe6 in 
solution and ZnCe6-m4d2. A Ti: Sapphire laser (1 W, 800 nm, 1 kHz, Coherent Libra) was 
employed to pump a home-built non-linear parametric amplifier (NOPA) (see Chapter 5 
for full details of the spectrometer) and to generate the broad visible spectrum that spans 
from 500 to 700 nm with a full-width-half maximum (FWHM) 100 nm and central 
wavelength at 600 nm. For the data shown in this chapter, the compression of the chirped 
pulses was carried out either with chirped mirrors or Dazzler ultrafast pulse shaper. The 
pulse duration was characterised with second-harmonic generation frequency-resolved 
optical gating (SHG FROG) when the pulse was compressed with chirped mirrors and 
transient gating FROG otherwise. Figure 7.4 (a) and (b) show the contour maps and (d) and 
(e) the profiles of the 15 and 28 fs pulses achieved with the chirped mirrors and Dazzler 
ultrafast pulse shaper, respectively. Both traces were analysed with the FROG software 





During BBTA measurements, two of the four beams that constitute the boxcar geometry 
were blocked, while the other two were focused on the sample with a spot size of 90 m 
at the focal point. The pulse energy at the sample, identical for both pump and probe beams, 
was attenuated to 9 nJ for ZnCe6 solutions and 5 nJ for ZnCe6-m4d2.  
 
Figure 7.4 (a) Contour map and (c) pulse profile at 323 nm achieved with chirped mirrors 
compression. (b) Contour map and (d) pulse profile at 650 nm achieved with Dazzler ultrafast pulse 
shaper compression.  
 
7.3 Results and Discussion 
7.3.1 Static Spectra 
The ZnCe6 and ZnCe6-m4d2 samples were characterised with both static fluorescence and 




(taken at the excitation wavelength of 640 nm) for (a) ZnCe6 in methanol, (b) buffer, and 
(c) ZnCe6-m4d2. The chlorin e6 excitation involves *   transitions that belong to 
chlorin core and give rise to the Qy band,
5 shown as blue traces. A small shift of the Qy 
band is observed in ZnCe6 spectra where the sample in methanol has a maximum at 640 
nm, while for the metallochlorin in buffer, the absorption maximum is at 635 nm. When 
the ZnCe6 is bound to m4d2, the Qy band absorption is shifted to 646 nm. Table 7.1 
summarises the maxima of the absorption and fluorescence spectra alongside with the 





Figure 7.5 NOPA (black), absorption (blue) and fluorescence (red) spectra for ZnCe6 (a) in 
methanol, (b) buffer solution and (c) ZnCe6-m4d2 protein at room temperature. The fluorescence 
spectra were excited at 640 nm.  
Traditionally, the Stokes shift is a tool for investigating the reorganisation energy (λ) which 
measures the strength of the interaction between the surrounding solvent and the solute to 
be half of it.22–26 The λ values obtained for ZnCe6 in methanol and buffer are more 
significant than natural light-harvesting protein such as chlorophyll molecules in solution. 
It is known that the λ for chlorophyll a in methanol is 100 cm-1 while the λ for ZnCe6 in 
methanol and buffer are two and three times greater.27 On the contrary, the λ calculated for 
the ZnCe6-m4d2 is quite similar to the λ observed for chlorophylls embedded in a protein 
scaffold (in photosystem I) where the calculated λ is 50-65 cm-1 (or between 6 and 11 nm).28 
To a first-order approximation, this discrepancy between the reorganisation energies of 
unbounded ZnCe6 and ZnCe6-m4d2 indicates that the protein’s ability to “solvate” 
photoexcited ZeCe6 molecules is less effective than the methanol, and the protein may act 
as a less-strongly interacting bath. 
  
Table 7.1 Absorption and fluorescence maxima, Stokes shift, and reorganisation energy for 
ZnCe6 in methanol, buffer, and ZnCe6-m4d2. 
 ZnCe6, methanol ZnCe6, buffer ZnCe6-m4d2 buffer 
λabs / nm 640 635 646 
λfluo / nm 660 666 652 
Stokes shift / nm 












7.3.2 Excited state Lifetime of ZnCe6 in Methanol  
Zinc chlorin e6 was first studied in methanol, and the dynamics of its electronic excited 
state monitored with pump-probe spectroscopy up to 700 ps. The TA spectrum recorded is 
shown in Figure 7.6 (a) as a contour map. The data shows a broad positive feature spanning 
620-690 nm with a maximum at 643 nm. This feature is composed of two signals: a ground 
state bleach (GSB) and stimulated emission (SE) deducible from the comparison with the 
static spectra given on the top of each panel (Figure 7.6). Slices of the TA spectrum for 
specific pump-probe delay times are given in Figure 7.6 (b) and show that the majority of 
the molecules recover to the ground state within 700 ps. Due to the reduction of the probe 
window obtained when the pulses are compressed with a Dazzler ultrafast pulse shaper, the 
excited state absorption that arises at 560 nm (shown in the BBTA data in the following 
sections) could not be investigated for time delays longer than 1.5 ps.  
 
Figure 7.6 (a) Contour map of the T/T ZnCe6 in methanol and (b) slices of the data given at 
subsequent time delays. ZnCe6 absorption (blue) and emission (red) spectra in methanol are shown 





To follow the recovery of the molecule to the ground state, kinetics, at 640 and 680 nm 
probe wavelengths, were fitted with a multi-exponential function convolved with a 
Gaussian IRF and Heaviside step function, see Figure 7.7 (a) and (b). The lifetimes and 
amplitudes returned by the fits are given in Table 7.2 (R2= 0.99).  
Previous experiments carried out for porphyrin-like systems upon 647 nm photoirradiation 
report a short time constant (4.9 ± 0.5 ps) associated with vibrational cooling,10,29 and a 
long lifetime (>> 100 ps) that had not been assigned. Therefore, in this study, the shortest 
lifetime observed, ~ 3 ps, can be associated with the vibrational relaxation while the longest 
time constant might be related to the S0 repopulation through internal conversion but a final 
assignment of this lifetime is still challenging to achieve.29 
 
Figure 7.7 Kinetic traces at (a) 640 and (b) 680 nm given in blue and their fits in orange. 
 
Table 7.2 Lifetime and percentage amplitudes obtained from TA fits. 
 1 / ps A1 / % 2 / ps A2 / % 
Pump-probe λprobe = 640 nm  3.5  0.2 ps 19 187  1 ps 81 





7.3.3 Broadband Transient Absorption Spectroscopy and 
Vibrational Wave packets 
ZnCe6 BBTA spectra are given in Figure 7.8 (a) methanol and (b) buffer. The spectra show 
a positive feature centred at 643 nm attributed to a ground state bleach overlapping with 
stimulated emission and a weak negative feature centred at  560 nm associated with the 
excited state absorption. The ZnCe6-m4d2 spectrum has similar spectral features compared 
to the pigment, a GSB + SE centred at 647 nm, and an ESA on the blue edge of the 





Figure 7.8 Broadband transient absorption spectrum of zinc chlorin e6 in (a) methanol, (b) buffer 
and (c) ZnCe6-m4d2. The linear absorption (blue) and fluorescence (red) spectra of each sample 
are displayed above the respective BBTA trace. 
Figure 7.8 also shows that both the positive and negative components of the BBTA spectra 
are modulated by oscillations that arise from coherent vibrational wave packets, 




the underlying population relaxation dynamics by subtraction of the population 
dynamics.30–32  
 
The following procedure was performed to isolate the oscillations: each probe wavelength 
of the BBTA spectrum (Figure 7.9 (a)) was fitted to a biexponential function, and the 
population dynamics were removed from the spectra. The purple trace in Figure 7.9 (b) 
corresponds to a slice of the raw data shown in Figure 7.9 (a) at 640 nm probe wavelength. 
After population dynamics removal, the purple trace taken as an example is converted into 
the orange trace shown in panel (b). Thus, the removal of the population dynamics at each 
probe wavelength leads to the purely vibrational coherent spectrum shown as a contour 
map in Figure 7.9 (c). 
 
Figure 7.9 BBTA spectrum for ZnCe6 (a) in methanol, (b) comparison between a slice of the BBTA 
signal at 640 nm probe wavelength in purple and the same kinetics after subtracting the population 
dynamics; (c) the purely vibrational coherent spectrum.  
 
This analysis was performed for the three datasets, returning oscillation maps, as shown in 
Figure 7.10 for ZnCe6 (a) in methanol, (b) buffer, and (c) ZnCe6-m4d2. The vibrational 
coherence amplitude for ZnCe6 in methanol is most pronounced at the blue edge of the 





Figure 7.10 Coherent maps data for ZnCe6 (a) in methanol, (b) buffer, (c) ZnCe6-m4d2 in buffer 
and (d) only buffer (from 600 to 700 nm). The dashed black lines correspond to the maximum of 
the absorption (blue trace) and fluorescence (red trace) spectra.  
 
The oscillations persist for 900 fs at 560 nm and  700 fs at 640 nm. The spectrum of the 
ZnCe6 in buffer at pH 9 shows oscillation centred at 640 nm and weaker beating 560 
nm. The coherence centred at 640 nm persists for 500 fs while the lower amplitude 
oscillation centred at 560 nm extinguishes after 300 fs. Very short-lived oscillations (< 




oscillations are weaker in the only buffer solution, and they persist for only 100 fs, as shown 
in Figure 7.10 (d) from 600 to 700 nm. 
 
The coherent maps obtained and shown in Figure 7.10 are useful tools to investigate the 
ground and excited state wave packet dynamics, which can manifest in a BBTA spectrum 
through the presence of a node. The ability to recognise the node and its spectral position 
is helpful to assign whether the wave packet propagates in the ground or excited state. 
 
An ultrafast pulse can launch wave packets in the displaced excited state. Once the wave 
packet motion is initiated, it starts moving back and forth in the PES and, it is detected as 
a function of the probe wavelength. During the motion of the wave packet, a node of zero 
amplitude is produced into the displaced PES because a phase-shift of the oscillation occurs 
under such conditions.30,33–36 More precisely, a node should appear at the maximum of the 
absorption spectrum when the wave packet motion develops in the ground electronic state. 
Otherwise, it should coincide with the maximum of the fluorescence spectrum when the 
motion occurs in the excites state. However, when the Stokes shift is small as in this case, 
it has already been observed that the node can be slightly shifted compared to the maximum 
of the absorption or fluorescence spectra.30,33,35,37 
 
Both the methanol and buffer solutions show a node at  657 nm where the two sides of it 
are out of phase relative to each other denoting a minimum in the electronic potential energy 
surface in which the wave packets are propagating.30,31,33,35–37 An example of out of phase 
oscillations is given in Figure 7.11, where panel (a) shows the vibrationally coherent 
spectrum of ZnCe6 in methanol with a dashed line indicating the position of the node, and 





Figure 7.11 (a) ZnCe6 in methanol purely vibrational coherent spectrum from 200 to 700 fs, the 
dashed black line corresponds to the node at 657 nm probe wavelength. (b) Out of phase wave 
packet dynamics either side of the node.  
Even though the node does not coincide with the maximum of the fluorescence spectrum, 
it may indicate vibrational wave packet generated in the excited state. In such a case, the 
shift of the node can be due to the destabilisation of the displaced excited state generating 
a blue shift of the node as already been observed.32,35 Note that the main node centred at 
657 nm might not be the only one in the coherence spectra of ZnCe6. However, the 
identification of other out-of-phase oscillations is still quite challenging due to the spectral 
congestion. 
 
While in ZnCe6 solutions, the node at 657 nm is quite pronounced when the pigment is 
bound to the maquette protein; this node is not observed. The absence of the node can be 
due to (i) the different dynamics that characterise the pigment when it is bound to the 
protein environment or (ii) the possibility that the node is affected by the overlapping 
signals that have been observed in the BBTA. In other words, a possible generation of 




shift in the spectral position of the node (or to a non-evident presence of it) due to the 
relative amplitude of the two wave packets that interfere to generate it.30  
 
7.3.4 Fourier Transform Maps 
The Fourier Transform (FT) of the coherence spectra yields the frequencies associated with 
the wave packets. In the three samples studied, the FTs from 100 fs to 1.5 ps of the pure 
vibrational coherence spectra (shown in Figure 7.10) lead to maps of FT amplitudes 
displaying vibrational frequencies up to  1400 cm-1 (Figure 7.12).  
 
The FT spectrum of ZnCe6 in methanol (Figure 7.12 (a)) shows the main low-frequency 
amplitude with the maximum at  400 cm-1 spanning the probe frequency from  620 to  
700 nm and a higher FT amplitude positioned at 1050 cm-1 with two relative maxima at 
 550 and  640 nm. Furthermore, the spectrum shows FT amplitudes at lower frequencies 
(< 400 cm-1), which can explain the complexity of the vibrational wave packets observed 
in the time domain. 
  
The FT amplitude map of ZnCe6 in buffer (Figure 7.12 (b)) displays a congested spectrum, 
especially up to 1000 cm-1 while the ZnCe6-m4d2 spectrum has the main FT frequency at 
440 cm-1 for each probe wavelength studied, see Figure 7.12 (c). Two additional weaker 
peaks can be well distinguished, too, one at 640 and the second one 680 nm probe 
wavelengths. These peaks are centred at 330 and 500 cm-1 and belong to the ESA and GSB 





Figure 7.12 FT amplitudes spectra of ZnCe6 (a) in methanol, (b) buffer and (c) ZnCe6-m4d2 in 




7.3.5 Fourier Transform Amplitudes 
For a better visualisation and understanding of the FT amplitudes, a summary is shown in 
Figure 7.13. To obtain the FT amplitudes shown in this figure, the BBTA spectrum was 
divided into three regions: ESA (535-600 nm), GSB+SE (600-660 nm), and 680 nm. 
Subsequently, the average FT amplitudes for each spectral region were calculated and 
shown in Figure 7.13 in panel (a), (c), and (e), in green, red and blue, as indicated in the 
graphs. The pump-probe spectra at t = 500 fs are also given for each solution studied (Figure 
7.13 (b), (d), and (f)), and the three regions from which the FT amplitudes have been 
retrieved, highlighted in green, red and blue. 
 
The FT spectrum of ZnCe6 in methanol (Figure 7.13 (a)), both for the ESA and GSB + SE, 
shows the main peak centred at 1054 cm-1 that appears to be less intense in the 680 nm FT 
amplitude map. Furthermore, the FT amplitudes obtained for the GSB + SE region and at 
680 nm show a second intense peak at 385 and weaker amplitudes at 460 and 490 cm-1. 
 
Panel (c) corresponds to the FT amplitudes of the ZnCe6 in buffer showing the most intense 
feature at 423 cm-1 with satellite peaks, both in the ESA region and at 680 nm, while the 
GSB + SE region shows relatively intense peaks at 754, 1000, and 1156 cm-1 with weaker 
peaks between 780, 983, and 1156 cm-1. The latter sets of peaks also coincide with very 
weak amplitudes observed in the ESA. 
 
On the contrary, the ZnCe6-m4d2 complex does not show as many FT amplitudes as the 
only ZnCe6, with a predominant feature at 505 cm-1 and weak FT amplitudes between 1360 





Figure 7.13 FT amplitudes and pump-probe spectra at the time delay t = 500 fs of ((a) and (b)) 
ZnCe6 in methanol, ((c) and (d)) buffer and ((e) and (f)) ZnCe6-m4d2. The FT amplitudes belong 




It is always very challenging to isolate the contribution of ground and excited state wave 
packets in congested spectra,30,38 therefore, to assign the vibrational mode to the ground or 
excited state, I compared the FT amplitudes obtained integrating over the ESA (that 
conveys information only on the ground state) and the FT amplitudes obtained integrating 
over the GSB + SE where the signal derives from both the ground and the excited state. 
Figure 7.14 shows the two FT amplitudes obtained integrating over the ESA region (in 
green) and GSB + SE (in red) and the FT normalised spectra of the solvents for the entire 
probe frequencies (in blue). The FT maps of the methanol solution (Figure 7.14 (a), (d), 
and (g)) show the main peak at 1054 cm-1 that belongs to both the ESA and GSB + SE 
traces, therefore, it is associated with a ground state vibrational wave packet. Note that the 
observation of this mode in methanol and not in water might be due to a different interaction 
between the solute and the solvents, i.e., a different coupling or solvation of this specific 
vibrational mode. On the contrary, the vibrational frequencies centred at 385 and 513 cm-1 
are not observed for the only ground state signal or the only solvent spectrum. Thus, it can 
be supposed that they originate in the excited state.  
 
The same procedure has been applied to ZnCe6 in buffer (Figure 7.14 (b), (e), and (h)) 
where the ground state vibrations observed at 780, 983, 1156 cm-1 have been previously 
assigned to ground state vibrational modes through Raman spectroscopy.39 To assign the 
peaks between 0 and 600 cm-1 where Raman spectroscopy cannot provide information, I 
rely on the comparison between the traces obtained from the integration over the ESA and 
GSB + SE regions and the only solvent trace to eliminate its contribution. The modes 
between 260 and 700 cm-1 are common to the ESA, GSB + SE, and buffer traces; therefore, 
they either belong to the ground state or solvent while the peak at 754 cm-1 is unique to the 




was done to identify the peak at 1000 cm-1 observed only for the red trace and associated 
with excited state vibrational mode.  
 
Ultimately, the comparison between the FT amplitudes obtained for the ESA, GSB + SE 
and solvent, is shown for ZnCe6-m4d2, where all the peaks appear to belong either to the 
ground state or buffer. In this regard, note that the FT amplitudes observed for ZnCe6-
m4d2 coincide with the main peaks obtained in the solvent spectrum which has been 
previously assigned to librational active modes of water.40 Therefore, a neat separation 
between the ZnCe6-m4d2 and the buffer contribution to the FT frequency region that spans 
from 300 to 600 cm-1 remains very challenging.  
 
Figure 7.14 FT amplitudes obtained when integrating the ESA (green) and GSB + SE (red) region 
for ((a),(d)) ZnCe6 in methanol, ((b),(e)) ZnCe6 in buffer and ((c),(f)) ZnCe6-m4d2. Integrated FT 




7.3.6 Wave Packet Dephasing Analysis 
To establish the dephasing rate of vibrational coherences, the data were fitted to a damped 
cosine function, and the analysis was focused on the highest amplitude oscillations in the 
purely coherent spectra at 640 nm. The oscillatory data used for the following analysis are 
unfiltered data population subtracted. At 640 nm one main FT frequency that varies from 
450 to 500 cm-1 between the three samples is observed, therefore the data were fitted in the 
time domain to a damped cosine equation, like the one given below:38 
 I(t) = A cos(ωt + ϕ) e
-γt
 (7.1) 
where A is the initial amplitude,  is the decay constant or damping factor,  is the phase, 
 is the angular frequency associated with the vibration, and t is the pump-probe time delay. 
The quality of the fitting was monitored with the residual, and the ω was fixed during the 
analysis according to the observed main amplitude in the FT spectrum. The errors 
associated with each damping lifetimes were calculated as the standard deviation between 
the damping factor obtained at the central frequency of 640 nm and the damping factors 
calculated in  5 nm range.  
 
Figure 7.15 Oscillations (blue) and best fits (dashed-red) at 640 nm probe wavelength obtained for 
ZnCe6 (a) in methanol, (c) buffer, and (e) ZnCe6-m4d2. Panels (b), (d), and (f) show the residuals 




Figure 7.15 shows the fits to vibrational wave packet and associated residual for 640 nm 
for ZnCe6 ((a), (b)) in methanol, ((c), (d)) in buffer and ((e), (f)) ZnCe6-m4d2. The values 
of the damping lifetimes obtained from the best-fittings as 1/  (fs) are shown in Table 7.3. 
 
Table 7.3 Damping lifetimes for the oscillations at 640 nm probe wavelength. 
 Damping lifetime (1/  ) / fs 
ZnCe6 in methanol 40  10 
ZnCe6 in buffer 30  10 
ZnCe6-m4d2 100  20 
 
The analysis carried out for ZnCe6 and ZnCe6-m4d2 in solution should be taken as an 
approximation to obtain a trend of values and not as an absolute determination of the 
dephasing times.41 This fact occurs because the method applied in the fitting assumes that 
the data can be treated as a sum of damped cosine equations, which is not always precise if 
a single frequency comprises multiple relaxation times.41,42 Moreover, the number of 
exponentially damped terms used in the fitting should be equal to the number of vibrational 
frequencies observed, quantum-mechanically the wave packets generated and detected are 
a superposition of vibrational states constituted by multiple vibrational modes.30 In this 
specific case, where multiple vibrational modes, belonging to both the ground and excited 
state, are detected the isolation of the coherent portion of the data (particularly in ZnCe6 in 
buffer and ZnCe6-m4d2) is not trivial, and, the precise fitting routine would have been a 
difficult and time-consuming procedure.33,42 Therefore, Table 7.3 shows that ZnCe6-m4d2 
is characterised by a longer damping lifetime compared to ZnCe6 in methanol and buffer 
showing a different behaviour of the ZnCe6 when it is confined inside the protein compared 




The damping lifetimes indicate a weaker interaction between the ZnCe6 and the solvent, 
while in the ZnCe6-m4d2, this interaction is stronger. This observation is in agreement 
with the Stokes shift observed in the linear static spectra where the ZnCe6-m4d2 sample 
has a much smaller Stokes shift compared to the only metallochlorin in solution suggesting 
that, after excitation, the response of the two solvents, methanol, and water, to the electronic 
perturbation of the solute dipole moment is faster than the protein response. Thus, the 
protein is a less interacting bath compared to the other two solvents. 
 
7.3.7 DFT Calculations and Vibrational Modes Assignment 
To guide the assignment of the observed wave packets, DFT calculations were performed 
with Gaussian 09.43 The S0 and S1 ZnCe6, polarizable continuum model (PCM) geometry 
optimisation, and harmonic frequencies were calculated with B3LYP functional and 6-31 
G* basis set. The calculated spectra for S0 and S1 up to 1500 cm
-1 are shown in Figure 7.16 
where the frequencies were multiplied by 0.99 to account for the anharmonicity.44  
 
Figure 7.16 Calculated harmonic frequencies of ground (blue) and excited state (green) with 




From the S0 and S1 harmonic vibrations calculated, it can be observed that the ring breathing 
modes generate the experimental peaks obtained at low-frequencies, mainly bending and 
rocking of the chlorin substituents, for example, the ground state mode at 423 cm-1 is 
attributed to the bending of the -CH2COOH, while the peak centred at 1054 cm
-1, very 
pronounced for ZnCe6 in methanol, has previously been observed in the FTIR spectrum 
and assigned to the (-CH2CH3COOH) bending.
44 
 
Figure 7.17 Nuclear displacement associated with S1 normal vibrational modes and associated 





The FT amplitudes observed for ZnCe6 in methanol and buffer and assigned to excited 
state vibrational wave packets at 385, 513, 754, and 1000 cm-1 were compared to the S1 
calculated harmonic frequencies. The assignment is shown in Figure 7.17, where each 
figure represents the ZnCe6 S1 optimised geometry, and the arrows display the position and 
intensity of the vibrations. Table 7.4 summarises the frequencies of the excited state FT 
amplitudes, the calculated harmonic frequencies multiplied by 0.99 for the S1 state, and at 
which panel in Figure 7.17 each frequency corresponds to.  
 
Table 7.4 Calculated harmonic frequencies for S1 state and comparison with FT amplitudes 
assigned to the excited state.  
Observed excited state FT 
amplitudes / cm-1 
Calculated harmonic 
frequencies x 0.99 / cm-1 
Corresponding normal mode 
in Figure 7.17 
385 386 a) 
513 515 b) 
754 754 c) 
1000 1000 d) 
 
7.4 Conclusions 
In this work, the BBTA spectra of ZnCe6 and ZnCe6-m4d2 reveal congested spectra 
characterised by vibrational wave packets. From the analysis of the wave packets, an 
insight into the ground and excited state dynamics can be obtained and, the purely coherent 
vibrational spectra for both ZnCe6 and ZnCe6-m4d2 can be reduced to few FC active 
modes. DFT calculations ran for ground, and excited state of ZnCe6 can be used to assign 
the observed normal modes. Thus, the congested BBTA spectrum can be simplified to a 




technique arises from the fact that the BBTA experiment can provide complementary 
information about the ground state active mode at low-frequencies (< 600 cm-1), which are 
difficult to obtain from Raman spectroscopy.31,34  
 
The main observation arising from this work comes from the different abilities that water 
and methanol have in stabilising the zinc chlorin e6 electronic excite state compared to 
m4d2. The stabilisation carried out by the two conventional solvents is more efficient 
compared to m4d2, meaning that the protein’s ability to “solvate” the photoexcited ZnCe6 
is less pronounced than the two pure solvents. It has been observed that the stabilisation of 
the ZnCe6 excited state induces a red shift of the fluorescence spectra, which is not 
observed in the data related to ZnCe6-m4d2 returning in a more significant Stokes shift for 
ZnCe6 in solution and smaller λ for the ZnCe6-m4d2 sample. The hypothesis of less 
efficient protein solvation is also supported by the damping lifetimes calculated that show 
a fast dephasing for zinc chlorin e6 in solution and a slower lifetime for ZnCe6-m4d2. This 
observation suggests that the protein acts as a less-strongly interacting bath.  
 
Furthermore, it has been observed that the FT amplitude of ZnCe6 is strongly solvent 
dependent. For example, the active mode at 1054 cm-1, which is isolated for ZnCe6 in 
methanol, is not observed when the chlorin is in a buffer solution. A second example that 
can be provided refers to the most intense low-frequency active mode at 385 that shifts to 
423 cm-1 when going from methanol to water. A third example resides in the excited state 
active modes observed for ZnCe6 in the two conventional solvents that have also been 
assigned through DFT calculations. The differences observed between the FC active modes 
in methanol and buffer are likely due to the solvent ability to interact with each mode of 




Further insight into the solvation dynamics of ZnCe6 and ZnCe6 bonded to a maquette 
protein could be given by two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy (2DES).31,45–50 The 
multidimensionality of the technique and the study of the frequency-frequency correlation 
function might convey information about the solvent reorganisation and, only through 
2DES analysis, the ground state coherence and the excited state contribution could be 
isolated and individually analysed.31,51 Finally, these observations may be used to model 
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Conclusions and Future Work 
8.1 Conclusions and Future Work 
In this thesis, I have explored a range of photophysical phenomena in light-absorbing 
molecules using ultrafast time-resolved techniques. The ultrafast dynamics of three 
chemical systems have been studied: a dinucleotide of guanine and thymine, Oxazine 4 in 
different solvents, and zinc chlorin e6 in free solution and bound in a protein maquette. 
Further, I constructed and characterised a phase stabilised spectrometer characterised by 
boxcar geometry that I used to collect broadband transient absorption and two-dimensional 
electronic spectroscopy data.  
 
In Chapter 4, a model for a part of DNA composed of guanine and thymine moieties was 
studied with transient absorption and time-resolved infrared spectroscopies. From analysis 
of the TA data, an additional lifetime component of ~ 10 ps was observed for the 
dinucleotide that was absent in the constituent monomers. TRIR measurements elucidated 
the origin of the additional ps lifetime, corresponding to charge transfer between guanine 
and thymine to form d(G+pT-), via a vibrational signature of the guanine cation. Moreover, 
analysis of d(GpT) TRIR spectra at different excitation wavelengths revealed delocalised 
FC states across guanine and thymine moieties. Theoretical calculations also predict that 
the vertical excited states are characterised by a mixture of delocalised, localised, and 
charge transfer states which strongly depend on the specific geometry of the dinucleotide, 
and critically whether it was open or π-stacked. Therefore, the study of this nucleotide 
comprised from naturally abundant nucleobases were characterised by short-lived charge 




This process might have a crucial role in guaranteeing the photostability of DNA upon UV 
irradiation. 
 
In Chapter 5, I reported the successful implementation and characterisation of a phase-
stable two-dimensional electronic spectrometer that was used to carry out to separate 
experiments: broadband transient absorption spectroscopy and 2DES. The apparatus was 
used to investigate Oxazine 4 in different solvents, as shown in Chapter 6. Through the 
population removal from the BBTA spectra, the purely vibrational coherent spectra were 
obtained. The FT of these spectra reveal FC active modes in each sample studied. The 
BBTA data display a strong vibrationally active frequency at 586 cm-1 in both conventional 
solvents and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium thiocyanate. The vibrational active mode was 
previously assigned through DFT calculations and Raman spectroscopy to a ground state 
ring breathing mode. The purely coherent maps reveal nodes in each solution studied which 
offer an insight into the dynamics of the ground and excited state. The fitting of the 
oscillation in the purely vibrational coherent maps corroborated the hypothesis of excited 
state vibrational wave packets detection, probably observed at ~ 400 cm-1. Moreover, two-
dimensional electronic spectroscopy was used to investigate the strength of solute-solvent 
interactions for Oxazine 4 in methanol, DMSO and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
thiocyanate. Analysis of the 2DES central line slope returned a very fast solvent 
reorganization in the case of the less viscous solvent while a longer-lived frequency-
frequency correlation for DMSO and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium thiocyanate. 
 
In Chapter 7, broadband transient absorption spectroscopy was used to investigate the 
excited state dynamics of zinc chlorin e6 in methanol, buffered water, and bound to a 




were assigned using DFT calculations and/or prior Raman spectroscopy studies. The 
comparison between the ZnCe6 and ZnCe6-m4d2 analysis revealed two key aspects. The 
first finding was related to the protein ability to “solvate” the chlorin molecule, which via 
analysis of the data I have observed to be less effective than methanol and buffered water. 
The second aspect refers to the FC active vibrational modes which were observed to differ 
for the solutions of ZnCe6 in methanol and buffer. For example, a predominant FT 
frequency at 1054 cm-1 belonging to the ZnCe6 in methanol it was not found when the same 
compound was in water buffered solution. This evidence shows a distinct interaction 
between the solute and the two solvent and a change in the chlorin electronic structure 
going from methanol to water. 
 
For a better assignment of the FC active vibrational frequencies observed in both Oxazine 
4 and ZnCe6 samples, Franck-Condon calculations beyond the harmonic approximation 
would be very useful. However, due to the large displacement between the ground and first 
excited state in the two molecules investigated, these calculations cannot be carried out 
with conventional software such as Gaussian09. Therefore, the investigation of these active 
vibrational frequencies will require more sophisticated approaches.  
 
To reduce the noise generated by the laser fluctuations in time, a shot-to-shot referencing 
for NOPA normalisation would be required. Moreover, the 2DES spectrometer could be 
improved by modifying the compression stage in such a way that it would be possible to 
achieve the transform-limited pulse (~10 fs for Gaussian beam with FWHM 100 nm). For 
example, by using the Dazzler pulse shaper in combination with the Wizzler (Fastlite) an 




re-optimize the pulse compression with a high level of control within few minutes; 
therefore, it guarantees the compression maximum efficiency and stability. 
As future work in terms of samples, my inclinations would be the systematic study of 
Oxazine 4 in a larger variety of ionic liquids, and the investigation of the solvation 
dynamics of chlorin e6 in different protein maquettes with the possibility to extend the 
study to a two (and hopefully one day a multiple) chromophores containing protein. 
Moreover, the solvation dynamics of the protein maquette could be explored with 
multidimensional spectroscopy to disentangle the congested BBTA spectra, as shown for 
Oxazine 4.  
  
In summary, in this thesis, I have applied ultrafast spectroscopy to study charge transfer 
and vibrational coherent states alongside with the development of a state-of-the-art two-
dimensional spectrometer. The studies carried out in this thesis, and the implementation of 
the 2DES setup are presented with the hope that they will contribute to the development of 
the physical-chemistry field with particular attention to the investigation of the plethora of 
questions that can be addressed with multidimensional spectroscopies.  
